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College is a time to get
an education, but
sometimes it's just about
having fun, Take a
break from classes
and enjoy life,
Activities not only divert
from homework-they
also allow you to see
yourself in a way you
may not otherwise,
Recreate your life with
activities introduced by
clubs and dorms,
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NEW FRIENDSBECOME FAMILIES DURING ORIENTATION WEEKEND
Cowles Auditorium shook with chants and cheers that night. "Hoc-
hoh: BJ!" "Schmac! B-B!" "What! What! Warren!" The Dorm Yell-Off
had begun. Freshman Katie Furber described the Yell-Off as her
favorite experience of Orientation weekend because "it was amaz-
ing to see new people become a team so quickly' Orientation set
the pace for the rest of the school year. Freshmen learned about their
new home, the faculty's expectations for them, and how to have a ri-
diculously good time while they're here. "I expect college to give me
the chance to be an individual. I'm not at home anymore, so I have
to make my own choices, take responsibility for my life, and shape it
into what I want it to be:' Furber said.
Weeks before Orientation, ASWC Leadership and the RAsbegan
preparing for the arrivai of new students. Since the orientation theme
was baseball, the campus resembled the energy and excitement
of a hometown baseball game. From the HUBto the residence halls,
the leadership decorated with baseballs and crackerjacks. In order
to help new students feel at home, Orientation Weekend brimmed
with welcoming activities, including Traditiation. Junior Megan Duff,
a Warren RA, described her favorite part of Traditiating her freshmen,
"was preparing for the Yell-Off because the freshmen starfed fo take
ownership, get excited about it, and add their own personality and
flair. It was so rewarding to see them work together'
While Orientation gave freshmen the chance to become accli-
mated to Whitworth through Traditiation activities, such as "wooing:'
and competitions iike the Mock Rock, it also dramatically impacted
the new students. Freshman Mike Vander Giessen gushed, "I ioved
'the woo' so much because, as Warren gentlemen, we took such
communal pride in our mastery of the woo. We wanted in every way
to live up to the reputation of the Warren gentlemen. We found that
everyone of us beionged to a family that we will identify with for
years to come. The friends we made in that first week will most iikely
be the same friends we hold for fhe nexf four years or longer and fhat
is a belonging unlike any other I could imagine:'
Giessen further explained that President BillRobinson's first Orienta-
tion speech solidified his feeling of acceptance and comfort in the
Whitworth community "BillRobinson spoke about us as the body of
Christ. It was a humble message reflecting the heart of the Whitworth
faculty and fostered growth in me both as an individuai and as a
member in the body of Christ. Orientation made the future ahead
just a little more clear, and for this I am so thankful:'
Story by Laura Richardson
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Red Heat Week kindles school spirit
Whitworth students partied like true rock stars during home-
coming weekend September 12-17.With activities abounding all
week long, the excitement culminated in Saturdays football game
against the University of La Verne Leopards. The sun warmed
students as they packed into the newly instated "Pirate Pit' ready
for action. The 43-28 win started off strang for the Pirates with four
touchdowns In the first half giving Whitworth a comfortable 29-7
lead. Senior Michael Allan boosted Whitworth's score with three
touchdowns, while junior Joel Clark passed for 271 yards and four
touchdowns. Obe Quarless, a freshman on the football team, said
that "It was fun representing both dorm royalty and the football
team. It was cool that we played well and got the win in front of
the home crowd also:'
During half-time, dorm royalty strutted their stuff in order to
garner the most crowd reaction to earn the title of dorm queen
and king. Spartan cheerleaders and a pirate with his parrot atop
his shoulder entertained the crowd and fought for the best reoc
tion along with the other Homecoming royalty In response to BJ's
performance during Red Heat Week, junior Emily Wold exclaimed,
"All I can say Isthat BJ rocks my face oft:' Also, Whitworth athletes
handed out "helmets for hurricane relief" during the second quarter. Spectators filled the helmets with money
for hurricane victims, raising $1.703 that was deposited directly with the American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund. Ticket sales from the Homecoming dance also benefited the hurricane Katrina victims.
After the pirate victory, the annual powder putt football game took over pirate field. The Red Dawgs
and Black Plague battled It out in the Pine Bowl for the ultimate glory of triumph. In the end, "The Red Dawgs
dominated the Black Plague
'
" Freshman linebacker Sarah Moore says of her team's performance,
Due to the earlier date of Homecoming, a few things were taken out of the celebration this year. The
dorms decorated murals instead of dorm decorating. The Village won with the most creative mural. Nonethe-
less, students had a great time during "Red Heat" week. Sophomore Nissana Nov and junior Bobby Walston
won the dorm royalty contest despite losing the pizza eating contest to the off-campus royalty junior Amy
Bement and senior Steve Honeyman (who was filling In for senior Andrew Dolan).
The week concluded with a dance in Graves Gym. A new addition to the dance scene was the mocktail
bar where drinks named "abstinence on the beach" were offered, Freshman Sky Thoreson said "I got drunk
off the mocktails because I was having so tun!" Loud tunes, shakin' students, and tasty concoctions filled
Graves Gym as students danced the night away.
'. Freshman Taylor Storm hypes up BJs pride and
boosts the spirit level as a Spartan Cheerleader
from Saturday Night live. Photo by Cotis Storm
Story by Elizabeth Johnson
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On September 27, Students
engaged in a tradition that Is deeply
rooted in the Whitworth College com-
munity. Community BuildingDay isa 100-
year-old tradition that gave students
the chance to help out the greater
Spokane community. No task was too
small. as some students tolded clothes.
cleaned lawns, and helped families in
any way they could.
The day began at 7:30 a.m.
Some were awakened by the incessant
ringing of an alarm clock, or to the bel-
lowing of RAs imploring them to get
up. In Warren, sounds of instruments re-
sounded throughout the halls. Break-
fast was a very short affair, where stu-
dents only had the chance to partake
of muffins and juice. After that the 558
voiunteers made their way to buses,
and eventually reached their individual
destinations. For the next three hours,
each group of people participated In
several tasks that served the commu-
nity.
For example, freshman Alex
Smith spoke about his experience vol-
unteering for Habitat for Humanity. He
said the experience "was fun:' "We
spent time sorting clothes by size and
type for low income families;' Smith
continued, Another freshman, Tara
Jones, was particularly moved by her
experience at the Ronaid McDonald
House. "We helped a family move their
belongings out of the shelter,' she said.
She went on to say that she felt Im-
mense compassion for the family.
• SERVEcoordinator Alize Delzell, reflected on the true purpose of Community Building Day. "I've
actually recieved thank-you letters from all of the sites just saying what a pleasure it was to have ali of
the students there;' she said. She added that all of the organizations appreciated all of our work Com-
munity Building Day was a day of renewal for the Spokane creo:
Story by LuisLopez
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Far left: Freshmen Hannah Brown
and Nathan Swenson secure
the roofing on a newly built
house at the Habitat for Human-
ity site. Volunteers did odd jobs
around the house like painting,
hammering and cleaning up the
building area. Photo by Caitie
Storm
left: Freshman Kacie Gartland
uses a staple gun to lock a
beam into place, Students used
any experience they had to
help put finishing touches on the
house. Photo by Coltle Storm
Below' At the Union Gospel Mis-
sion, Freshman Amy Brown dusts
off shelving during Community
Building Day. Students cleaned
up the food pantry to create
more room for donated items.
Photo by Thomas Robinson
helping hand
------------------------------------communlty buildingday
12/13
Above: Sophomore Melissa
Vanderwel, Kim Vander-
wel (Mother), and Adrienne
Vanderwel (younger sister)
enjoy brunch In the
cafeteria,
Right: Parents help them-
selves to coffee during a
break between lecture
sessions, Free coffee was
provided to help keep the
parents awake and active.
Far right: A student puts her
arm around her mom during
the football game. Students
were excited to have their
parents visit, For some this
was the first time they had
seen their parents since the
summer.
Photos by Jenny Johnston
one
delightful
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An exhibit by a visiting artist, a
production of a timeless play, (J foot-
ball victory, mini-colleges taught by
faculty, buffet lines full of food, and a
worship service for everyone blended
into Parents Weekend 2005, one de-
lightful weekend for families. Registra-
tion and a continental breakfast took
place on the crisp autumn Saturday
morning of October 22. Junior Chris-
tine Carnevale from California, refer-
ring to her parents, remarked, "They're
cold:'
The HUBCafe buzzed with the
chatter of visitors eager for all of the
activities ahead, Soon parents were
off to "Mini College:' Seven seminars
put on by faculty members from de-
partments including theology, philoso-
phy, theatre, psychology, and com-
munication studies provided a variety
of options for parents,
Sophomore Luan Ly spent the
weekend with her sponsors, Chuck
and Anne Kirby. Having known Ly
since she was five-years-old, their re-
lationship has developed into that of
a close family, Ly refiected, "They're
very thoughtful to come and make
me feel like I have parents '" They
are like my parents:' Anne Kirby found
Jerry Sittser's presentation on Eastern
Orthodoxy "very thought-provok-
ing:' and Anne's husband, Chuck, de-
scribed Catholic theologian, Professor
KarinHeller,as "a fascinating lady'
Adorned in his"Whitworth Dad" sweatshirt, President BillRobinson related to the parents during
hiswelcome speech as he informed them of the latest developments at the college, inclUding the
decision to change its name to Whitworth University,He listed all the ways in which the school isgrow-
ing and changing as well as the areas in which he hopes it will stay the same. Whether it isWhitworth
College or Whitworth University, it will focus on "honoring Christ' because, Robinson stressed, "This is
who we are and who we continue to be:'
Choir opened the worship service Sunday morning. The rich sound transformed Cowles Au-
ditorium into a magnificent cathedral. After a praise team led the congregation in singing a mix of
hymns and more contemporary selections Robinson delivered a message from John 9, emphasizing
that rather than trying too hard on our own, we should "put it in the hands of the healing master:'
Story by Jenny Johnston
--------------------------------------- parent'sweekend---'
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McMILLAN HALL TRANSFORMS INTO A HAUNTED HOUSE TO BRING THE DEAD BACK TO HAUNT THE CAMPUS
In a period of two days McMillan Hall transformed to recreate one of Whitworth's most distinct buildings
into a haunted house full of zombies, vampires, torture chambers and chain saw murderers. "I was really im-
pressed with how they set it up:' freshman Bryan Whitmore said, "I didn't recognize it at all:'
The Mac Men got a late start this year, and were only halfway done the night before the Haunted House
was set to open. "It was kind of a scramble to get things set up:' sophomore Chris LaPlante said.
Fortunately, residents got everything up and ready in time. The Haunted House featured several long-
standing attractions, such as the gallows in the first floor lounge, men attacking with chain saws in the base-
ment and the shaft covered in a checkerboard pattern with strobe lights in it to disorient the guests. The Mac
men bought 12,000 square feet of tarp this year since the old tarp was thrown out from overuse.
People were still wandering through the Haunted House until about 2 a.m .. and then the clean up began.
After everything returned to normal, a pizza party was held for all involved in running the haunted house.
They swapped stories of scaring the guests. Chris LaPlante joked that "one cool thing about scaring people is
when the girls drop to the floor like being down there is going to make them safer or something:'
Story by Jesse Clark
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II', Nearly 300 people packed the cafe November 1Oth for Warren
Peace, a concert which this year featured a wide variety of musical
, styles, from music featured In Nintendo games to a steel drum, Since
I intense advertising covered the campus, it was hard to avoid know-
ingly that Warren Peace was going to draw a large crowd, Advertis-
ing included the use of facebook, golden ticket mailings with candy,
posters, and even Warren senator Daniel Walters dressed as a donut
When asked why he was dressed as a donut. he explained that ev-
eryone enjoys donuts,
Emcee Walters Imitated Bob Sagat as he Introduced the bands,
He added jokes and magic tricks to allow the bands time to set up
between acts, As the night progressed the talent grew and so did
the varient In each group, Music from almost every genre diversified
the concert and made It more Interesting.
The band called the Duke of New York caused the audience to
Jump up and start dancing. The audience continued to join in and
dance with the ska band named The Visiting Hours.Not all of the
bands caused so much movement. There were also a few acoustic
bands that showcased amazing talent
Freshmen Obe Quarless quieted the cafe as he began with his
steel drums. After playing hisfirst song, he received a standing ova-
tion and a call for an encore. For his encore, he played the song
"Under the Sea" from the Little Mermaid, which caused the audience
to follow along in song "It's such a simple little instrument. but he cre-
ated a masterpiece, It was amazlngl" said senior Rustam Abdurah-
monov.
Freshman Mark Tapia, who plays the keyboards for the band Jen-
kinsEast.said that It was Interesting to see the variety of music, and
it was good to see people playing what they liked, "You have to be
the one who likes your music, Instead of trying to please the crowd:'
Tapia soid. Story by Jesse Clark
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INTERNATIONAL CLUB PRESENTSA TOUR OF THE WORLD
The annual International Banquet showcased diverse ethnic
groups and cultures on campus, The night held a combo of dinner
and entertainment that provided a double portion of cultural fun, A
distinct aroma of International foods and the array of garments worn
by students greeted people as they entered the Hixson Union Build-
ing, An Asian American wearing a vibrant red dress with gold dragons
bowed slowly In respect before passing each visltar an appetizer of
curry chicken and trult punch, The main menu showcased foods from
Africa, Asia, India, and the Mediterranean,
The entertainment provided a second treat for many students and
visitors, The show portrayed a combination of international song and
artistic dance, The audience had an Imaginary first class plane ticket
to culture as the entertainers traveled around the world, Passengers
visited Africa and witnessed a Nigerian celebration of dance, Senior
Beverly Uganda and sophomore Stephanie Beans jumped, twirled,
and chanted to the rhythm of an African drum played by junior Keith
Peterson,
The plane iater landed in Cambodia Sophomores Nissana Nov
and Victoria Trang and freshman Vi Nguyen danced a slow and intri-
cate dance entitled "Robam Choun Par:' The sacred dance is usually
performed for the gods and King to provide blessings for the Celestial
and earthly plains, The elaborate hand and feet movements kept the
audience on edge,
Audience members waited anxiously eager for the Krump dance
portion of the entertainment, Performed by juniors Holy Chea and
Aubrey Prince, Krump dancing is an electrifying fast-paced dance
that evolved from clown dancing and is a form of dance that blends
contemporary hip-hop styles together for the purpose of entertain-
ing spectators, Chea and Prince's high energy and finesse wowed the
audience and left many yearning for more, Before the night ended,
the audience had traveled to Vietnam, Mexico, South Korea, Japan,
Brazil and Polynesia without ever leaving the auditorium,
The most significant portion of the event was the cuitural expo-
sure that each performer provided, Senior Casee Haopii agreed that
Whitworth should continue to showcase ethnic culture because "it
shows that we promote diversity:' The variations of culture that we
promote allow us to experience different cultures:' Junior Michael
Chansavang stated, "it is Important to showcase ethnic culture be-
cause it gives students an opportunity to broaden their world view
through art music, food, and dance:'
Story by Denice Randle
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THE CAMPUS BRIGHTENS WITH CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Students, faculty and Whitworth retirees trudged through the
snowy campus to participate in the President's Christmas Reception,
a long-standing tradition and the beginning of Christmas Fest
Located InWhitworth's HixsonUnion Building, people were wel-
comed by President BillRobinson and hiswife Bonnie, who stayed
busv serving Wassail and greeting each person individually, Freshman
Jesse Erikssonappreciated the reception and the effort put forth
by President BillRobinson, "It's just cool that the president would get
Involved with the students like this:' Erikssonsaid,
Surrounded by the sound of bongo drums and the ever famous ice
sculpture, students conversed and ate the delicious treats provided,
Peppermint chocolate fudge and miniature pecan pies were among
the desserts to be enjoyed, Eggnog, a seasonal tradition was also
available at the reception,
Sophomore Alexandra Auld enjoyed the mingling and the conver-
sations that took place at the reception, "It's really the community
that makes it:' Auld said,
Robinson has hosted this reception since he came to be the Presi-
dent of Whitworth College over ten years ago, "I like whenever the
whole community is togethe(,' Robinson said, "I love it:'
On December 7 another Christmas Fest tradition took place, the
Christmas Tree Lighting in the loop, Due to the cold temperatures that
night the festivities were moved inside,
After the lighting, President Robinson read The Polar Express and
students were invited to go Christmas caroling,
The Whitworth Women's Choir performed in the chapel for the
candlelight Christmas service, Sophomore Jeff Wilson attended the
service for the second time since he's been at Whitworth, "The music
provided by the Womens Choir isalways amazing, Ilove that they
strotegically place themselves in the back acknowledging that the
service isnot about them, but about the greatness of Gods birth on
earth:' Wilson said,
Story by Bethany Hargis
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Far Right: Junior Holy Cheo ob-
serves the Great Wall of China,
Photo courtesy of Holy Cheo
Right: Community members
riase praises to heaven during
the Gospel Explosion. Photo by
Nate Chute
Above: Members of the Dub
C Gospel choir sings the song,
Photo by Nate Chute
Signsacross campus echoed
that Black History Month had arrived.
An oversized banner filled with insightful
dates. times, and significant people in
Black History hovered over Leid square.
Smaller sized posters displayed informa-
tion about slavery, plantation iife, and the hardships of Black Americans. Sopho-
more Marie Martelly thought the original Idea was a success because it boldly de-
picted past events while provoking Interest in present day Black issues.She stated,
"Black History Month is about educating the campus on what real black history Is
such as who invented the traffic light. peanut butter and other great Inventions. It
Ismore than just reminiscing on slavery:' For sophomore ToniMcintosh Black History Month had a different
meaning, "It symbolizes to me how far the African Americans have advanced In the work place, educa-
tion, and knowledge in general:' Mcintosh said, "We need to celebrate year long where we come from
and where we are going".
The year long celebration started with the Gospel Explosion. Hosted by the Black Student Union,
the event brought in hundreds ot people from the community Sophomore Nissana Nov said, "The atmo-
sphere was amazing! When I looked around I saw many different people In the community. The program
brought people from different cultures together:' The environment throughout the program was electric!
Students swayed to the beat while lifting joyful hands. The program consisted of several local church
choirs, solo artists, duets, and the Dub C Gospel Choir Martelly stated, "It was amazingl You could really
feel the spirit. It was good to hear some soul:'
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By planes, trains, and automobiles,
students traveled to near and distant
places in search of pleasure and relax-
ation during Spring Break. Sophomore
Jeff Wilson traveled to Utors Grand Gulch
National Park and Moab on the Back-
packing trip offered through Outdoor
Recreation. The experience did not come
without challenges. While in Grand Gulch,
the group completed a 23 mile Canyon
hike over a four day period.
Wilson proclaimed that the sunsets
were gorgeous and the sunriseswere
eXhilarating. "Along the canyon walls:'
Wilson stated, "were numerous ruins from
ancient Indian civilization:' Throughout the
climb he observed hundreds of picto-
graphs, corn husks,pottery shards, and
impressions of fingerprints that were left
behind in the clay by natives who have
been dead for over 1,200 years. The most
memorable part of the trip for him was
walking around the ruinsof a civilization
he knew little about. "It was a very scary
feeling. Thiswas tru.v a once in a lifetime
experience!" Wiison stated.
Sophomores Jenna Nicol and Abbie
Davis opted to take a road trip through
California to celebrate their Spring Break.
Nicol and Davis covered 2, 600 miles on
the long trek from Spokane to Calif. Along
the way they made stops in Medford,
Ore.. Brentwood, La Canada, and San
Diego, Calif. Despite the windy weather,
the ladles laid out In their bikinis on the
cool sand. Nicol and Davis occupied
their time visiting relatives, playing on the
beach, and running on the board walk.
Theocean was too cold to take a swim. However, in Palm Springsthe weather was 80 degrees, so the
travelers played In the pool all day to keep cool. Nicol stated that the women decided to travel to get
away from the harsh weather in Spokane "We wanted to leave Spokane and go somewhere sunny and
nice:' she stated.
Students who could not travel to far off places had relaxing Spring Breaks at home Sophomore
LuanLyspent her break relaxing with her grandmother, father, and aunt. She also brought home an inter-
j national studlent who was eager to explore Tacoma, Wash. Lyrediscovered all the activities that she hasenjoyed whi e at home. She stated, "I went out to the club, traveled the Asian markets in Seattle, chilled
j
with my grandmother, and had quality time with my dad:' No matter how students decided to spend
their SpringBreak, many came back to campus refreshed and eager to complete the second half of
the semester.
Stories by Denise Randle
:1-1--------------------------------- bo2Ckhistory month/spring bre9k--.-L 22/23-
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THE HAWAIIAN CLUB PRESENTS A NIGHT OF CULTURE AND
ENTERTAINMENT
Despite signsof heavy rain, students unpacked their flower de-
signed Hawaiian garments and waited In a long line to attend the
36th annual l.uou. Hosted by the Hawaiian lub. the highly anticipated
event brings in hundreds of college sfudents, faculty, alumni, and the
greater Spokane community, The Intent of the club is to share their
Hawaiian heritage with the Whitworth and Spokane communities as
well as to build an ohana (family) in the greater Spokane area,
The authentic food menu and traditional dance routines kept
the audience satisfied and mesmerized before and throughout the
entertainment portion, The menu Included Kalua Pig, which was a
pig roasted in an underground oven; and Loml Salmon, a fresh shred-
ded and salted salmon with morsels of green onions and tomatoes,
Newly added to the menu was Garlic chicken, Senior, Beverly Uganda
stated, "I loved the Garlic Chicken, Thiswas my first Lubu and the
food was so good:'
With satisfied appetites, the audience was next amazed and
wowed by the entertainment portion of the evening, The event
kicked off with a fashion show that showcased the garments of
Hawail Tahiti, and New Zealand, Two by two, fashion models walked
gracefully down the runway in coconut bras, grass skirts, and tradi-
tional flower print garments that showcased the bright and decora-
tive garments of the Polynesian islands,
With decorated faces and minimal body accessories, the
dancers transitioned into the entertainment segment of the evening,
The Aparima dance highlighted the hip-shaking movements of the
women's hips, Master of Ceremony Adam Bediamol stated, "Keep
your eyes on the hips because the faster they move the more inter-
esting the storv" The Wiri and Poi Ball performance displayed both the
agility and grace of the Hawaiian Club women,
Not knowing what to expect when the gymnasium went black,
the audience sighed in amazement as the women came out swing-
ing balls of fire, The dancers twisted their hands fiercely with grace
bock and forth to create a fiery allusion against the pitch block and
silent auditorium, The dance Otea Tahiti represented the fierce drum-
beats that were prominent in the Polynesian culture, Similardances
and drum rhythms highlighted the swift movement of the hands and
hips. Before the night came to a conclusion, two tribes of men with
warrior pointed faces bottled against one another with angry voices
and intense faces, The night concluded with all the dancers coming
together and singing a song of community,
story by Denice Randle
Above: Kaehu Herrod poses a warrior stance of
defense to defend his land and tribe.
Left: Seniors Kristen Eguchi and Casee Hoopii sway
their hips to the rhythm of accelerated drum
beats, Photos by Nate Chute,
RelClYfor life rCllses money to find the cure for CClncer
~e Fieldhouse transformed Saturday April 8th when
the bleachers were pushed back to the walls and tents
swarmed the floor. Around the outside of the tents and
activities, clusters at people walked around the track
chatting and iaughing. The Relay for Life at Whitworth
College was underway
For additional fund-raising, organizer Amanda Smith, a
sophomore, set up an event called Kegs for Cancer which
took place two days prior to the relay. The floats were
only $1 each and they came with bottomless refills. Smith
was excited to share that, "All the money isgoing directly
toword Relay for Life and the American Cancer Society'
When asked what her favorite part of the night was so far,
she exclaimed, "I iearned how to tap a keg today!" Kegs
for Cancer raised $200 dollars.
Relay teams arrived in the Fieldhouse Saturday night at
6 p.rn.. ready for a long stretch of 14 hours walking for a
The organizing committee serves root beer floats for "Kegs great cause, Relay for Life was created to raise money
for Concer' The fundraiser brought in about $200 and adver-
tised the upcoming Relay. Photo by Tyler Zuck for research at the American Cancer Society, where
L... .... teams organize to walk in one hour shifts through the night
and Into the morning. Teams raised funds before the event and celebrate their hard work at Relay. Teams
ranged anywhere from nine to 15 people.
Teams filled the campsite in the Fieldhouse, busying themselves by walking or sitting, doing homework, and
even embroidering. One team, named "Ballard 2nd" was working hard on some friendship bracelets. Sur-
rounded by their chairs, their books and some snacks, there were no sleeping bags to be seen. Sophomore
Amy Scott, a sophomore on the team, explained, "We're roughin' it:' Another member ot Ballard 2nd, fresh-
man Meghan Brombach chimed, "I've been doing Relay for Life since seventh grade and I love it:'
The track around which the walkers trekked was lined with commemorative luminaires, each one
representing someone who Isfighting cancer, survived cancer, or lost their battle to cancer Some had emo-
tional messages written on them such as "In Memory of .. :' and "For all the kids In treatment at Sacred Heart
Hospitai" and "Praise for healing!"
Whitworth students really came together to raise $11,016, surpassing their goal of $10,000 tor the
event.
Story by Abbie Davis
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A,Sstudent
walk around 4e"'
track, the hope s gn is 01 '
reminder to what they are
fighting for. Photos by Thomas
Robinson
The sun shined brightly over the
loop Saturday, April 22, welcoming WhIt-
worth's annual Springfest with Its warm
rays, This year's Springfest theme was
Lucky Charms with a great T-shirtdesign
by senior graphic design major Derek
Mitchell,
Over 25 clubs participated this
year, setting up booths that offered
anything from fried Oreos. to ethnic Thai
purses, to tie-dye shirts, The festivities,
which included the famous BJ Raffie, a
fantastic BBQfrom Sodexho, and the Mr,
Whitworth Pageant, started at 11 c.rn.
and carried on through 4 p.rn.
When asked what brought him
out to Springfest, sophomore Evan Cate
said It was the cotton candy, "Sprlngfest
is the sweetest thing ever because they
serve free cotton candy!" The cotton
candy booth was from ASWC, where
sophomore Brian Baumann, senator In
the Arend dorm, was happy to chime in
that Springfest was awesome because,
"the music's great, the weather's won-
derfuL It's the best part of the veor!"
Going along with Springfest's tra-
dition of entertainment the band Ama-
don, an IrishInfluenced group from Cor-
vallis, Ore, performed their music in the
background, One of the band members
even played the spoons,
Instead of serving food, some
clubs offered activities such as playing
a quick pick-up game of Lacrosse, Ju-
nior Brian Wilkins, had a good feeling
about the exposure Sprlngfest gave to
the Lacrosse club "(It's) gonna be hot,'
he exclaimed.
The BJ raffle, with proceeds go-
Ing to MSreseorch. had great prizes this year, including an overnight room at the Davenport Hotel and break-
fast with President BlilRobinson and hiswife Bonnie.
Perhaps the most exciting event of the day was the Mr. Whitworth competition, where every dorm
elected one male representative to strut his stuff in four categories talent, swimsuit modeling, question and
answer, and pick-up lines. Senior Beau Chevassus from Boppell took first place, first runner-up went to senior
Brent Hendricks from off-campus, and second runner-up went to sophomore Jermane Easterlin representing
McMillan Hell.
Story by Abbie Davis
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Left: Junior Thomas Dionne and
Senior Hannah Dufford ride the
big wheel trike, Photo by Nate
Chute
Far Left: Senior Beau Cheves-
1 sus performs as part of the Blue
Man Group for the title of Mr.
Whitworth, Chevassus went on
to win the competition. Photo
by Breanne Durham
Below: Sophomores Amanda
Smith and Therese Boshear
make cotton candy at the
ASWC booth Photo by Nate
Chute
arms
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MAC TAKES ON THE WORLD IN THE ANNUAL MAC HALL IN CONCERT
Thisyear, the annual Mac Hall in Concert vowed to come back
into the spotiight after years of neglect. To start off with, the emcees,
JuniorEvan Cote. and sophomores Caleb Knox and Ozzie Crocco,
gave the audience a humorous brief overview of the history of Mac
Hali in Concert citing past winners. The show launched with sopho-
more Jermaine Easterlin, aka J-Rock, spitting some ill rhymes making
fun of the "Curse of Whitwarth" and praising hisfellow Mac Men.
After some playful banter between the emcees, the show contin-
ued with some more laughter inducing tunes from Internal Roster Error
which played the #1 iove song of ali time, a sappy song from "NSYNC.
in another amusing cover, The Matts performed Enrique Igiesias'
"Hero" while freshman guitarist Matt Monahan heid a rose between his
teeth and his lead singer counterpart freshman Matt Perry crooned
Iglesias-esque vocals.
in between acts, the emcees had a repertoire of funny top ten
lists, including "Top Ten Reasons to Live in Mac Hall:' Emcee Cate
said, "We tried to set it up in sort of a Mac. Vs. the Worid format by
alternating between Mac and other groups:' Sophomore Bethany
pyie switched things up with a lone plano/vocal performance which
highiighted her soaring pure vocals and piano piaying. Jenkins East
rocked the stage with a polished set of evocative songs featuring
lead singer and founder sophomore Taylor Bergert's powerful voice
and guitar playing. For a change of pace, David's Rose did a cover of
some Nickel Creek tunes finishing with a harmonized line of the gosepl
song "I'll Fly Away:'
Another solo act, junior Kurt Vancil went In a slightly different
direction when he did a narration of his love life via song, a crowd
olooser for sure. "There was a larger variety of music than I thought
there would be;' said sophomore Becky Burroughs. The duo named
Manchester harkened back to their Scandinavian roots with a pleas-
ant piano and guitar combination and easy-on-the-ears vocals.
Ihe instrumental group named Mac Quad jammed on stage with a
",noath mix of bass, drums, trombone, and electric guitar.
The evening ended with junior Soren Baird's band, which the
~mcees touted as having "no shortage of height:' They also had
no shortage of talent and ended the concert on an excellent note.
The judges deliberated momentarily and then the winners were an-
nounced. Kurt Vancil captured the Runner-Up slot with Manchester
Tuking the number one position for the night.
Story by Elizabeth Johnson
Above: As the lead off act. sophomore Jermaine
Easterlin whips out some rhymes to please the
anxious crowd. Jermaine was the only rap artist
to be featured at Mac Hall in concert. Photo by
Jon Emory
I
Above: Strumming melodious tunes with a smile,
junior Elisabeth Whitney plays with her band
Davids Ross, giving an excellent performance for
the audience. Photo by Kyle Bisch
-------mac hallInconcert--
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Many new additions brought
changes to the face of Whitworth's
campus. The serene environment
gave way to construction vehicies
adding new things to ever-changing
landscape, One such addition was
dubbed the "Helio Walk" The waik,
spanning from the HixsonUnion Buiid-
ing to the Fieidhouse,was a waikway
with a grassmedian similarto the side-
walk in front of Dixon Halland Warren
Hail.The name HelloWaik came from
a previous, originai wood-boarded
walkway that connected Ballard and
McMiilan in the 1930's,
History Professor Dale Soden
said, "I love the new hello walk be-
cause it's not only beautifully done but
ties one end of the campus nicely to
the other, Iaiso iikethat it helps remind
students of the long tradition of friend-
liness that has marked Whitworth's
history'
If a student ran into another
student in passing, they were to say
'hello' Bycreating a friendlier environ-
ment between pedestrians, bikersand
boarders, thisnew waikway hasmade
it possibie for more traffic to come
and go without needing to walk on
the grass,
When asked about the new
sidewaik, Senior ErinFletcher said, "l
iike it because I can waik without the
fear of being hit by a iong boarder
and the lamp posts and ftowers in
between the two waikways add a nice touch to the campus:'
In addition to the Hello Walk, the Cutter TennisCourts were moved to a new location at the new
Sc~tford TennisCenter between the aquatic center and Aider Hall. Thisallowed for more courts to
exist along with a better space for competitions, Junior Melinda Rinne stated, "I like the fact that they
relocated the courts because that allows more parking:'
The completion of both projects was made possible by a donation by John Scotford, '51, The
Scotford Fitnesscenter was aiso named for Scottord. The new tennis courts and the Heiio Waik were
used frequently by students and faculty and were a great contribution to the ever growing colleqe.
Story by Renee Huggins
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Far Left: Two students talk in
the light of the lamp on the
Hello Walk, Photo by Thomas
Robinson
Left: Students enjoy the new
tennis courts in the sunny spring
weather. Photo by JJ Ekin
Below: The sign expiaining the
facts about the Hello Walk. The
walk and courts were dedicat-
ed during Homecoming. Photo
by JJ Ekin
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For his 93rd birthday. retired
Whitworth Professor of History R
Fenton Duvall received a present
that isstill under construction and not
easy to wrap, Duvall was surprised
and tearful when he was informed
by Vice President of Institutional
Advancement Kristi Burns on Oct. 22
that the new residence hall would be
named after him. "It was great' Burns
said. "It was one of those wonderful
Whitworth moments when the col-
lege was able to honor a man who
dedicated so much of his life provid-
ing a mind-and-heart education:'
Duvail taught history at Whit-
worth for 32 years before retiring.
Duvall Haii was scheduled to
be completed by July 1. 2006. There
were a few minor delays on getting
permits and the arrival of materials,
but the dorm was to open to stu-
dents for the fall 2006 school year.
Director of Resident Life Richard
Mandeville said.
Duvall Hail will be the first resi-
dence to offer pod-style rooms.
Pods are sets of rooms that can hold
from six-to-ten residents and include
a living room and bathroom.
Duvall Hall has several features
that make it distinct from other
dorms. One aspect isthat the gender
ratio of the dorm reflects Whitworth's
overall campus female-to-male ratio
of around 60 to 40 percent.
The dorm will not be made
exclusively of upperclassmen, Fresh-
men will make up about 34 percent
of the dorm's occupancy.
According to a handout dis-
tributed by Assistant Director of
Student Housing Alan Jacob, students will have plenty of places to interact with one another in the new dorm, including
a game room on the first floor and a furnished outdoor patio.
Other features pictured in the handout included fireplaces on the second and third floors, kitchens on the second
and fourth floors, a music practice room on the first noor and a bridge leading into the front door on the second floor,
The leadership team isalready in place, including a resident director, seven resident assistants, a senator and small group
leaders and coordinator.
Taken from stories by Jesscia Davis and Clinton Lipscomb of The Whitworthion
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Far Left: Fighting snow and wet
conditions, the construction of
Duvall continues as it begins to
look like a residence hall,
Left: A construction worker
shovels fresh snow off the
second floor of Devotl Hall,
Below: Duvall Hall during Janu-
ary. Framing was completed in
early spring.
Photos by Tyler Zuck
-.:---------------------------------------------duvail h211---
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Above: Whitworth ROTC
takes a stand with Gonzaga
ROTC.The soldiers had most
of their training and classes
at Gonzaga University. Photo
Courtesy of Gonzaga ROTC
Right: The Act Six crew
poses outside Arend Hall,
Each of the three current
cadres were in the photo.
Photo courtesy of Photo
Archive
Far Right: Freshman Jer-
emiah Sataraka, Freshman
Amario Price, Sophomore
Nissana Nov, and Junior De-
lia Orosco huddle together
in the crisp fall air. Photo
courtesy of Photo Archive
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Over the last three years a group ot
31 Tacoma students have made there
way to Whitworth through a program
called Act Six, The purpose of Act Six Isto
Equip emerging urban leaders to engage
the callege campus and their com-
munities at home Each of the groups Is
named one of three Cadre 1,Cadre 2, or
Cadre 3, The third cadre was the fresh-
men of 05-06 at Whitworth, These stu-
dents have been through a rigorous ten
months of training, during their senior year
in high school, before attending Whit-
worth, During the process they received
education about finances and bUdgeting
during the college years, From November
until August the chasen cadre bonded
and was challenged by their leader Tim
Herron,
Herron was the Director of Act Six
through the Northwest Leadership Foun-
dation, Herron led the cadre through
the training with various activities, One
of these activities was a camping trip in
Ore, One porticiporrt In this trip, Freshmen
Jeremiah Sataraka, descrbeo the experi-
ence as a time for "bonding and refleG
tion" before going to Whitworth,
Another form of leadership develop-
ment and training took place in Military
Science, Since 1916, 500,000 men and
women have entered the armed forces through Army ROTC,ROTCis a program which Isrun out of Gon-
zaga University locally, There were tour seniors from Whitworth commissioned through ROTC,
Lieutenant Colonel Allen E,Patty Professor of Military Science at Gonzaga University described the
program as "Gonzaga University ROTCmaintains our program as one of the top in the country, We pro-
duce Lieutenants ready to lead to their full potential, We meet the mission, complete for all excellence
awards, execute all operations professionally with solid teamwork and we enjoy ourselves while we were
doing It:'
Some of the requirements of the ROTCprogram were to be physically tit and medically qualified,
The students spend an average of 12 hours per week In ROTCoctivitles. Sophomore Eileen J. Babon liked
ROTCbecause "6 o.rn. PT(physical training) keeps me in shape:' Babon got injlolved in ROTCbecause "I
always wanted to do nursing, I always wanted to serve my country:'
Some other advantages of the program to students involved were that they were able to attend
colleges and universities that they would otherwise be unable to attend, Also, Babon exclaimed ROTCwas
"a guaranteed Job after college, You get to be part of a family, the program takes care of people, you
stay In shape, get to travel, and can take a break trom the busy college life:'
Story By Tiffany Trotter
37
Above: Squirt-cheese and sa-
lami on a rock, Sophomore Jeff
Wilson and Senior Matt Dollar
enjoy a meal made for the out-
doors during a hiking/camping
trip to Utah during Spring Break
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Right: Sophomore Julianne
Austen scales rock walls while
on a rock-climbing expedition
at Frenchman's Coulee near
Vantage, Wash. The trip was or-
ganized by Outdoor Recreation
Coordinator Aaron Boyles
Far Right: Students enjoy the the
horseback riding trip along the
Spokane River, a quick trip that
took place in the fall,
e or n
From climbing trips to
a hiking and camping trip in
Utah, second year Outdoor
Recreation Coordinator and
senior Aaron Boyles provided
many opportunities tor Whit-
worth students to enjoy the
beauty and relaxation of the
outdoors in the Spokane area.
Boyles said that the position
"has been the source of many
great memories in the out-
doo~"andthathehad"been
blessed in so many ways be-
cause of this job:'
The highlight of this
year's Outdoor Recreation
scheduie was a trip taken by
Boyles and four other stu-
dents to Grand Gulch and
the Moab area in Utah during
Spring Break 2006. The group
saw Native American ruins,
amazing scenery, and had
a remarkable time exploring
canyons. Sophomore Jeff
Wilson expressed that "seeing
the ancient Indian ruinswas
awe-inspiring. It was amaz-
ing to think that people lived
around 700-900 AD. and
made these houses, and that
they were still standing:'
Other trips planned by
Boyles included horseback rid-
ing along the Spokane River.
climbing trips, and a rafting trip on the Spokane River. The activities were normally filled to
capacity, and "usually (filled) up within a day or so of the sign-up being posted" Boyles said.
Boyleshad this advice for upcoming Outdoor Recreation Coordinators, stating that "You will
enjoy your job most if the people in the trip are enjoying themselves ... ensurlng they have
the best time possible will ensure that you have the best time poss.b'e!'
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
__ LI ----------------------------------- outdoor recreation
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Every Wednesday at 5
p.rn.. a familiar sound was evi-
dent in the conference room in
the HixsonUnion Building. 33 stu-
dents made up the Associated
Students of Whitworth College
Assembiy and they gathered
together in order to make sure
that the student body was in-
formed and aware of the issues
that occur on campus.
The ASWC was composed
of three executive officers,
who coordinated the student
government ond who led the
student body, several dorm
senators and representatives
who represent specific living ar-
eas, and coordinators who were
responsible for programming in
specialized areas.
"My experience over the
last three years on ASWC has
been somewhat defining for
me when i think about my time
at Whitworth. Participating
in ASWC the lost three years
has taught me leadership skills,
how to interact and work with
peopie coming from various
viewpoints, great work ethic,
and most importantly it has
been fun and enjoyabie experi-
ence;' said Senior Colette Reid,
Executive Vice-President.
The ASWC Assemblie's primary responsibilities were to faithfully represent the student
body's view on concerns and issuesto the administration, facuity, and staff of Whitworth Col-
iege and to the Spokane community, and to address the issuesthat confronted the Whitworth
student body.
One issue that ASWC faced this year was the question of the election calendar. The
proposed change wouid have moved the eiection calendar from September-to-May to De-
cember-to-February. The voting took place on March 8, 2006, and the student body decided
not to pass the proposai.
Story by luis lopez
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Far left: Intramural Coordi-
nator ErikFredriksen stares
inquisitively as sophomore
Daniel Walters gestures
animatedly while describing
campus vibes from Warren.
Left: Junior Peter Burke reads
a grievence about the new
election timeline. Junior Evan
Cote, sophomore Caleb
Knox and senior Denise
Hewett listen attentively
Below: The ASWC Assembly
watches intently while a
presentation on Duvall Hall
is given by Alan Jacob on
March 8, 2006, Photos by
Renee Huggins
Building campus community wos
on important part ot Whitworth's culture
and Hosanna was a pertect example
of the on-campus programs that of-
fered this strong sense of community
between students Where Hosanna
satisfied the fellowship aspect of build-
ing community, the Young Life program
trained students to lead others (both
college age and younger) to Christand
Hissaving grace. Both of these ministry
programs had high participation rates
at Whitworth this year.
Hosanna was a worship hour
for students led by students that took
place on Tuesday nights at 10. Sopho-
more Andrew Esqueda,drummer for the
worship team, stated that you could
expect an ':..environment of focused
worship to God Hosanna Is a place
where you can come and worship, no
matter what your relationship is with
God. And It Isa place where you can
feel at ease worshipping in any way
you feel comfortable"
When asked about how Ho-
sanna benefited the Whitworth com-
munity, Esqueda recognized the huge
contribution It made adding that Ho-
sanna was 0 time when students could
come togefher as the body of Christ to
worship and have fellowship with each
other as well as God.
Young Life was another huge
contribution to Whitworth's community.
Not only did Whitworth offer a Young
Life leadership class, but the college
also accommodated different events
and activities sponsored by Young Life. These activities included some of the Wyldllfe (middle school)
all-area activities like scavenger hunts and dodge-ball tournaments Whitworth also gave out several
Young Life schoiarships every year. Junior BrianWilkins,a Wyldlife leader tor two years, said that hisfavor-
ite experience while working with the kids in Young Life was taking them to camps and "seeing amazing
transformations that take place In their lives:'
When asked about the rewards of being a leader, Brianadded that. "Kidsbring a lot of joy to my
life they are silly. I love to see how they grow during the time we work with them:' The only cost of be-
ing a Young Life leader was the amount of time given to the ministry "But every minute isworth it:' Brian
added.
Story by Abbie Davis
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Far Left: Junior Rob Clark meets
with his Young Life group at
Dldlers. Thiswas a Monday night
tradition for the group Photo By
Abbie Davis
Left: Freshman Elisabeth
Mendes, sophomore Andrea
Naccarato, and senior Aaron
O'Brien worship at Hosanna on
a Tuesday Night. Hosanna was
a time when students could
get away from their busy lives
and focus on God Photos by
Caroline Davis
Below: Senior Jonathan Brewer
leads worship with fellow stu-
dents at Hosanna, held weekly
in the chapel
------------------------------------young life/hosanna
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Above: Senior, Jackson
Williams introduces the
available men during the
first ever Half Past Nine
Bachelor Auction, Junior
Michael Vander Giessen
showed off to charm the
ladies. Photo by Alyssa
Jones
Far right: A performer from
Step Afrika dressed in
traditional African attire.
Photo by JJ Ekin
Right: Junior Rachael
Erickson takes a sample
of a Q-Doba burrito from
a server during Half Past
Nine, Photo courtesy of the
Whitworthian
ask me what's
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Half Pasf Nine allowed sfu-
dents a relaxing and energetic
break from school work while
building community. "Our goal Is
to reach all audiences on cam-
pus through a variety of programs
throughout the year,' Campus
activities coordinator Senior Lara
Thompson said.
The diverse programs offered
included movie nights, comedi-
ans, Warren Peace, coffeehouses,
SCAREFEST,slam poetry and much
more.
One admired program spon-
sored by Half Past Nine was the
show Step Afrika. Some students
admitted they didn't know exactly
what stepping looked like. However,
in a few short minutes, all ques-
tions were going to be answered.
The auditorium became dark and
the floor rumbled underneath the
students and BAM!The step show
had started. The dancers stomped
their feet across the hardwood
floors making rhythm with only their
feet, hands, and bodies, They used
no other musical instruments, yet,
the audience swayed and danced
to the beat as if they were in a Hip
Hop night club.
The night held more than
dancing and fun. Step Afrika's pur-
pose is, "To preserve and share this highly intricate dance" the announcer said. However, the night
accomplished more for students that knew little about Black and African Culture. Each dance
and/or stomp communicated the beauty of African history, Black culture, and friendships.
Freshman Megan French said, "It was the most memorable Half Past Nine because the
event was more stimulating than a movie and the audience was able to become more involved.
The Half Past Nine programs are great entertainment for all students which keeps many returning.
"I think Half Past Nine is a good program because they do a premium job at finding programs that
are not cheesy!" Edmiston said.
Story by l. Denise Randle
-t------------------------------------half pastnlne--fi
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THE CLASS OF 2006 SAYS GOODBYE AT COMMENCEMENT
Family and friends sfood as the graduates filed into the Spokane
Arena on May 14th. President BiliRobinson officialiy welcomed every-
one to this momentous occasion, as a record 470 students entered
the world as college graduates.
The Class of 2006 seiected President Robinson to offer the com-
mencement address. Robinson's speech, 'The Fools against the
Giants;' explained haw being foolish is necessary when fooiishness
resembles Gad:' Robinson hoped that Whitworth 'taught you when
to be foolish and when to be wise:' He also explained to the gradu-
ates that 'your family has watched you think you're faalish enough to
make a difference on the world. They put their bets on you:' Robinson
encouraged the groduates to dream big and make a difference in
the world.
Yori Okada and Aaron Boyles were voted by their class to give
speeches during the ceremony. Okada began by wishing all the
mothers in the audience 'Happy Mother's Day" since it was Mother's
Day and reminded her class that they have a lot of potential and can
go out and do what they want She added, 'You are alive;' to remind
them that its not an end but a new beginning. Boyles explained how
great the community was at Whitworth. Boyles lost his father in 2003
and felt that the Whitworth 'community answered questions I had
about God:' Boyles emphasized that the community at Whitworth
was very beneficial to each student's success Hislasting advice was
that the graduates should 'share the community and wealth wher-
ever we go:'
Several extraordinary students received special awards. Alise
Delzell was awarded the Whitworth Servant Leadership Award for
her passion In community service Megan Crisp, Melisa Hinman, and
Teranne McComas received the presidents cup for having 4.0 GPAall
of their semesters at college.
One by one each graduate stepped across the stage and took
a diploma cover. As the graduates made their way back to their
seats, the faculty had a chance to congratulate each student as
they walked by. Jackson Williams, senior class coordinator, said" Com-
mencement weekend provided our class with a time to celebrate
our remarkable journey. We were able to reflect on the key events,
memories and people that have shaped our Whitworth experience:'
Williams coordinated and planned many of the activities during com-
mencement weekend, After the ceremony concluded, family and
friends met their favorite graduates outside to wish them luck on their
future journey, T(, V "I' rr: Jr cto )ml~r.
JAbove: This is a house
split down the side
in Bay St. Louis, Miss,
Photo courtesy of
Daniel Fry
Right: A shrimping
boat that was washed
ashore. Photo courtesy
of Sharon Tabor
Far Right: Students help
rebuild a sand bar on
the Richardson Bayou
just outside Pearling-
ton, Miss. Photo cour-
tesy of Daniel Fry
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Two trips to a
devastated Mississippi
changes th'e lives of
severai students who
left the pinecone cur-
tain to help in anyway
they could. Freshman
Daniel Fryhe real-
ized "how wasteful we
are. We never wonder
where the trash goes
after we throw it away.
in Mississippi,the trash
stays, they cannot get
rid of it:' Fryalso made
reference to the fact
that Whitworth, being in
the Northwest, is "biind
to oppression. My eyes
were opened to the
racism that isstili a big
part of life there and
here too:' he said.
Mississippiis known
to have a "Deep South"
iifestyie full of home-
cooking and famiiy
oriented communities.
Fry said that "people
in Mississippi were so
weicoming to us. They
were friendiy right from
the start and open to
accepting us. i have never felt iike that here in the Pacific Northwest. and i have lived here my whole life!"
Fryreferred to the states that got hit by Katrina as "The third world country of the United States:' The
sights,sounds and smellswere the same as one would see if they traveled to a poverty-fil!ed nation in the
10-40zone. Fryalso commented on how "we struggie in our own country, yet we can give money away to
other nations:'
Frywent down to help once during Jan Term and took a second, foliow-up trip during Spring Break.
Thetrips have left him filled with compassion for the deserted peopie of the south. "We are so eager to fix
the world, but we don't reaiize the need in our own country,' he concluded.
Story by Renee Huggins
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Tabor recall,gd, "l did not
think that there wc5ulC:[
be much more to do:'
The team flew into New
Orleans, La.. then went
on to Biloxi. Miss,and
saw blue tarps every-
where The city looked
to be sinking Into Itself
as the students drove
down the deserted roads
which had houses literally
thrown Into them, "There
was debris everywhere
and about seven to eight
feet deep, Trees'were
down and cars were
flipped over. The city was gutted and ravaged; everything looked out of place, and we had to drive around
this one house that was In the middle of the road:' Tabor continued, Some houses were stili standing, but
were pushed off their foundations, with all the stuff stili Inside Families left everything behind to start a new life
• ,--{ elsewher';.:RJ,8 first step of the rebuild was to deal with the casinos, Even though they cannot be in the state
',imits, t~ey are the biggest source of revenue for the cities In the disaster zone, "I saw the demolished neigh-
bb\~9cfds of lo\',-incom&families that were to be completely wiped out to make way for a new golf course,
Itbfoke my ~eart' Tabor concluded'The "Whitworth 18" planned to return during Spring Break and take more
'\ /" fsepPle down'to help restor.."Jti):eone hundred and twentv-six miles of Gulf Coast disaster lands that some
.. (' " ",," -, ".,"":" experts estimate will take thirty years to rebuild,"'\ 1. ;....:':': Story by Renee Huggins
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Floating no more, this casino was washed ashore
by the hurricanes. Now a skeleton, this one remains
on the beach, a stark reminder to the city of Biloxi
that much still waits to be dealt with.
I
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Lance Armstrong carries the United States
flag during a victory parade on the Champs
Elysees after winning his seventh straight
Tour de France. CAPPhoto/Peter Dejong)
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Arts and academics offer
new directions to
consider, We are all
in one college but the
classes we choose take
us down many paths,
Where are they directing
you? Take a class that
might change your life,
Broaden your horizons
through art, and
experience new cultures
and paradigms through
academics,
Redirect your life and
challenge your beliefs,
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Our Town reflects on things overlooked In life's hustle cmd bustle
-rr,e lights dimmed and the audi-
ence settled down to feast on a
performance that wouid teach
them about the value at relation-
ships and the small things in every-
day life, The play "was very col-
laborative, It wasn't about anyone
person or one part:' said sopho-
more Sarah Nielsen,
The actors played out every-
day life in a town called Grover's
Corners and introduced us to many
characters and how they inter-
twined with each other, The main
character, George Gibbs, played
by senior Caleb Barber, fell in love
with his next-door neighbor, Emily
George Gibbs, played by senior Caleb Barber, and his sister Rebecca, played by sopho- Webb, played by sophomore Ko-
more Jeannie Sibbett, gaze out the window at the stars, liene Roth, and they were married
soon after high school,
After Emily Webb tragically died during child birth, she saw deceased friends and family in the cemetery,
The spirits of the deceased characters spoke to one another, After Emily talked to the spirits, she realized that
she had not appreciated the small things In her life, The other spirits warned her not to go back to revisit her
life, but she couldn't help herself, She had to take one last look,
It grieved her to see how much she had overlooked in her life, Saddened by the hustle and bustle, she
begged her mother, Mrs, Webb, played by Sophomore Amy Bernard, to stop and notice her, But Mrs, Webb
could not hear her spirit's cry, Rebecca Gibbs, played by sophomore Jeannie Sibbett, explained that the cast
stood "backstage on the verge of tears" watching the emotional cemetery scenes,
"It was fun to be part of a family on stage:' said Sibbett, who loved acting in the play, "I played me, ten
years ago, a little bit louder, It was easy to relate to my character because I had older brothers that I wanted
to connect with, We really had a sibling relationship:' she said
The play had a "strong message that life is precious and we don't pay attention to the world around us
and the people around us, We don't enjoy everyday, little things:' Sibbett said, "It's a play that Inspires all ages
and transcends time:' said sophomore Amy Bernard, who played Mrs, Webb, an average mother In the aver-
age town, our town,
Story by Ali Hudak
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"MIRROR MIRROR" DISCUSSESTHE IMPACT OF SOCIETY'S VIEWS
ON BODY IMAGE
Seven cast members started dancing outrageously to music, com-
fortable and free, But when the music stopped, they clutched their
bodies in shame and began shouting statements of negative body
image starting with, "i hate my .. ."
Mirror, Mirror: The Body image Show was performed at Whitworth
March 10, 11, and 12 before the group took the show to Southern
California for spring break,
After seeing the piay, JuniorDarcy Brown was reminded of just
how distorted body image is in society, "The media constantly bom-
bards the public with images of thin, tlowless. beautiful bodies, Men
and women alike measure themselves against this eiusive scale of
perfection and painfuiiy fail short:' Brown said,
During the play, the cast iilustrated how much society focuses on
image, illustrations were given through skits, monoiogues, and sta-
tistics, The average model weighs 23 percent iessthan the average
American woman, yet women repeatedly compare themselves to
modeis and teievision stars, Girls begin dieting as young as age six,
And distorted body image doesn't only affect women, Statistics were
aiso presented that said cosmetic surgery for men has increased 50
percent and comments about how men negatively view themseives
were presented,
Brown's favorite parts during the performance were the personai
monologues given by members of the cast. "I appreciated the
actors' vuinerabiiity and willingness to speak openiy about their
struggles with body image expectations;' Brown said,
Giving her personal monologue was most difficuit for junior Fabna
Fanene, "It is the most personai thing that we share with the audience
throughout the whole play, There are definitely mixed feelings about
whether or not I reaily want to share this stuff with people because
I have done such a good job to put up a front. as if i were the most
confident person in the world, By exposing our monoiogues the guard
comes down and people see us for who we really are, peopie that
struggle with body image;' Fanene said,
Speaking openiy about body image provoked awareness for the
audience and for the cast.
"l'rn much more conscious about the things I ailow to speak
l' truth into my life Media, magazines, Holiywood starlets and super
models-do not on a whole scale represent everyday people in
American society' Fanene said,
•
Story by Bethany Hargis
Above: Senior Meghen Chaffin shows her disgust
at how distorted body image has become in
society
Left: Senior Crissv Greenberg shares her personal
rnonolqoue with the audience
Photos by Heather DeCamp
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Fog creeps over the hills of Fie Sale' as
sophomores Josef Bookert. Scott Donnell.
Brian Atwood and junior Greg Spore ~aze
out over Florence, Italy, on the Core 250
trip through Europe. Photo courtesy of
Lou CI Richordson
,.
STUDENTS EXPAND THEIR LEARNING ENVIRONMENT DURING JAN TERM
Students traveled the globe on study tours from San Francisco to Thailand during Jan Term.ThisJanuary
marked the Introduction of a new trip: the Northern Ireland study tour led by Dr.Waller. "We had some classic
fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants moments It was a new experience for him (Dr.Waller) and a new experience for
us:' said Senior Jake Milliron. Milliron described having a conversation with a Presbyterian Irishpastor about the
Irishconflict, and how It applies to every nation. "No country's conflict is greater than any other's. I've learned
to view things In a wider scope:' '1'
Some students valued home more after exploring a different country. Sophomore Amy Bernard participat-
ed In the Core 250 Europe study tour led by Forrest Baird. "I value busyness a lot less. Everything in the cities
was so busy and stressful. The result was a lot more contentment with where I am (at Whitworth). It's made me
a lot more laid-back. I realized how much I love just sitting In my room with a book:'
Jan Termstudy trips proved to be life-changing experiences for the students who attended them. On the
South Africa study tour, Senior Andi Lewis participated in a service project at an informal settlement called
Itipini, which consisted solely of rundown shacks for houses "There was a girls' choir that sang for us. They blew
our minds. We decided to give the extra money tram our trip to them to record a CD, which we'll try to sell
here [in the United States). It will have a big impact on those girls' lives:' Lewis said.
Junior Katie Shaw was similarly impacted by her trip to Thailand where Whitworth students studied human
trafficking, women's issues,and human rights. "Seeing the lack of options for women in Thailand In way of
Jobs, etc. was hard because you just want to change the world. You can get overwhelmed with all the things
you want to see changed, but she [a Thai woman) just encouraged us to start small:' Shaw said. "The biggest
gift I received was how hospitable and welcoming everyone was. I feel like that's something I want to emu-
late more in my life, and I wish we would do that more here in the U.S.and at Whitworth:'
Story by Laura Richardson
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Children at a community daycare center outside
Chiang MaL Thailand, take turns trying on senior
Allison Cerra sunglasses as junior Rachel Gray looks
on, Community Care Network provides daycare
for children whose parents are afflicted with AIDS,
Photo courtesy of Katie Shaw
A South African woman invites junior Don Vanden
Berge to dance with her in the Mandalay township in
Cape Town, Photo courtesy or Colin Storm
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STUDENT MEDIA PROVIDES A PROfESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
They acted as the campus mouthpiece, bringing students news, music and memories of the previous year
The Whltworthlan, KWRSand Natsihl operated In different mediums, but shared the common purpose of pro-
viding students a means to express themselves.
Junior Peter Smelser,Whitworthian editor-In-chief, sought to widen the newspaper's sphere of influence.
Smelser explained "If there's more interest there are more people Involved and it's a positive, fun place to
come. My hope Iswhen I'm done, I want the newspaper to be in a better position than when I came in:'
Interest in the newspaper Increased and so did the photography staff The photographers added a talented
adviser named KirkHirota. Hirota was able to teach the photographers how to capture better pictures on the
new digital camera, purchased by ASWC for over $3000.
Juniar Ben Leighton, general manager of KWRS,hosted an alternative rock show with Junior Seth Wall since
their freshman year Leighton liked to be a part of the action, not behind the scenes, he said. "Thisyear we
were asked to broadcast the NCAA regional volleyball games. Not only was It a lot of work, It also showed
me how much fun it is to commentate on a game:' he said. The radio class grew in popularity as about 60
people signed up to have a radio show during spring semester
Sophomore Kelly Bastron said her job as sports and dorm editor of the Natsihi Yearbook helped advance
her career goals of working for a women's magazine. "Learning to deal with deadlines, working with staff
about pages and creating layouts has given me great experience:' she said.
Students Involved In campus media created messages that left a permanent mark on the ears and eyes
of those who received them -- a catchy tune, a record of campus concerns, or a milestone dedicated to the
past year
Story by Megan Reiger and photos by JJ Ekin
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THEATRE PROVIDES LAUGHTER AND PROVOKES THOUGHT
In the midst of deodllnes and sleep-deprlvotion, the theotre deport-
ment provided comic relief from the stressof doily college life, Cool
Whip made students laugh throughout the yeor with their improvisation
comedy shows, Senior Seon Cowon enjoyed leading the improv cast In
his third yeor as a member of the Cool Whip team, "It is a great feeling
to know that you were a port of something that both the audience and
the cast love" Cowan said,
Although the Cool Whip cast consisted of incredibly talented and
funny people, improv could be challenging, "Cool Whip has changed
in format over the last few yeors and our goal is to become continu-
ally better. It has been a big challenge this yeor to figure out a new and
better system and were still working toword it, Everyday isa little bit bet-
ter,' Cowan said, Students were able to shore their toionts throughout
the yeor but the seniors also got a chance to design their own projects
to showcase Whitworth's talent.
Students also had the opportunity to watch theatre majors' senior
pro.acts. Senior Heather O'Brien expressed relief and joy at having com-
pleted her joint senior project Creating the Community with seniors Erica
Vonk and Sorah Morken Through their performance, Morken, O'Brien,
and Vonk hoped to show how theatre isnot Justabout the stage and
being entertained; it is powerful and can be used to heal. O'Brien felt
that they achieved their goal and exceeded their own expectations,
"We had a full house, The crowd was really receptive-laughing, sigh-
ing, just responding to the performance, I felt really proud:' O'Brien said,
Story by Laura Richardson
Above: Senior Momi Yoshifuji wows the
audience with her graceful solo dance
as Princess Tiger Lily in her senior project
Never/and. Photo courtesy of Momi
Yoshifuji
Left: Senior Silvia Lazo performs her
senior project. accompanied by guitar
professor Paul Grove, Villa-Lobos: My
Memories is a chamber music production
about South American composer Heitor
Villa-Lobos. Photos courtesy of Silvia
Lazo
...... ----cool Whip/SeniorproJecfs--
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JAZZ ENSEMBLE'S YOUNG GROUP BUILDS A GREAT REPUTATION
Whitworth's highly acclaimed Jazz Ensemble got the chance to
create many great memories this year with experiences like piaying
with Kenny Garrett, traveling throughout Oregon and Washington, as
weli as traveiing ali the way to Brazil. The Jazz Ensemble has won first
place at the annual Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival five times in the past
nine years and this year took second. Ail of the experiences helped
create stronger musicians and developed a unity in the graup of
students especially since this year the band was made up of mostly
freshmen and sophomores.
In November Kenny Garrett joined Whitworth students in a con-
cert where they performed some of his original compositions as well
as various jazz standards. Not only were they able to play along with
Kenny Garrett but he also conducted a free jazz clinic for Whitworth
students, students in the area, and the general public.
In January the Jazz Ensemble packed up and headed off to Brazil
where they took part in a Jan Term study-abroad program. There
were twenty-five members of the ensembie who went along and
performed American jazz music allover the country all the while
learning about the Brazilian culture. One of the places that they per-
formed in was the Unified Education Center in Sao Paolo. They per-
formed with Ed Fogasa who is a Brazilian tenor saxophonist. Not only
did the students have the chance to influence the Brazilian people
but were also influenced by them. They learned about things like the
food, the music, the hisfory and culture. They visited various land-
marks and listened to many different types of Brazilain music in jazz
clubs.
The trip to Brazil is not the first that the ensemble has taken
abroad. in past years they have traveled to places like Germany,
Italy, Australia, and Cuba. Director Daniel Keberle has organized all of
these trips and enjoyed being a part of each and everyone. "I love
to see the world. I have taken the jazz band on nine Jan term sfudy
and performance programs and they have all been very eye open-
ing for me as well as the students. The rest of the world loves Ameri-
can jazz, so our music is a great way to meet people from other
cultures and learn more from them and their lifestyles and music and
historY,'said Keberle.
They toured Oregon and Washington with the Wind symphony in
March for their spring 2006 concert tour. These groups tour the West-
ern United States every other year playing at various venues.
Story bv A lie ::'atewood
Above Jazz ishismiddle name. Senior Josh
Shelton said sharing the stage with Kenny
Garret who played with the late Miles Da-
vis, was an awesome experience, -ho
by E,
Let' Setting the beat for Jazz Ensemble,
senior Tetsuji Matsuo keeps the rhythm flow-
ing with the energetic music.
-+----------Jazz ensambie---11
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WIND SYMPHONY BRINGS TOGETHER FRIENDSHIPSAND MUSIC
Students in the Whitworth Wind Symphony joined together to play
music by historical sensations like the composer J.S.Bach. Through-
out the year, Wind Symphony practiced hard and held multiple
performances, sharing their music with the community. Freshman
Amy Moos piayed the bass clarinet and joined Wind Symphony to
continue using her musical talents. "I really enjoy ciassical music and
symphonic music:' Moos said.
Members of the Whitworth Wind Symphony had many oppor-
tunities to share their talents. In February, the students went to the
Washington Music Educators Association Conference in Yakima and
performed for music educators across the state. They toured during
spring break, performing a total of nine concerts from Oregon to Port
Townsend. The performances were held mainly in churches. During
tour, the students roomed with families for home stays. "It just provid-
ed a real opportunity to bond with people:' Moos said,
The Wind Symphony's final concert was at the Met on Aprii 23
and they also played for graduation. Junior Jessica Loncosty played
the flute and participated in the Whitworth Wind Symphony for three
years, Loncosty recognized the challenges that came when playing
with a large group "The feeling I have after a performance is based
entirely on two things; one, how I played, and two, how the group
played. When things lock together and I feel 'on' and it connects
with the group, then in the end I feel really satisfied:' Loncosty said.
Thisyear, the Whitworth Wind Symphony performed pieces by
women composers and pieces that were either written, transcribed,
inspired, or used an element from Bach. Wind Symphony provided
an opportunity to be challenged and to be in community with other
musicians. "I enjoy the process of conquering a part and participating
within a whole:' Longcosty said.
Above: Sophomore Amy Moos plays bass
clarinet at Bach Rocks, the spring concert at the
Met in Spokane,
Story by Bethany Hargis
Left: The trumpet section bursts into a tune while
the res-jet wind symphony plays harmony.
Photos by Kirk Hirota
---J---------wlnd symphony----<~I
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STUDENTSPRAISEGOD THROUGH THEGIFT OF MUSIC
Choir students inspired their audiences with breathtaking meladies
and saaring harmonies. From their magnificent Christmas concerts to
the Whitworth Choir's "Songs of Love" Valentine's Day concert. stu-
dents and members of the Spokane community were blessed by the
three Whitworth choirs.
Dr.Debbie Hansen channelled the voices of 27 women into one
pure melody in the Whitworth Women's Choir, while the Whitworth
Choir combined the deep tones of men's voices with the higher har-
monies of women's voices. Choral Director Marc Hafso also intro-
duced a third choral group this year: the Men's Chorus.
Each year Dr.Hafso chooses a major work for the Whitworth Choir,
and this year the choir was dedicated to performing the famous
Handel's "Messiah:'
Sophomore LisaGilham explained that all the time spent work-
ing on this piece was beautifully manifested in their performances
this year. "Everyone is working so hard to accomplish one goal. It
brings us closer. As soon as Marc raises hishands, we're so intensely
focused, Because we concentrate a lot on the text and meanings
of the pieces we try to convey those meanings in the performance.
I'm proud to show off my choir" Gilham said. Members of the choirs
found satisfaction in knowing that their audiences were impacted by
the pieces they pertormed.
The choir also bonded as a group in order to encourage each
other to grow as musicians. Sophomore Jessica Porter admitted, "The
most challenging aspect of Women's Choir was the fact that none
of us knew each other at the beginning of the year; so it was hard to
relax and have a good time. But we got to know each other on the
Christmas tour and it's been awesome and fun ever since:'
Story by Laura Richardson
Left: Before the Whitworth Choirs final concert
featuring Hondels "Messiah: choral director Marc
Hofso directs the choir in a warm-up exercise.
Photos by JJ Ekin
Above: To help prepare their hearts for their final
concert. the Whitworth Choir takes a few minutes
for a devotional and prayer. Senior Brian Haynes
reads a passage from the Bible, while senior Mark
Stevens looks on,
----------cholr---_.
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Above Freshman Mahyo
Seyedali and Stephanie
Melrose look at the Ben
Frank Moss exhibit in the
Koehler Gallery. Photo by
Thomas Robinson
Right: Alumnus Ben Frank
Moss, '59, speaks ot the
Alumni Exhibition and Art
Exhibit. His talk was entitled,
"Turning Toward the Light:
Photo by Tyler Zuck
Far Right: Alunmus Stan
Lauderbaug, '68 examines
a piece of art during
the Alumni Invitational in
February. Photo by Thomas
Robinson
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At Whitworth, art awareness emerged in
the torm at exhibitions, lectures, and an art-
centered Heritage Week, The appearance of
new track lighting in the Cafe illuminated the
way for "Art in the HUB:'In the spring of 2005,
Gallery/Permanent Collection Organizer, senior
Denise Burningham, requisitioned ASWC to
get the track put in, She believed it 'would
be a "nicer, safer" way to "make the space
more interesting:' As senior Kadyn Schmautz
commented, "the more art the bette( Since
this addition was installed, Junior Amy Newton
took up the position of HUBGallery Director,
The program was stiil growing after its first year
with ideas looming of more track pieces as
weil as a locking system and cases to accom-
modate three-dimensional pieces,
Premiering amidst the clamor of memories
saturating Heritage Week, art by Whitworth
alumni hung throughout the HUBas the second
exhibit of the year, It represented over fifty
years of art department "generations': includ-
ing alumni from as early as 1959 to as recent
as 2004, Opening night of the exhibition
included a lecture by 19519alumnus Ben Frank
Moss, In it, Moss described his journey In art;
how he was "guided towards the iight" with
the help of three of his teachers who "pointed
him to the power of the poetic:'
The final exhibit provided a showcasing of
work by the art students of 2006, The theme,
"Funneling It Down': was decided upon by the
senior art students, Schmautz explained that
it was "kind of random, our group is kind of
random-a pretty eclectic group:' Senior art
projects required a thesis, a paper, and an
opportunity for students to show their work,
Professors offered freedom to the students
in their projects, Burningham applauded this
freedom saying, "They allow us to try differ-
ent things" .thev push us to do art on our own,
not because of an assignment:' Schmautz admitted the process proved "difficuit as a student;' that it
was "challenging to decide what Is good or what isn't:' Schmautz noted that the senior exhibition was
"pretty different from the Junior show' it involved more "stress and forward thinking about the future:'
She else added that the experience had been "good in the fact that it Included a lot of people with dif-
ferent Interests and abilities:'
With ali of this awareness on and beyond campus, it is understandabie that peopie would be
enthused about the possibility of a new art building, Burningham exclaimed, "It's exciting because it's
definitely going to happen:' Professors and students gave their Input to an architect about what they
hoped for in a new art facility, Many practicai concerns were addressed in addition to the vision Burn-
ingham described of "incorporating art into the buiiding:' to "make it a funkier building:'
Story by Jennifer Johnston
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For the past ten years Whitworth has
celebrated dance during the fall and spring per-
fomances of Jubilation. Jubilation is a club that
features a multitude of dance classes taught by
students preparing for recitals, It was designed so
that students could glorify God through dance as
well as share their abilities with others, Sophomore
Jeannie Sibbett described Jubilation as "a way to
help people to realize that dance can be a form
of worship just like singing:' Sibbett participated In
Jubilation her freshman year as well as this years
fall semester,and participated in several different
dance classes.
Eachdance wasset to Christianmusicwith
moves that were to glorify God asweli as capture
the essence of the form of dance itself. Senior
Krista Lofgren was the Jubilation Artistic Director,
directing both the fall and springprograms, 'Jubila-
tion isin itstenth year and kept alive by the passion
of the dancers;' she declared, Lofgren had been
the modern dance teacher for the past two years
and took tap and jazz classes, Thisexperience
has helped to prepare her for being the director
The job of director included keeping everything
organized, bringing the teachers together, setting
up rehearsaltimes and finding replacements when
needed. Thisyear she was able to get Involved
with a dance company called Chimera, which put
on a workshop for those in the Spokane area as
well asstudents inJubilation, At thisworkshop they
put on classes and a performance in the evening
for others,
There were many varied dance styles that
were taught suchasmodern dance, jazz, hip-hop,
swing and ballet. There was no experience neces-
saryand none expected from students that wished
to participate, "Attendance isnot required and so
the number of people can ftuctuate greatly from
class to ciass making it hard to choreograph; said sophomore Megan Schuetze, who had taken up teaching
the spring,semester ballet class, Each teacher had to choreograph a ftexible routine that could be done by
any number of people because the attendance varied so much, It was also something that was done during
the student's free time and so with other classes being taken and homework to be done it could sometimes
get difficult to be there, Each person that agreed to teach a class took time out of their day and yet they "are
sincerely glad to do so;'according to Schuetze, As Lofgren put it: "People come to Jubilation out of their love
for dance, are incredibly devoted and are there because they want to be:'
Story by Allie Gatewood
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Far Left: Freshman Tylan Rogers
and junior Alison Weaver per-
form the swing dancing moves
they have learned, Photo by
JJ Ekin
Left: Junior Bethany McNutt
leaps through the air during a
rehearsal in the dance loft of
the field house. Photo by Kyle
Bisch
Below: Dancers swim through
the air in the Spring Jubilation
Workshop, Photo by JJ Ekin
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Professor of History and Politics Dr, John Yoder discusses the upcoming Liberian presidential elections with Liberian citizens. Yoder was
asked to go to Liberia by the Carter Center to observe the elections and ensure that they were free and fair. Photo courtesy of Photo
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Associate Professor and Head Football Coach John Tully watches his football players intently from the Pine Bowl sidelines during a fall
home game. Photo by Kirk Hirota
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Assistant Professor Keith 8eebe treks accross the hills of Great Britain with a group of students Beebe spent a month with students on the
British Isles Study Tour, Photo courtesy of Keith Beebe
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Have you ever
wanted to replay your
college memories? To
relive the good times
and skip over the hard?
Sports offer the fun and
challenge of competition,
Whether its soccer finals
or a frisbee tournament,
hours are limited
and precious,
Take the time to enjoy
the game now, since
you will never be able
to replay these
days again.
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Opposite: Senior Rebekah Hornar sets the boll, hoping for
another point for the Lady Bucs. Hornor had 992 winning
sets in her last season at Whitworth
Photos by Jessica Carrier ,
Left: The women circle up before the game against Lewis
and Clark. The Lady Bucs demonstrated team spirit con-
sistently and enthusiastically this year.
Above' Senior Natalie Danielson spikes the ball as sophomore Cassie Moore
readies for defense, The Lady Bucs swept Lewis and Clark College in three
swift games. Photo by Jessica Carrier
Right: Outside hitters, senior Julie Marsh and sophomore Cassie Moore, work
together for another point for the Pirates. The win against Willamette gave
the women on 8-0 record in the Northwest Conference. Photo by JJ Ekin
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Volle ball'IS
Tearn spirit, tota domination
Thisseason ended with an impressive bang
osWhitworth's starting seven seniors said
goodbye to the Fieldhouse forever after
making it into the first round of championships
in the NCAA Division ill. Last year the women
of the Bucsvolley bail team focused on team
unity before individual stats, and this year was
no different. Sophomore Cassie Moore said
that as a team, players reached a new level
of respect and love for each other. The seven
seniors (ail of which started almost every game)
were Brittney Bower, Hoily Coleman, Natalie Dan-
ielson, Carey Guhlke, Rebekah Hornor, Julie Marsh,
and Whitney Murphy.
The volieybali team was proud to ciaim a
conference record of 15 wins and oniy 2 losses,
toward an overail record of 22-4. After making
it to the first round of the NCAA Regional finals
(hosted by Whitworth), the Pirates beat Linfield
in four games to make it into the Sweet 16. The
team had a heartbreaking lossagainst Laverne,
who advanced to the Elite 8.
SeniorsWhitney Murphy, Julie Marsh and Bekah
Hornor shared the responsibilities of team captain
for the season.
"It was an amazing season to end on, we
would have loved to have gone further, but to
have the opportunity to piay with these girls
was awesome. i think ali the seniors would
agree, this season was the most fun ever,' Hor-
nor said. "It was worth the wait to have this
season as my last season:'
Although statistics were not important to
the girls of the '05 team, there were defi-
niteiy some worth noting. Natalie Danielson
led with 375 kills,averaging 4.21 per game.
Holly Coleman ied with 296 digs, averaging
3.36 per game. Julie Marsh swamped com-
petition with 58 serving Aces. Bekah Hornor
had 992 winning sets. However, the most
impressive record set by this year's voiley-
ball champs wasn't an individuai statistic.
The Pirates set the record for attendance in
conference matches. That's the best honor
they've ever received, said sophomore
outside hitter, Cassie Moore.
Story by Abbie Davis
CroSSCountry
Finishine the race
Against the wind, against the rain and even an clear
sunny days, Whitworth's cross country team remained
strong, physically and spiritually
Toby Schwarz has been coaching the cross coun-
try team far eight years, The team this year con-
sistsof 25 men and 28 women and in the opinion
of Schwarz, 90 percent of his runners' motivation
came from a strong faith.
"We have a very clear missionof glorifying
God:' Schwarz said
The athletes on the team feit that God had
given them a gift and they wanted to use
that gift to the fullest, Schwarz said.
Heather Thomsen, a senior, ran cross
country all four years at Whitworth. As a
senior this season, Thomsen qualified to run at
Regionals.
Throughout the season, Thomsen had felt
supported by her coach and team in a sport that
requires participants to compete against each other.
"A runner can't rely on her teammates to win a race
for her .. .sne has to earn those things entirely on her own,
and she'sfighting against people on her own team. Yet,
even though we compete against each other, both of the
cross country teams I've been on (in high school and at
Whitworth) fostered the closest and most tight-knit athletic
communities of my athietic experience:' Thomsen said.
At the Northwest Conference, which took place during
Whitworth's fall break, both the men and women's teams
finished third out of nine teams.
Doug Blackburn, also a senior at Whitworth College has
had personal successes as well.
"Thisseason started out strong, I won the first meet and was
able to break 25 on a 5 mile course for the first time in my
caree(' Blackburn said.
Blackburn was one of the runners who qualified for Nation-
als along with KristiDickey and Julie Lauterbach. Jeff Grassiey
and Jacob Deitz placed at West Regionals but did not qualify
for Nationals.
Sarah Tunalifinished her first year on the team and as a fresh-
man she feit welcomed and encouraged during the season.
"Everyone always cared about how your race went... you
didn't have to be an amazing runner to be accepted by team:'
Tunalisaid.
Story by Bethany Joy Hargis
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Opposite: Urging himself to continue, Senior Brent Hen-
dricksreaches the finish line at the CWU Invitational, The
crosscountry team traveled to Yakima, Washington for
the event in September. Photo by Becky Jamieson
Right:Pullingahead, Freshman Seth Flory passes his op-
ponent at the October Lewis-Clark State Open, The men
took third out of three teams, Photo by Becky Jamieson
Above: Senior Kristi Dickey takes the lead of the race at the CWU Invitational
in September, Dickey's last season running at Whitworth was strong and she
ended up qualifying for Nationals. Photo by Becky Jamieson
Left: Junior McKenzie Crosby continues strong during the Lewis-Clark State
Open. The women placed third out of four teams in their 5k run, Photo by
Thomas Robinson
Opposite: Junior quarterback, Joel Clark, draws back
while looking for an open receiver during a scrimmage
Clark broke the 1961 record for touchdown passes with
29 this season, Photo by Kyle Bisch
Left: Senior wide-receiver Nick Kuntz protects the football
as he pulls away from a Menlo College opponent. The
Pirates controlled the game with a 48-10 victory.
Photo by Kyle Bisch
Above: Dressed with spirit senior Rustam Abdurahmanov, and freshmen An-
drew Dickson and Colin Skinner cheer on the Bucs during the game against
Willamette. The Pirate Pit was filled with students supporting their team at
every home game, Photo by Jesse Clark
Right: Junior running back Chris Ahsing reaches for the goal line over his
teammate, offesive linebacker Jon Erlenmeyer. The Pirates held their own
during the November game against Willamette, but lost 40-34. Photo by
Jesse Clark
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Football
Recoro-breakinq year
\'\1 ith the snap, the crowd rose to their teet,
creating a roar with their voices as they
cheered on the footbail team. Thisseason
the addition of the Pirate Pit generated
more interest from Whitworth students
at footbail home games at the Pine
Bowi.
"The crowd was as ioud this year
as i've heard in my four years here;'
said senior wide receiver, Kyie Sneli
The crowd helped to inspire this
year's Bucs to a 5-3 record overali
and a 2-2 record in the Northwest
Conference, Justmissing out on this
year's piayoffs with a 40-34 lossto WiI-
lamette University.
The Pirates opened the season with
two strong wins against the University of
Rediands and the University of La Verne, tol-
iowed by two disappointing iossesto Eastern
Oregon University and l.lritielo Coilege. The
Pirates' win against Pacific Lutheran University for
the second straight year at the end of the season
marked a huge achievement for this year's team as
it had not been accompiished since 1965.
"To beat PLUso convincingly (54-35) is a great
tribute to our piayers and coaching staff,' head
coach. John Tully,said.
The game also set players up tor record-break-
Ing statistics. Junior tight end Michaei Alian broke
the single-season touchdown receptions record,
catching 15, compared to the previous record of
13 set in 1976, as weil as tying the overali single-
season touchdown record set in 1961. Junior
quarterback Joei Ciark finished the season with
29 touchdown passes, which broke the previous
record of 26 passes in 1961.
Thirteen of this year's players were named to
the 2005 Ali-Northwest Conference Footbail team,
seven of them on FirstTeam and six on the Second
Team. Four others were given honorabie mentions
tor their achievements
The outlook for next year is promising, said junior
tight end Michaei Allan, with the return of many start-
ers from this year.
"We're iosing a few key guys, but we set the stan-
dard and tone of what we can accomplish. It'll be a
good year:' he said.
Story by Keisey Bumgarner
fens Soccer
Third in the nation
Setting new records and playing their best
season ever, Whitworth men's soccer finished
up with another Northwest Conference title,
holding a record of 13-0-1.But that was oniy
the beginning. After scoring a first-round bye
in the National Tournament Whitworth hosted
a second round match against the University of
Redlands, winning by a iopsided score of 4-0. The
next weekend, Whitworth hosted a regional semi-
final, defeating Wartburg of iowa with an amazing
return by Senior Todd Sabrowski, who had been
out with a hip injury. Sabrowski scored one goai
and set up another, heiping Whitworth to a 3-0 win.
With an over-time goal by Sabrowski on a penalty
kick, Whitworth also beat a strong Trinity University of
Texasteam 2-1.in the regional semi-final.
Whitworth was the second team from the North-
west Conference. after Linfieid, to ever advance to the
men's final four and they traveied ail the way to Greens-
boro, North Caroiina, for the NCAA Division Iii men's
soccer championship. In North Carolina they ended their
streak of victories, iosing to Gustavus Adolphus Coliege,
for a finai record of 19-2-1.placing third in the nation for
their division
The team boasted the new school record for total
victories and raised the overali Winning percentage to
.866. The team was able to develop unity and coop-
eration by, "working together through successes and
struggies, through our work, we form relationships" said
senior center-back Trevor Osborne.
Thisyear Whitworth was honored with two of its
piayers being named as Second Team Division Iii AIi-
Americans by the National Soccer Coaches Associa-
tion of America. Senior defender Todd Sabrowski was
named to the team for the second year in a row and
was named the NWC Defensive Player of the Year
as weli. Ending the season and hisWhitworth career
with 11 goals and six assists,he came in as the ali-
time leader at Whitworth in career assistswith 34
and second in totai points, with 88.
Junior midfieider Aii Seyedaii was also chosen
to the NSCAA team for the first time, after earn-
ing FirstTeam AIi-NWC honors. He led in the
NWC with the most assists, 13, and game-
winning goals, 5. He had the second high-
est ali-time assist totai at Whitworth after
Sobrowski, with 24.
Story by Michelie Cameron
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Opposite: Senior forward Chris Johnson dribbles down the
field, breaking away from Linfeild opponents, The Oct-
ober win against Linfield gave the Pirates a new record
of 12-H
Right:Sophomore rnldtlelder. Skye Henderson battles with
visitingLinfield opponent for control of the ball at the
game on September 25th, The teams tied the game 1-1.
Photosby Nathan Chute
Above: The men huddle together on the field during the September game
against Linfield. Pirate Soccer had a victorious season and attributed their
success to their ability to work together, Photo by Nathan Chute
Left: Forward and junior Niko Varlomos rushes toward Whitman's goal. Whit-
worth had 22 shots on goal during the October game compared to only 11
shots by Whitman, Photo by Tyler Zuck
Opposite: Looking for a teammate to pass to, junior
midfielder Nicole Starkey runs intently down the field, The
womers soccer team felt they had great team chemistry
this season, Photo by Jessica Carrier
Left: Freshman defender Kelly Baker stretches during
practice. The soccer team trained hard all season and
their hard work paid off, as they came In fifth In the
Northwest Conference. Photo by JJ Ekin
Above: Sophomore forward Greta Thibodeau takes control of the ball during
a home game against George Fox. The Pirate women won 1-0,
Right: Freshman forward Whitney Ramsey jumps, going for the ball, The
October game against the George Fox Bruins boosted the Bucs record to
5-4- 3, Photos by Jessica Carrier
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\V ith a cool breeze and cleats pulling at the grass,
the women's soccer team warmed up, The fans filed
into the stands ready for the new season, The whistle
blew, the ball was kicked and women's soccer began,
Pushingtogether as a united front the women's
soccer team showed skilland community on the
field, Whitworth ended its season November 4th with
records of 8-8-3 overall and 7-7-2in the Northwest
Conference, which put them in fifth place,
Coach of nine consecutive years Sean Bushey
called the team, "an excellent group of leaders, with
good character:' Busheydescribed the last game
against Whitman as "very good soccer, Jenn Milier
and all the other seniors were in the game, It was an
excellent way to cap the year:'
Eight starters from last season helped to lead
and unify the team, Senior Ashley Fisk,a midfielder,
took 44 shots, seven of which were goals, Senior
goalie, Jenn Miller achieved 58 saves this season,
In the last game of the season, Miller had a season
high six saves,
Senior Jody Rucinski,a defender, and Senior Ashley
Fisk,a midfielder, were chosen for the 2005 Ali-North-
west Conference women's soccer team.
The season was one of development and strength
for the girls, Sophomore LorinTownsend called it "a
growing season; one that pushed us and will grow us
into next year. We were learning from the first game:'
she said,
Busheydescribed the women's soccer team and
season as "a blessing:' He was pleased with the team,
"The group allows you to be yourself:' he said,
Townsend found the encouragement provided
by Busheyas valuable to the season, "He was al-
ways telling us 'One game at a time' and 'Forget,
because it doesn't matter, We get to play tomor-
roW:"she said,
When it came to community, Bushey believed
"the team chemistry was excellent
The team did well, responded well, played
great soccer at times and just fell short:' he
said.
occer
On the ball
Story by Tiffany Trotter


Opposite: Senior forward Georgre Tucker dribbles up the
court looking for a teammate to set up the transition
offense. The Bucs defeated Willamette 69-66 in the NWC
toumornents first round before losing to reigning confer-
ence champion UPS.
t
Left: Junior guard Bryan Williams rounds a corner, con-
sentrating intensely on the game in progress. The mers
basketball team finished the season strong with a 13-3
record in the NWC. Photos by Jesse Clark
Above: Junior transfer, Kevin Hasenfus recteves a pat of encouragement
from teammate, senior forward Mat Fletcher, during a team huddle, The Bucs
prided themselves on a close-knit team with strong friendships that contin-
ued on and off the court. Photo by Thomas Robinson
Right: Senior forward Lance Pecht jumps to get a first shot at the ball during
the game against Whitman, Pecht received three consecutive Player of the
Week awards from the NWC and went on to receive this seoso-s Player of
the Year honors. Photo by Jesse Clark
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Men's Basketball
The rebound season
(
The mens basketball team achieved another successful sea-
son, finishing with a 10-game conference winning-streak.
The Bucs nearly reached the NCAA Division IIItoumo-
"Although we were denied the opportunity to par-
ticipate in the NCAA Dill tournament. I stili feel that we
had a solid year and everyone on the team can hold
their heads high:' Pecht sold.
The team was disappointed though. They
won 11 of their last 12 games.
"To nearly miss the NCAA Dill tourney was a
disappointment because we are better than 99"10
of the teams who were fortunate enough to get
a bid In the tournament,' Pecht sold.
Whitworth's men played an all around
strong season. They maintained high averages
in shooting and In defense.
"We were able to offensively exploit
our best match up so that we could get the
shot we wanted out of each possession:' Head
Coach Jim Hayford said.
Senior Lance Pecht received the NWC
Player of the Year award after being chosen as
NWC Player of the Week for three consecutive
weeks.
"It was an honor to be chosen the Northwest
Conference Piayer of the Year. It always feels great to
accomplish goals in life, especially when you have to work
so hard to accomplish them:' Pecht sold.
The team worked well together throughout the sea-
son and improved greatly In many areas.
"Everyone on the team has a hard-working, unselfish
attitude and because of that it gave me many opportunities
to be successful throughout the year. I wouldn't have earned the
Player of the Year If the other players and coaches didn't put me
in a position to be successful:' Pecht sold,
The team worked well together throughout the season
and improved greatly in many areas,
"We had great teamwork and cohesion and were able to
execute with precision:' Hayford said, adding that defense was
the area in which the team improved the most.
Overall the Bucs season was rewarding for the team and for the
fans,
Story by Ali Hudak
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womens
Basketball
Refueline for destruction
This year's Whitworth Womer/3 Basketball team pulled off an aver-
age 13-11season. The team had a fresh start as none of the start-
ing five players returned from the 2005-2006 team.
Head coach Helen Higgs felt as though the team
exceeoeo many people's expectations ... and contin-
ued to improve every game~
The team had a learning year; young play-
ers stepped in to fill the shoes left by last year's
players. The team came together to give an
excellent showing at home, with a record of
10-2 in the Whitworth Fieldhouse, but fell
short when on the road.
Sophomores Emily Hendrickson, who made
AII-NWC Second Team, and Holly Ridings,
who earned Honorable Mention, led the team
in scoring.
Beating George Fox University,one of the
top-ranked teams in the nation, at home 66-57
was one of the highlights this year, especially after a
harsh lossto them earlier in the season. Senior Danielle
Wegman praised the team's effort, saying that "We
forced turnovers and responded well against their trap
defense:
Higgs commented that the George Fox game was
the reason for working as hard as the team did during the
season, and that "those are the types of games you love to
play
Freshman Tiffany Corigiiano is optimistic about the
team's chances for next year. "We didn't graduate very many
(this year) ... we have the potential to be a very strong team
next year" she said.
The women ended the season with a lossto Pacific
University in Oregon but refused to go down lightly and kept
the Boxerson their toes until the final seconds befare they los-
ing 69-66.
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
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Opposite: Junior Emily Hendrickson stretches for the loose
ball. Hendrickson earned AII-NWC Second Team Honors.
Photos by Thomas Robinson
Right: Looking for the open pass, Senior Danielle Wegman
sendsthe ball past the defense. Wegman served as one
of the only three seniors on the team this year.
Above: Head coach Helen Higgs gathers the team for a pep talk during a
timeout. Thiswas Higgs' 12th year leading the Lady Bucs
Left: Sophomore Holly Ridings goes up strong against a Whitman defense,
Ridings was second in team scoring this year and earned Alli-NWC Honorable
Mention.
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Above: With arms spread wide, junior Joson Hunter races through
the water during the rriers 400 1M at the conference meet.
Below: Senior Loren Killgore glides with ease through the water at
Whitwortrt pool, during the mens 400 1M, The mens swimming team
won their fourth consecutive NWC title Photos by Kyle Bisch
Above: Sophomore Kailey Nelson crashes mightily through the
water during the 200m freestyle at the Northwest Conference
Championships. The Lady Pirates dominated the conference,
coming up 22nd at NCAA 0111 nationals, a strong finish for a
strong year. Photo by Kyle Bisch
Opposite: Sophomore Samantha Kephart stands ready to dive
into the water for her race, Kephart broke the national record
for the 200-yard butterfly with a time of 2:0015,
Photo by Amanda Smith
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Story by Jenny Johnson
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Reclaimine victory
A pirate's life Isn't always the easiest one. Often the
Whitworth swim team courageously ventured out usuaily
half asleep, to early morning practices, braving the darkness
and cold of winter. Freshman Justin Brandler recoiled, "That
was pretty hard, especially going straight from practice to
chem. lab" Stillothers, like sophomore Samantha Kephart
merely shrugged, saying it was "not bad ...I'm used to it:'
The hard work of these athletes did not go unreo
ognized. The men won their fourth consecutive NWC
title. Brandler found the Victory, won by a greater margin
than expected. "really rewarding:'
The Whitworth women finished third behind first
place UPSand second place Lewisand Clark. It was
hard to deny that the team did well, finishing only 27
points behind
second place. Kephart commented that the strug-
gle between second and third came down to the
last relay.
Aside from seeing Coach Steve Schadt In
the pirate outfit Brandler recalled that the highlights
of the season Involved, "watching everyone do so
well at conference ...It was nice to see people's
hard work payoff!" Barrshared in this delight ex-
claiming how she enjoyed watching Brittany Gres-
set go 24.2 seconds in the 50-yard freestyle. Barr
was also understandably impressed after seeing
Samantha Kephart break her own national record
In the 200-yard butterfiy at championships In Minne-
sota. Kephart went on to surpassher newly estab-
lished record a second time at the NCAA Champi-
onships. She broke four other team records during
the '05'06 season and was named the Women's
Outstanding Swimmer of the NWC Meet
Senior Loren Klilgore and sophomore David
Dolphay both earned this honor on the men's side.
ond Steve Schadt received the NWC Coach of the
Year award. The day after conference, team members
proudly sported their well-earned medals. When asked
about hers, Sophomore Luan Lywas quick to point out
that she wasn't the only one donning this Pirate treasure.
As Barr noted, "Everyone just had a great conference
meet'"
According to Kephart the season was a lot dif-
ferent from last year; there were lots of struggles, but
the team stuck together through them. Refiecting on
this, Barrsold, "I really feel like I found a tornlv"
Cheerleadin~
Returning In full force
A Iter a year sabbatical from cheerleading, the squad
returned for the 2005-2006 basketball season to cheer on the Bucs
during home games in the Fieldhouse. Thisyear the 13-woman
team drew from various levels of experience ranging from rookies
to veterans, to create a dynamic squad, even including a
male member, senior RusselSpotts, for stunts and lifts.
Due to the absence of a cheerleading
team last year, the coach, Jen Matheis, decided that
they needed to come out with an impressive debut
and therefore the training was rigorous. Freshman
Michelle Besssaid, "It was kind of like boot camp at
first, i worked harder training for cheerieading than i
did for cross country and basketball:'
The beginning of the season was full of stress
and hard work; even the new uniforms caused
some havoc. "We got our uniforms two hours be-
fore the first game, so I had no time to get used to
it. We were all passing around skirts and stuff seeing
which skirt fit who:' said Bess.
Despite the physical rigors and the stress of com-
piling a brand new squad. the season was a success.
The squad got along well and worked hard together to
make the season great. "I expected it to be really catty
but we got along and had a lot of fun:' said Bess.
The squad was not competive, but they worked
hard to perfect the complex dance routines for each half-
time performance. The girls practed weekly, fine-tuning their
balance, fiexibility, and coordination for performances.
Although the return of a cheerleadlng squad brought spirit
to the basketball games, the crowd's performance was sub
par, many thought. "Our crowd is very much a fair-weather
crowd:' said Bessand hopes that next year the crowd will
really get pumped up and support the basketball teams.
Also, the squad hopes to have tryouts in the spring so that
the football team can have cheerleaders next year as well.
Story by Libby Johnson
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Opposite: Brimming with enthusiasm, freshman Michelle
Bess brings life to the court while cheering for the men and
worners basketball games this season, The cheerlead-
ing squad came back this year for a successful season.
Photos by Jesse Clark
Right: Engaging the crowd. freshman Sara Zakheim pumps
up the Pirate spirit in the Fieldhouse, The 13 girls practiced
weekly, perfecting the inspiring cheers.
Above: The squad gets their groove on at center court during the halftime
show of a Bue Basketball game, The squad performed routines at every
game.
Left: During a break in the action freshmen Sara Zokhelrn. Michelle Bess and
Kaytee Clough cheer on the Pirates to another victory. The team trained
rigorously for the season of cheering.
---------------------------------------cheerleadlng
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Men's & womens
Tenn i Retumine the serve
For a team that included anly three upperclassmen on an 11-man roster,
the 2006 men's tennis team's youthful vigor added to the improvement
the program established through 2005. The Pirates continued their up-
ward trend this year behind 2005 Northwest Conference Coach of the
Year Mike Shanks and four returning singles starters.
Sophomores EdAnegon and Ben Works took over leadership at
the top of the ladder. Unfortunately, the Pirates lost sophomore Scott
Donnell and junior Isaac Lanctot to injuries before the season even
started, and other players battled through injuries as
well. Yet the team managed to stay strong due to
their determination and the addition of some key
new players.
Junior Colin Storm commented, "Our top
three players are all veterans, but we added
three treshmen and a junior, Trevor Strang, who
came out tor the team for the first time here. It's
been nice because freshman Scott Bourne has
stepped right in and played with the best of us,
and Trevor has provided some key matches:'
The worriers team also had a solid mixture
ot returning veterans and incoming talent. They
competed with the best opponents in the North-
west Conference for the first time in the past few
years, according to Coach Jo Ann Wagstaff,
Captains Sandy Fujitanl. Betsy Johnson, Ra-
chael McCoola, and Katie Troxell did a great job
mentoring the frosh and sophomores; and Fresh-
men Jamie Kneese and Linh Aven added even
more strength to the top of the ladder.
The team has persevered through fiu bugs,
injuries, and rain. "The rain has been frustrating
because we haven't had adequate practice
time;' Wagstaff said. "Yet the team has improved
through consistency and tenacity'
The women's team bonded during road
trips to create a cohesive, strong group. The men
and worriers teams enjoyed a trip to California
over spring break to take on three non-confer-
ence opponents. Sophomore Leah Vaughn com-
mented, "Our spring break trip to California was a
lot of fun. We played some tennis, did some shop-
ping, and enjoyed the beaufiful southern California
sunshine:'
Bofh teams battled through a series of sicknesses
and injuries and finished off the season strong at the North-
west Conference Tournament in April. where the men came
in with a final record of 9-11 and the women finished with a
10-11 record.
Story by Laura Richarson
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Opposite: Junior Michael Carlson's feet jumps with power-
ful force as he serves the ball to the opposing team
Right:Sophomore Ben Works breathes deeply as he
prepares to serve up a strong forehand stroke. Photos by
Coitie Storm
Above: Junior Betsy Johnson focuses on the ball as she follows through on
her backhand in a home match at the new Cutter Courts. Photo by Caitie
Storm
left: As she bites her lip in concentration, sophomore leah Vaughn follows
through with a swift stroke. Photo by Thomas Robinson
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Men's & \\'omen's
Golf Reachil1!! par
Come rain or shine, Whitworth's dedicated golf team
members give it their best. At ieast that's what Sopho-
more KristinWatts said.
"People don't often think of golf as physically dif-
ficult. but they should keep in mind that we play through
conditions that most sports would cancel for:'
Watts, a member of the women's golf team has
been playing go if for eight years. Thisseason Watts
said that she feit steady improvement with the team and
herself.
Freshman James Dyke joined the golf team this
year but was introduced to the game by hisstepfather at
age four. Golf may seem like a mellow sport. but it also a
game of competition. During one of the men's golf matches,
they came in as the last group but ended up shooting 75 to
give them the win over Linfield, Dyke said.
Although a competitive sport. Dyke and his teammates are
very supportive of each other.
"They're always curious to see how I played and always
seem to focus on the team aspect instead of competing
against each other,' Dyke said.
Senior Kelli Parker began her golf career as a freshman in
high-school and has continued ever since.
"By far, the best thing about playing golf IshaVing the
opportunity to play top notch courses in the Northwest that
I wouldn't get to play otherwise. I like the challenge each
course brings, you don't get bored as eosllv' Parker said.
The Whitworth golf team was led by Coach Warren Fried-
richs and Assistant Coach Beth.
"Coach Friedrichs is awesome and very supportive. We
had a new assistant coach for the women this year, Beth. it
Isnice to have that female presence and she'sgreat on road
trips:' Parker said.
Freshman Steven Johnson joined the golf team this year
and his favorite aspect of this sport is the personal challenge.
"Everything is up to you when you play golf and you can't
blame anything on anyone else. Ultimately, what you put into
golf iswhat you get out:' Johnson said.
The Men's golf team won their second straight Northwest
Conference Men's Golf Championship tournament which took
place at the Aspen Lakes goif course. Also, Coach Friedrichs was
awarded his second Men's Golf Coach of the year plague,
Story by Bethany Hargis
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Opposite: Sophomore Jordon Corter follows the golf boll
ashe follows through on his shot. Corter had awesome
roundsof 69 and 68 and walked away with medalist
honorswhile leading Whitworth to a team victory at
the Northwest Conference mers Fall Classic. Photo by
Nathan Chute
Right:During a practice round. freshman Steven Johnson
followsthrough a shot down the green long and straight.
Out of seven team members, there were five freshman
studentsshowing off their talent in golf. Photo courtesy of
StevenJohnson
Above: Sophomore Rebekah List. senior Kelli Watts, and sophomores Kristen
Watts and Marjorie Turner strike a pose while wondering down the street
when traveling for the golf team, The four women hod a enjoyable spring
with a tightly knit team.
Left: Sophmore Kristen Watts tokes her turn at putting on the green, nailing
the shot with a quick flick of her wrist. Photos courtesy of Kristen Watts
-----------------------------------golf"---H
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Above: Sophomore Brandon Howell reaches back to take the baton from team-
mate sophomore Ben Spoun. as he begins the last leg of the 4x400 relay during
the Point Lama Invitational in San Diego.
Right: Junior long distance runner Jeff Grassley sets his pace around the track at a
Whitworth practice of the 1.500m, Photos by Thomas Robinsion
Opposite: Freshman pole vaulter, Tyson Baldwin
sprints towards his jump mark with intense consen-
tration during the Holy Wars practice meet. Baldwin
placed fourth at the conference championships
with a jump of 14~5.25. Photo by Jesse Clark
Left: The mens track team settles a group pace
at the Whitworth Invitational where the men took
first place out of three teams Photo by Thomas
Robinson
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Men's
Track & Field
Refusin~to ~ive up
It was a dissapainting season for the mens track and field
team this year. The team went into the season with hopes
of winning a conference championship. but was forced to
settie for fifth place in the Northwest Conference
"it was a littie disappointing that the guys got fifth.
We were hoping to do a lot better than that. There were
a couple of realiy good runners that got injured. We
could have scored a bunch more points. Its a bummer."
said sophomore distance runner. Stefan Robinsion.
Despite injuries to several star athletes, there
were still several bright spots during the conference
meet. Senior Derek Dewindt bested hisprevious
national qualifying hammer throw with a toss of
181'3':The Bucsalso had a strong pole vault
event at the meet, when senior Jacob DePeil
was third and freshman TysonBaidwin was
fourth. Both jumped 14'5.25: but DePell had
fewer misses.Sophomoe Brandon Howell,
despite straining hisquadreicep muscle the
week before, finished second in the 800m
at conference, with a time of 1:56:58
along with fourth place in the 400m with
a time of 50:77 and he also anchored in
the 4x400m relay.
Howells time In the 800m put him
lessthan a second behind three time
defending NCAA champion, Nick Sym-
monds of Willamette. Symmonds also
competed in the 400m, where he owns
the nation's fastest time this year. Whit-
wortrs Howell had the season's best 800m
time of 1:53:42,which qualified him for the
national championship meet.
The men's track team hopes to be a
contender for the conference championship
again next year, with only five point scorers from
conference graduating this year.
Freshman sprinter Mark Tapia is optimis-
tic. "There are a lot of young guys with poten-
tial that are Justgoing to get better: he said.
Story by Jesse Clark
\\'omen's
Track & Field
Redefinin~ success
The women, track and field team had the same
goal as most teams at the beginning of the year.
to win the Northwest Conference championship.
Although that goal was not met. the women came
up with an acknowiedgeable Victory. finishing third
at conference.
"I think. considering injuries and sicknesses. we
did great: said sophomore heptathlete Kristen Dor-
maier.' We battled through those and exceeded
expectations:'
Despite the injuries. there were several great
perfarmances. Senior distance runner Kristi
Dickey performed impressively. running with a
stress fracture.
"Shewon the 10k and then turned
oround the next day and won the 5k
and she did it allan a broken foot for
crying out loud: exclaimed freshman
distance runner Jenna Cunningham.
Dickey. despite the stress
fracture. won the 10.000m run by over
14 seconds. finishing with a nationai
qualifying time of 37:2117Her school
record time of 36:17.27from this season
remains the fastest time in the country
by over three seconds.
Another notable performance was
that of senior heptathlete. Sorah Marken.
The heptathlon consists of the following
events. with the first four contested on the
first day. the remaining three on day two:
100m hurdles. high jump. shot put. 200m. long
jump. javelin throw. and the 800m. Marken was
hampered by injuries during the conference
combined events championship. but came back
and scored 24 points during the meet.
•After coming back from two weeks of doing
nothing. she did amazing." said Dormaier.
Looking ahead to next year. the Pirates hope
to be in contention for a conference championship
again. despite iosing some big point scorers to gradu-
ation.
"We have a lot of talent we haven't tapped
yet: said sophomore distance runner, Amy Scott.
Story by Jesse Clark
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Right: Junior Stephanie Thurston and freshman Jenna Cun-
ningham run in their fun outfits during the 5k at the Haly
Wars, a practice meet usually held against Gonzaga, but
they failed to come this season. Photo by Thomas Robinson
Below: Freshman Erin Harvego leans back with power to
throw during a practice, Photo by Jesse Clark
Above: Senior Sarah Marken focuses on her target distance as she gears back to throw the javelin during a practice at the Pine Bowl.
Photo by Alyssa Jones
Opposite: Senior Krlstl Dickey laps the track In her Energizer Bunny costume at the Holy Wars, Dickey holds the national record in the
10,OOOm, Photo by Thomas Robinson
r
opposite: Senior pitcher Jo Sonnett waits at the pitchers
mound for the next batter. Sonnet pitched several win-
ning games. and rarely walked her batters Photo by
Nathan Chute
Left: Freshman Mandee Edwards gears up to bat the
ball. Edwards hit multiple home runs this season. Photo by
Thomas Robinson
Above: lady Bucs gather around the pitchers mound for some team
enouragement. The girls put in their hands and shout to pump up their spirit.
Photo by Nathan Chute
Right: Freshman Stephanie Helbling chucks the bot and heads for first base,
never taking her eye off the boll. Photo by Thomas Robinson
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fSoftball
Down to the wireThe Whitworth Lady Bucssoftboll team nearly stole the North-
west Conference Softball Championship title from three-tlme-
winners, the Linfield Wildcats,
The Bucswon 21 games in the NWC and lost only seven,
They fell only one game short of the Wildcats' 22-wln season,
The Bucswere given a second chance when they played in the
NCAA Division iii regional but lost to the top-seeded Chapman
University after a hard battle,
"The season could not have gone better thus far, There
have been games that we should have won and didn't, but this
is the first year in Whitworth softball history that we contendied
for a conference championship, 2006 is the first year that Whit-
worth softbali has achieved such high ronklnqs" Senior Kristin
Hanson said with confidence, going into the games against
Linfield Although they fell only one game short in the end, the
women's determination during the rest season was enough to
be proud of, "We have come so far In this program and have
taken it to new heights, i feel like we have accomplished a lot
this year:' senior Jo Sonnett said,
Sonnett proudly pitched her first perfect game since
high school against Lewisand Clark, "We swept them!" Son-
nett said, "That was the weekend I pitched a perfect game
I've only pitched one other perfect game and that was In high
school, so It was pretty amazing for me, I pitched a no run, no
hitter and then a perfect game in the same day'
They also had great faith In their new head coach
FuzzyBuckenberger "Fuzzy isa breath of fresh air for this
program, He has brought this team to where it is right now
and Is,without a doubt, responsible for the amazing sea-
son that we had:' Hanson said,
The seniors agree that It would be difficult to
graduate and go on to other things, "I've been playing
since I was eight years old, I have been giving pitching
lessonsand I realiy want to coach, but it will be difficult
to make the change from player to coach:' Sonnett said,
"I have a very competitive side, so I would just want to be
out there with the kids piaylng In the games. I am going to
missit very much:'
Hanson, who has also been playing since the age of
eight, agreed that it would be bittersweet to leave her softball
lifestyle behind. "I have learned so much from my teammates,
coaches, and fans and those are all things that I will take with
me for the rest of my life. I am a better person for being a part
of this program and I look forward to seeing the growth of my
teammates as they continue on in the program:' Hanson said.
Story By Ali Hudak
Baseball
Reachine hieh
\tv hitworth's baseball team ended the year over ,500
with 13 wins and 11 losses in conference play,
"This years team was a great group of guys whose
hard work and dedication helped us have one of our
most successful seasons of Whitworth Baseball:' said
Coach Ward,
Ward is in his ninth season as the head baseball
coach at Whitworth, Joining the head coach, Whit-
worth has a staff of three assistant coaches: Nick
Schuerman, KrisWhite, and Pat Taylor, All of the
coaches have dedicated their time to the team,
helping them deveiop both in the sport as well as in
life,
"The guys really got along this year and we coaches
enjoyed their unselfishness that they demonstrated
through the season:' Coach Ward stated,
Baseball, just like most sports, takes the dedica-
tion of the players and coaches alike, Thisyears team
showed their dedication In each and every game,
giving it their all and proving Whitworth proud, Both
the Infield and the outfield were made up of experienced
players and great strength which only served to add to
the dynamic of the team
There were also quite a few seniors who contrib-
uted not oniy with experience but leadership to the other
team members,
"It is pretty easy to adapt to new teams every
year, we usually only lose a handful and gain a handful of
players so you are basically working with the same core as
before: said senior Todd Phillips,
Phillipshas played all four years at Whitworth and
he feels that, "although baseball has Its ups and downs, I
would have to say I enjoyed playing for the most part:'
Thisseason they were graduating twelve seniors,
however they stili had young talent When Coach Ward
was asked how the team was going to do with losing so
many seniors he said, "We fill that through recruiting and
some of the players (have been) waiting in the wings for
their chance, We will be competitive next season:'
Story by Allie Gatewood
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opposite: Junior infielder Ryne Webb quickly throws the
ball to avoid another run by the other team, Webb trans-
fered from Community Colleges of Spokane, and filled
the shortstop position until Mark Froman's return from an
injury.Webb then played third base,
Right:Junior Van Lierman gets ready to hit the ball that is
rapidly flying hisway, Whitworth opened the season on
February 12th at Lewis-Clark State College.
Above' Senior first baseman Todd Phillipsstands to recapture his focus while
there is a short break in between batters. Phillips earned selection to the
2006 Academic All-District VIII College Division baseball team
Left: Junior Joel Clark makes a dash for first base during a practice scrimage
The men practiced with vigor all year and their hard work paid off with a
successful season,


Athletic Trainers
\VrappinR it up
\\' hitworth enjoyed plenty of success in afhletics this sea-
son A big reason for this sucess was the athletic trainers who
worked behind the scenes to keep the athletes on the field,
court or diamond.
"They did a good job getting injured players ready for
games: said freshman baskefball player, Calvin Jurich. "We
didn'f have a problem wifh guys having fo sit out with Inju-
ries:'
Sfudenf trainers could commonly be found warming
up athletes in preparation for pracfices or games in fhe
training room in the Fieldhouse or sfanding on fhe sidelines
during the games and practices in case their assltance was
needed. Sophomore track athlete Kristen Dormaler cred-
ited the trainers with the womens track and field teams
third place finish in conference.
"They had a big part In our success, especialiy
with the amount of injuries and sickness we had, working
with the team to get us ready to compete: she said.
One of the reasons for the excelient group of student
trainers was the reputable program and the Instructors
at Whitworth.
According to their website, the athletic training
program mission was: "The program, housed within
the Department of Klnesioiogy, merges a rigorous
academic discipline with a variety of practical
clinical experiences:'
Not only was the program full of tal-
ented and dedicated students to make It
successful, but the Dr.James f? EvansAthletic
Training Center included the Ben B.Cheney
Treatment Center, a comprehensive Human
Performance Lab, and faculty offices The
entire facility was designed and equipped
with technologically advanced equipment.
The facility had modern therapeutic modali-
ties, a hydrotherapy center, and a functional
rehabilitation center. The Human Performance
Lab housed a computer lab for the students as
weli as complete exercise prescription/assess-
ment capabilities.
Story by Jesse Clark
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Above: Sophomore EliseHinrichs supports Whitworth othletes leg as she
begins to wrap the ankle for support. Athletic trainers attend all the games
of every sport at Whitworth in case their help and expertise is needed
Opposite: Senior athletic trainer Amy Bowers wraps
the ankle of a Whitworth athlete in the training room.
Studentsin the athletic training program complete four
semestersof clinical experience, Photos by Matthew
Kamada
Right:Sophomore Peter Clark crouches with Saran Wrap
to help soccer player sophomore Curtis Flournoy keep ice
on hisknee,
Left: As softball player senior Nicole Cavalier lays on the table, senior Drew
Park stretches her legs, The role of the athletic trainers is a vital one in the
health and physical safety of Whitwortlii athletes
---'---'-----------------------------------------atrlletlc trainers-->
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Intramural Sports
Recreation for all
\'\' hoosh. A Frisbee sailsby. nearly nailing someone in the head,
but ianding neatly in a piayer's hand and resting oniy a second be-
fore being sent into the air again. Ultimate Frisbee was just one of
the sports that intramurals had to offer.
Intramural sports and games were some of the most popu-
lar programs on campus this year. Intramurals ailowed for 1.870
students living in the residence halls or off campus to com-
pete in a muititude of sports and events including foot-
ball, volley bail, softbaii, aerobics, Ultimate Frisbee,
roller-biade hockey and even inner-tube water
polo. One in four students actualiy play
more than one sport.
Sophomore Ashley Smith-
ers played on a coed soccer team.
She chose soccer because she had
played in high school and enjoyed
the season with her boyfriend,
sophomore David Zumini playing on
the same team. When asked why
he played Zumini said "Because I
like soccer. it's a good opportunity
to piay soccer without the time
commitment of being on the varsity
team:'
Frisbee was a sport that many peo-
pie enjoyed this year (and every year for
that matter). Junior player Peter Smeltser
said "Whitworth worships the fiying piastic
disc and i wanted to Jump on the band-
wagon:'
Another popular intramurai sport was
boskefboll. Freshman Hannah Brown was on
an all-girls basketball team. Of her experi-
ence she said, "i piayed basketbail in high
school so I wanted to play again, but not
for a coilege team. it was fun getting to
know the giris because I didn't know some
of the girls on my team:'
Piaying Intramurai sports was a great
way to create and buiid friendships for
many students. Senior Keith Petersen said
"Another fun aspect of intramurais was the
competition:'
Sophomore Diana Stapp said, "The
competition that comes With the power
league (of voiieyball) is intense and I love
itl"
Story by Jenifer Tracy
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Above: With her opponent quick on her heels, Whitworth
Ultimate Frisbee player snatches the Frisbee from the air,
Many girls participated in the popular Loop activity. play-
ing on co-ed teams or in the women!'; league. Photo by JJ
Ekin
Right: Junior James Trull. sophomore Benjamin Ferderer,
and freshman Andrew Block celebrate a goal at their
hockey game. Whitwortrt first hockey team practices and
plays at the local Ice Dogs Rink and is technically a rners
league but all the players attend Whitworth, Photo cour-
tesy of Grady Taylor
Opposite: Senior Josh McCorkle concentrates as he throws a perfect
pass to his teammate. The teams for the intramural Frisbee league came
up with creative names for their teams. including Dinoscores and the
Disc Jockeys. Photos by JJ Ekin
Left: Catching a glance around his opponent. graduate student Michael
Yoder, looks desperately for a teammate to pass the Frisbee to, Once
a player has caught the Frisbee. he/she must stay in place and pass the
disc before running again.
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•anlze
We are all very
different people, We
join together to share
our experiences with
one another,
Even though we all
come from different
places and leave in
many different directions,
we congregate together
for a few years and
influence each other,
Relationships reorganize
our lives as much as
classes do,
1--------------------reorgJnlze-,,
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This is your last year
among the pines, Where
will you go? You came
to Whitworth with hopes
and dreams, Are they
the same ones now?
Did Whitworth actually
change your life or even
challenge you a little?
Now, all you have to do
is decide where you will
go next, Your life has
been redesigned and
now a new direction
awaits,
-J::f----------------------
Eritrea Alazar
Spokane, Wash.
Political Studies
Kimberly Allard
Seattle, Wash
English
r-----,:
Aaron Allen
Spokane, Wash,
Business Management
Chelsey Anderson
Pasco, Wash,
Nursing
Joseph Andrews
Spokane, Wash.
Elementary Education
Lara Arbutina
Vacaville, Calif.
Theology
Alyssa Arrribn
Coto de Cozo. Calif.
Nursing
Lindsay Arnold
Vacaville, Calif,
Athletic Training
•Amanda Aurand
Indianola, Wash.
Elem. Ed. & Special Ed.
Derek Austin
Spokane, Wash.
Chemistry & Biology
Nathan Backman
Hanford. Calif
Compo Sci. & Math
Katrina Backus
Medimont, Idaho
Biology
Daniel Bacon
Spanaway, Wash
History & Int'l Studies
Jennifer Bacon
Yakima, Wash.
Theatre
Kristin Baker
Spokane, Wash,
Elementary Education
Jenelle Ball
Spokane, Wash.
English
~\.\RA f!n_
Caleb Barber
La Canada, Calif.
Journalism & French
Amy Barry
Pasco, Wash,
Psychology
Brynn Bauermeister
Spokane, Wash.
Elementary Education
Joshua Bayens
Denver, Colo,
Accounting
Christopher Becken
Long Beach, Wash,
Elementary Education
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Anya Behrends
Olympia, Wash,
Nursing
Doni Blelec
Coeur oxrene. Idaho
Chemistry & Math
Melissa Binford
Boise, Idaho
Elementary Education
Douglas Blackburn
Spokane, Wash
Athletic Training
Tiffany Blane
Wenatchee, Wash
Nursing
Joelle Boslet
Irvine, Calif.
Psychology
Brittney Bower
Onalaska, Wash.
Chemistry
Amy Bowers
Auburn, Wash.
Phvs. Ed. & Ath, Train
James Bowers
Henderson, Ky.
Business Management
Aaron Boyles
Colorado Springs,
Colo, Biology
Jeremiah Brack
Puyallup, Wash,
Bus, Mgmt. & Mktg,
Rebecca Bratt Joshua Breda
Lynden, Wash. Camano Island, Wash,
Business Management Bus, Mgmt. & Econ.
Jonathan Brewer
Sammamish, Wash.
Cross-Cultural Study
Performing in the fall
ploy Our Town, seniors
Philip Lacey and
Sean Cowan share
a moment on stage.
Lacey wos the stage
manager while Cowen
played Editor Webb,
the father of Emily
Webb,
----------------------------------------semors---
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Denise Burningham
Spokone. Wash
Art & Psychology
Shawnda Butterfield
Spokane, Wash
Psychology
Robert Colbeck
Martinez, Calif.
Mathematics
Meghan Callaghan
Hanford, Calif.
English
Kimberly Canaday
Spokane, Wash.
Nursing
I
Alison Cardinal
Carson City, Nev.
English & Theology
Kelsie Chamberlain
Spokane, Wash
Theatre
,
Stacie Chamberlin
Newman lake, Wash,
Psychology
--"'\
Brittany Chambers
Gardiner. Mont
Theology
Elizabeth Chant
Mead, Wash
Health
Mark Chapman
Snohomish, Wash,
Theology
Beau Chevassus
Enumclaw, Wash,
Religion & Theatre
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Eric Colby
Connell, Wash,
Religion
Cameron Collings
Colbert, Wash,
Athletic Training
Jeremiah Collins
Sequim, Wash.
Biology & Psychology
Jason Colvin
Colo. Springs, Colo.
lnt'l Business
Chelsea Combs
Kettle Falls, Wash
Art
Brandon Comella
Sherwood, Ore.
Theology
Anthony Conti
Murray, Utah
Computer Science
Ian Cooley
Redmond, Wash.
Philosophy
Brooks Cooper
Yakima, Wash
History
Andrew Corder
Saint John, Wash,
English
Sean Cowan
Kalispell. Mont.
Theatre
Carrie Crandall
Kettle Falls, Wash
Nursing
Natalie Crane
Spokane, Wash
Mathematics
Megan Crisp
Redlands, Calif.
Elementary Education
Charles Cudney
Spokane, Wash.
Elementary Education
Philip Culbertson
Montrose, Colo.
Speech Comm
Matthew Cusick
Spokane, Wash.
Elementary Education
Amy Cutler
Nine Mile Falls, Wash.
Music & Nursing
James Czirr
Sandpoint, Idaho
Psychology & Religion
Chad Dehaan
Lynden, Wash,
Bus, Mgmt. & Accting
Neal Dixon
Polo. Hawaii
English
Finding a new and
inventive use for
miniature pumpkins,
senior Josh Porter dis-
plays his formidable
talent at the senior
Thanksgiving Dinner.
Andrew Dolan
Spokane, Wash.
BusinessManagement
Heidi Dole
Spokane, Wash.
Bus. Mgmt. & Int'l Bus.
Matthew Dollar
Chewelah, Wash,
Philosophy
•
Bryan Dormaier
Hartline, Wash.
Computer Science
Catherine Doughty
La Habra, Calif
Theatre & Art
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Jeanine Douglass
Phoenix, Ariz,
Art,.....-
Hannah Dufford
Park City, Utah
Spanish & Int'I Studies
Erin Duffy
Edmonds, Wash.
Political Studies
Nathan Dresback
Spokane, Wash
Religion
Carrie Edwards
Kettle Falls, Wash.
Psychology
Nicholas Edwards
Spokane, Wash
Elementary Education
Nichole Ehnes
Spokane, Wash
History
Levi Estes
Twisp, Wash,
Health
Holly Evins
Spokane, Wash.
Elementary Education
Jaime Fay
Bend, Ore
French & Cross-Cult.
Aaron Fishburn
Leavenworth, Wash
Theology
Deana Fausnaugh
Colbert. Wash.
Music
Mat Fletcher
Spokane, Wash,
Business Management
Garrett Flowers
Shoreline. Wash
Bus. Mgmt. & Acct'ing
Nicholes Foster
Gladstone, Ore
Economics & Physics
Travis Franklin
Vancouver, Wash
Elementary Education
Kathryn Frederick
Leavenworth, Wash.
Speech Cornrn.
\lJO~.:.?_~,~~I~
Nicholas Froman Sandy Fujitani
Lake Stevens. Wash. Kula, Hawaii
Business Management Elementary Education
Elizabeth Eads
Kennewick, Wash,
Theatre
Jamie Evans
Pasco, Wash,
Journalism
Lindsey Fisher
Spokane, Wash,
Psychology
Lisa Fox
Seattle, Wash,
Speech Cornrn.
Michelle Fuller
Spokane, Wash,
English
Mary Eagle
Mckenno. Wash.
Chemistry & Phllos.
Robert Evans
Spokane, Wash.
History
Ashley Fisk
Bellevue, Wash,
Psychology
Dustin Frank
Rathdrum. Idaho
Mathematics......."'"
Lars Gaarde
Redmond, Wash
Philosophy
----------------------------------------'seniors----UI
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--Jacob GradySpokane, Wash
Theology
Mia Graham
Arlington, Wash
Elementary Education
Phillip Grahlfs
Naches, Wash
Biology
Annie Grayson
Kalispell, Mont
Elementary Education
Emily Green
Portland, Ore.
English
Carissa Greenberg
PUllman, Wash.
Politics & Theatre
Adrianna Greendyke
Post Falls, Idaho
BusinessManagement
Elizabeth Greene
Maple Valley, Wash.
Mathematics
Heidi Greenup
Spokane, Wash.
Nursing
David Greer
Lake Oswego, Ore,
Compo Sci & Bus, Mgmt.
Rebecca Gregerson
Chewelah, Wash,
Elementary Education
Chelsea Griffith
Colbert Wash.
Mathematics
~~
Alisho Grow
Warden. Wash
Psychology
Carey Guhlke
Davenport. Wash
English
Jennifer Gwin
San Antonio, Texas
Religion
Hannah Hackbarth
Granger, Ind.
Art
Joshua Hackbarth
Bend, Ore,
Physics & Religion
Ryan Hackenbracht
Spokane, Wash
English
Arthur Hanenburg
Spokane, Wash.
Undeclared
Candace Hansen
Wenatchee, Wash
History
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-Kristin Hanson
Hamilton, Mont.
Elementary Education
Jillion Harbuz
Louisville, Colo
Elementary Education
---~...;.
Kathryn Harmon
Colo. Springs, Colo,
Elementary Education ... __ .;;. ....
Jessica Herbes
Deer Park, Wash
Nursing
Al\ .... ......
Kalauipoonal Herrod
Haleiwa, Hawaii
Elern. Ed. & Ptws. Ed
Ashley Hill
San Clemente, Calif.
Psychology
.•. !.~~
Adam Hewitt
Seattle, Wash
Mathematics
Landis Hershey
Spokane, Wash
Nursing
Greg Hes
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Philosophy & Theola.
Melissa Hinman
Kennewick, Wash
Biology & Spanish
Joshua Hinnenkamp
Spokane, Wash.
Biology
Amanda Hitchcock
Issaquah, Wash.
Elementary Education
Bradley Hixson
Battle Ground, Wash,
Theology
Jessica Hoch
Spokane, Wash
Religion & Nursing
Andrew Hodgson
Dayton, Wash,
Business Management
~----------------------------------------seniors---4i1
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Meghan Hudson
Kennewick, Wash.
Hem. Ed. & Special Ed
Amanda Hunt
Newman Lake, Wash.
Accounting
Amanda Hunt
Mead, Wash,
English
Linda Hunt
Spokane, Wash,
Nursing
__ ...ftnft ..._~_
Jeffrey Hunter
Seattle, Wash
Business Management
Emily Hurtonek
Niwot, Colo.
Philosophy
Andrea Iksic
Odessa, Wash
Nursing
Randall Isomura
Kapolei. Hawaii
Health
Rebecca Jamieson
Shoreline, Wash.
Mathematics
Kathryn Jennings
Yakima, Wash.
Psychology
Peter Jo
Richland, Wash
Biology
Angela Johnson
Othello, Wash.
CommunIcations
Rebecca Johnson
Gig Harbor, Wash.
Nursing
A." ,L..",]J"..
Benjamin Jones
Redwood City. Calif.
Speech Comm.
Rachel Jones
Yoklma, Wash.
Biology & French
Todd Judy
Selah, Wash.
Philosophy
Jessica Jurgens
Lewiston, Idaho
Elementary Education
Erin Kaji
Honolulu, Hawaii
Elementary Education
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Emily Kelleher
Spokane, Wash.
Music
Alissa Kensok
Gilbert. Ariz.
Political Studies
Joshua Kerns
Mead, Wash
Business Management
Lindsey Kiehn
Colbert. Wash
Culture & lnt'l Studies
Ryan Kiely
Steambt. Springs, Colo
Speech Comm.
Loren Killgore
Corbett Ore
Health
Matthew Kamada
Honolulu, Hawaii
Elementary Education
Hyeon-Woo Kim
Seoul, South Korea
Art
Hannah Kimball
Spokane. Wash
Music
Kari Kiser
Anacortes, Wash.
English
Kathryn Knodel
Newman Lake, Wash
Communications
Michelle Koehn
Addy, Wash
Engiish
Matthew Kooy
Lynden, Wash
Biology
Enjoying time with
friends. senior Jordan
Sands and alumna Bar-
bara Graham speak
animatedly about the
memories they have
made during their time
at Whitworth
~------------------------------------------seniors ..
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Allison Kromer
Elk, Wash,
Music
Matthew Langston
Mead, Wash.
Business Management
Cecilia Laverty
La Jolla. Calif
Peace Studies & Politics
Silvia Lazo
Spokane, Wash,
Theatre
Matthew Krueger
Gresham. Ore.
Ath. Train, & Phys. Ed.
Amber Krumbholz
Cathedral City, Calif
,.."._p..;S Y..,ChOI,.O.;;Q..;Y_.,
Cory Laplant
Bellingham, Wash.
Econ, & Bus. Mgmt.
Charles Leonard
Spokane. Wash
Music
Amy Lewis
Spokane, Wash.
Theology
David Lillard
Ellensburg, Wash.
Biology
Aunalee Lindsey
Deer Park, Wash
Theology
Anne Langley
Bend, Ore,
Hem. Ed, & Art
Keija Lee
Portland, Ore
Music
Yup Lee
Seoul. South Korea
Math & Camp, Sci.
Megan Lobb
Des Moines, Wash,
History
Krista Lofgren
Redmond, Wash.
English
Seth Lowe
Lake Oswego, Ore
Business Management
Aaron Lowers
Cashmere, Wash
Health
Janice Line
Oakhurst, Calif,
Theology
Preston Lingaton
Kapaa, Hawaii
Bus, Mgmt, & Econ.
Christopher Lynn
Beaverton, Ore
Nursing
Rachel Makowski
Kalispell. Mont.
History
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Eric Moede
Colo. Springs, Colo,
Communications
Bethany Monroe
Mulino, Ore.
Journalism
Michelle Moon
Spokane, Wash
Elementary Education
Kosheno Moore
Honolulu. Hawaii
Computer Science
Sheburra Moore
Honolulu, Hawaii
Elementary Education
Katherine Moran
Portland, Ore.
Nursing
Casey Mara
UnionCity, Calif,
History
Saroh Marken
Casper, vevc,
Theology & Theatre
Julie Marsh
Cheney. Wash
Nursing
Rachel Martin
Kent. Wash
lnt'l Studies
Tetsuji Matsuo
Hvooo. Japan
Music
~ 1_
Amy Mattie
Port Angeles, Wash,
Elemen,.tary Education
Leah Mclain
Kenmore, Wash
Music
llano Miller
Portland, Ore,
History
Isaac Miller
Kalaheo, Hawaii
Chemistry
Jennifer Miller
Blodgett, Ore
Chemistry
Sarah Miller
Auburn, Wash.
Spanish
Jacob Milliron
Bend, Ore.
Mathematics
Candy Mitchell
Santa Ana, Calif
Elem. Ed. & Spanish
,
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Reyn Nakamasu Ho-
nolulu, Hawaii
Business Management
Alexander Napelenok
Spokane, Wash
English
..... """"!!'
Playing fiercely
senior Lauren Vaughn
runs to keep the ball
away from senior
Anne Langley dur-
ing the Powder Puff
football game. The
Powder Puff football
game was tradition-
ally played after the
homecoming game.
Stephanie Noss
Spokane, Wash,
Elementary Education
Aaron O'Brien
Bellingham, Wash.
Health
Heather O'Brien
Spokane. Wash
Theatre
Carrie O'Connor
Spokane, Wash,
Nursing
Emily Ogden
Spokane, Wash,
Accounting & Econ.
Moliy Nissen
Salem. Ore
Cross-Cult. & Span,
I
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Scott Otis
Redmond, Wash
Computer Science
Jonathan Pasma
Kennewick, Wash
Chemistry & Music
Allison Oyster
Mill Creek, Wash.
Elementary Education
Andrew Park
Spokane, Wash,
Athletic Training
Joshua Parker Kelll Parker
Spokane, Wash. Concrete, Wash.
Business Management Business Management
Noah Patterson
Bishop, Calif.
History & Politics
lance Pecht
Spokane, Wash.
Business Management
Daniel Pecka
Colbert. Wash
Health
Cody Person
Florence, Mont.
Bus. Mgmt. & Int'I Bus,
David Peterson
Spokane, Wash.
Theology
Joshua Porter
Portland, Ore.
English
Nicholas Portrey
Spokane, Wash.
Bus. Mgmt. & Int'l Bus,
Ellyn Powers
Pullman, Wash.
Elementary Education
Matthew Price
Spokane, Wash.
Music
Aubrey Prince
Upland, Calif,
Ath. Train, & Phvs. Ed,
Jonathan Pritchard
Mead, Wash.
Business Management
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Stephanie Ridgway
Billings, Mont,
Biology
Sarah Rim
Tacoma, Wash.
Biology
Stacy Rinaldi
Spokane, Wash.
History.......",.......,
Emily Robinson
Spokane, Wash,
Nursing
Nicole Robinson
Spokane, Wash
Psychology
13
Todd Sabrowski
Oregon City, Ore
_~;,;,;;.: ... :..:....... .., Business Management
Kathryn Sandvik
Medina, Wash
Psychology
Janna Sargent
Spokane, Wash.
French
Christopher Schepman
Ellensburg, Wash.
Computer Science
Kadyn Schmautz
Kalispell. Mont.
Art
Eric Schnibbe
Spokane, Wash,
Business Management
Bonnie Schwartz
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Music Education
Jeremy Scroggins
Royal City, Wash.
History
Ronald Seely
Spokane, Wash.
Elementary Education
Kaleokalani Segovia
Ewa Beach, Hawaii
Sociology
Matthew Sharp
Carbonado, Wash,
Psychology
Anthony Rodin
Colbert. Wash
Political Studies
Jordan Sand
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Chemistry & Spanish
Jennifer Schroeder
Wilbur, Wash.
Elem. Ed & Phys. Ed
Trevor Sheffels
Wilbur, Wash,
Biology
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Kyle Snell
Issaquah, Wash,
History
Jo Sonnett
Spokane, Wash.
Elementary Education
Allison Spotts
Hillsboro, Ore.
English
Russell Spotts
Bellevue, Wash,
English
Aimee St Hilaire
Harrah, Wash
Nursing
Jason Stark
Prosser, Wash,
History
Joel Stenberg
Hood River, Ore.
usiness Management
Katie Stephens
Hartline, Wash.
Cross-Cultural & Soc,
Joson Stuart
Seattle, Wash.
Sociology
Gregory Svanidze
Laguna Hills. Calif
Int'l Studies
kv!e Swisher
Pasco, Wash.
Biology & Chemistry
Jordan Tampien
Tekoa. Wash.
Political Studies
Laurel Tanza
Santa Cruz, Calif
Elem. Ed. & Spec. Ed
Kyle Tate
Basin, vovo,
Music
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Sara Warr
Puyallup, Wash,
Religion & Nursing
Jordan Welsh
Colbert Wash,
Computer Science
Jennifer White
Lafayette. Colo,
Religion
Jennifer Wild
Seattle, Wash,
Spanish & Chemistry
Danielle Wegman
Seattle. Wash
Cross-Cult. & Spanish
Andrew Westlund
Wallo Walla. Wash
Phvs. Ed. & English
Thomas Wild
Spokane, Wash.
Math & Camp, Sci.
Meghan Wllf
Lynden, Wash.
Nursing
Marissa Williams
Longview, Wash.
Sociology & Nursing
Marissa Williams
Shoreline, Wash.
Psychology
Jackson Williams
Vancouver, Wash,
Sociology
Jenna Williams
Pittsburg, Calif.
French & Psychology
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Nathaniel Williams
Longview. Wash.
Math & Physics
Rebecca Zedekar
Battle Ground. Wash.
French.
Michael Zimmerman
Seattle. Wash,
Applied Physics
~!!""""l'---"'''''While traveling to
South Africa during a
Jan Term trip. senior
Donald Vanden Berge
intensely tries to hold
on to the ostrich,
Many seniors were
able to leave to go to
foreign countries dur-
ing their last Jan Term
at Whitworth.
---------------------------------------seniors---+
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Dorm life changes you
in so many ways, You
grow, learn, and build
friendships through
the community
you experience,
Memories flow through
every dorm from
residents of the past,
and every building is
full of stories,
What memories will you
pass along this year?
Reorganize your life
by changing your
definition of home,
Spicing up an otherwise slow night of Prime Time, sophomore Jessica Kidwell stretches across the laps of her friends,
junior Ben Tkach, senior Bryce Annis, and junior Noree Johnson. Photo by Heather Decamp
AREND FACTS: °In the 1960s, nobody had a choice of whether or notto participate in initiation activities; everyone had to get
smothered in ketchup and syrup.
-Arend was dedicated on October 18, 1958 and provided housing for 152
men, replacing Army barracks that had served as housing for men prior to
the new dorm.
-Residents of Arend during the 1970swere
known as the "misfits':
- Arend's three floors originally had different
names: Washington (basement, 1st floor), Carl-
son (2nd floor), and Lancaster (3rd floor).
-The building and financing of Arend Hall was paid
for by U.S.government loans
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Photo by Chris Woods, '95
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Scott Barnum
Kelly Bastron
Erica Baughman
Brian Baumann
Patrick Bech
Brandon Behan
Cora Bellwood
Adam Bennett
Amy Bernard
Bradley Bettis
Laura Biege
Melissa Binford
Ginger Bingham
Andrew Block
Alexandra Blare
Carrie Bowers
Jennifer Boyer
Spencer Boyles
Janae Brewster
Ryan Brown
Sheaiyn Campbell
Sophomores Ryan Brown, Clayton Townley, and Zachary Cannard go over their Spanish workbooks together. Late night study sessions are
a popuiar habit among Arend students. Photos by Heather Decamp
"ep1ay rnnembe" -1
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Above Starved for attention,
joys his first "hug" of the day.
Right: Sophomore Janae Brewster and senior Jennifer
Applegate take answers for their Prime Time date
match quiz. The RAsmeet once a week to come up
with creative Prime Time ideas
Zachary Cannard
David Cannon
Michael Carlson
Megan Carper
Monica Chestnut
Christina Conrad
EliasCook
Ryan Crooks
Corson Cunningham
Vanessa Curry
Mandi Curtin
Lindsay Darbonne
Ian Daugs
Abbie Davis
Nick De Benedetti
Christopher Deaton
Heather Decamp
Christopher Dennis
Daniel Ditzler
Carly Dorsey
Robert Elder
Garin Etcheberry
Alex Evans
Holly Fauerso
Christopher Flory
Brea Fluetsch
Trevor Foote
Angela Forney
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Yumi Fujimura
Stephanie Gillman
Alicia Gllstrom
Heather Grogg
Jeff Grassley
Micheile Green
Shannon Green
Joel Grette
Nicholas Grow
Terence Guilbert
Matthew Halldorson
Bonnie Hampton
Tyler Hannon
Brian Harms
Eiizabeth Harrington
ErInHarvego
Jomes Haynes
Justine Hays
Elise Hinrichs
Jeffrey Hixson
Corinne Hodges
Alexandra Hudak
Jennifer Ingersoll
Jessie Jelsing
Kathleen Jennings
Erica Johnson
Noree Johnson
Bryan Jones
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Andrew Linstrom
Megan Lobb
Stephanie Loring
Anderia Lual
Michael Marchesini
Rachel Mcrtin
Caitlin McComas
Toni Mcintosh
Stephanie Melrose
Andrea Mielke
Nicole Montoya
Cassandra Moore
Daniel Moore
Benjamin Moresco
Leah Motz
Kevin Norum
Jennifer Nelson
Krvstoi Newman
Jenna Nicol
Eric Nicolas
Sarah Nielsen
Left: Sophomore Daniel Ditzler and junior David Cannon
share a laugh together in their Arend dorm room.
Below: Freshman Kyle Ritter strums a tune in the Arend
lounge. Music is a pasttime enjoyed by many Arendites
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Taking advantage of Arends comfy couches, freshman Christopher Flory lays back to read a book. Photo by Heather Decamp
Sophomores Alexandra Hudak and Kelly Bastron huddle in an Arend bathroom corner to read Cosmopolitan while waiting for a mends
hair dye to set. Photo by Jenifer Tracy
Heather Stevens
McLane Stone
Megan Stone
Elizabeth Sutherland
Carolina Swayze
Timothy Takechi
Jodi Tangen
Richard Teh
Blair Tellers
Karissa Thomsen
Sarah Thomson
Sean Thrush
Benjamin Tkach
Clayton Townley
Jeffrey Trousdale
Michelle Tully
Sarah Tunali
Dane Ueland
Heidi Viets
Blake Wallick
Shaina Western
Derek Weyhrauch
Erin Whitney
Jamie Wilson
Charles Wray
Larissa Zeiler
Andrew Zugner
Back massages with sotcennon. BJsResident Director, lesley-Anne Stormo and senior Tebv
Wommack line up during a prime time,
-Boldwin is named in honor of Miss Estella Baidwin, who
graduated from Whitworth in 1934 and went on to work
as the registrar for many years .
BJ FACTS:
•Marion Jenkins arrived for a Presbyterian Youth Conference in the summer
of 1930 and was asked to stay on and become the Dean of Women.
Many students referred to her as "Mommy Jenkins:'
-sotowin Jenkins was built in 1968 and housed only women. BJ was
then a co-ed upper ciass dorm until 1985 when the dorm became
an all freshmen dorm. The reason behind the decision to make BJ all
freshmen was that everyone would be experiencing the same things
and the transition to college would go smoother .
• "My freshman year In BJ,a few Mac men set off half a stick of
dynamite at 2 a m outside our window" (Amanda Ayars, '99)
• "Iremember the initiation things well because
I lived in BJat the time", I remember best the last
night of initiation when we all sat in the base-
ment of the dorm and became Jenkins women.
They played the "Friends'song by Michaei W.
Smith:'(Kelly Donahue Adams. '90)
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Below: Junior Jessica Carrier prepares for her campaign as ASWC
president. Since Carrier was an RA in BJ she was able to connect
to the underclassmen when she was campaigning. Photo by Ccitie
Storm
Right: BJ freshmen pile into a dorm room to watch television. Whit-
worth students find that watching television together is a good way
to bond ond relax. Photo by Thomas Robinson
Kelly Baker
Mork Baker
Matthew Baker
Tyson Baldwin
Matthew Borelther
Whitney Barr
Benjamin Barrick
Katrina Bayens
Taylor Begert
Charles Booth
Scott Bourne
Jeremiah Brack
Amanda Brown
Hannah Brown
Blake Brunk
Michael Bryant
Jessica Carrier
Mitchell Carver
Jewel Chrisman
Jesse Clark
Jordan Clarke
. . . .•
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Battling the
cold night air, BJ
residents lounge
in a hot tub on
wheels. BJ pre-
sented a Prime
Time complete
with c-plck-up
truck full of hot
water. Photo by
Thomas Rob-
Alice Clawson
ErinCooley
Cory Cooper
Laura Culbertson
Allison Dauer
Daniel Davis
Andrew Denevan
Whitney Dorway
Sarah Douglas
Jeanine Douglass
Aaron Drake
Kyle Duncan
BreAnna Dupuis
Breanne Durham
Luke Eaton
Eric Eddy
Amy Edsall
Amanda Ehnes
Molly Enkema
Anders Erickson
Ashley Ernst
Natalie Ervin
Geoffrey Etter
Corey Fereday
Luke Fletcher
Porsha Fosse
Jason Frank
Daniel Fry
----------------------------------baldwin Jenkins---
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Freshmen Nathaniel Orwiler, Anders Erickson. John Guthridge, and Mark Tapia huddle around the television In a BJ dorm room to playa
video game. Photo by Thomas Robinson
Melissa Garner
Keele Gartland
Allison Geeslin
James Gelfer
David Gerig
Anna Gray
Lindsey Gresset
Derek Gruen
John Guthridge
Nathaniel Hadley
Krlstofer Hctso
Justin Hancock
Megan Henry
Jennifer Holloway
Kyle Hamad
Abigail Horner
Nicole Howard
Matthew Hunt
Kaloni Iranon
MichGlel Johansen
Amy Johnson
Angela Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Adam Jones
Karl Jones
Calvin Jurich
Kory Kemp
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Freshman BreAnna
Dupuis celebrates
taking a kick to
her heavily pad-
ded stomach and
remaining upright
during a Prime Time
activity in BJ,
Photo by Thomas
Robinson
Sara MacPherson
Jacob Marr
Lauren McDonald
Zachary Meade
Jeremy Molinaro
Sarah Moore
Daniel Morrow
Lee Moser
Kelley Munnlch
Alex Nelson
Ashley Nelson
Trevor Nelson
Erica Nesbitt
Brett Niemand
Ryan Niemeyer
Erik Nilson
Heidi Olson
Nathaniel Orwiler
Benjamin Parker
Rebecca Powell
Charity Purvis
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Jeffrey Rodland
Aaron Rogstad
Sara Rylaarsdam
Daniel Sanders
Laura Sandstrom
Autumn Saunders
Allyson Schmidt
Chelsea Schmitt
William Sehorn
Mahyo Seyedali
Alyson Shaffer
Joseph Sims
Amy Smith
Rebecca Snape
Abraham Spung
Stephen Stockton
Caitlin Storm
Taylor Storm
Cheryl Stringer
Nathan Swenson
Mark Tapia
BJ men crawd together in a dorm room to work on homework and catch up, Photo by Thomas Robinson
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Sophomore Kai-
tlin Trott stands
amongst the
piles of clothes
littering her BJ
dorm room
floor. Being busy
all the time with
classes, clubs,
friends. and
work. it can be
difficult to find
a time to clean.
Photo by Allison
Dauer
Kimberly Thompson
Skyberg Thoreson
Kelsey Thurman
Lauro Tibbitts
Kathryn Tobosa
Katherine Tremayne
Marta Tripp
Kaitlin Trott
Kristin Volentine
Kelly Vincent
Bradley Wakefield
Teby Wommack
Bryon Whitmore
Mitchell Williams
Sarah Williams
Joshua Winskill
Emily Wold
Sara Zakheim
Molly Zeiger
Andrew Zellman
Katherine Zerkel
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Above: Sophomore Luan Ly attempts to eat as much pizza as
possible, Bcllcrds nominee for Homecoming Queen, Kristin Tewell, was
unable to participate in the pizza eating contest, so Lystepped in,
Photo by Nathan Chute
Left: Senior Paul Stephens escorts his girlfriend Lauro Blum back to her
Ballard dorm room. Photo by Thomas Robinson
oBallard Hall was the second dorm on campusBALLARD FACTS: after Whltwarth moved to Spokane in 1914.
e In March of 1927, in the early morning hours, Ballard was destroyed by a fire. Construction of the new
Ballard began in August of that year. Students standing outside of their building, watched it as it burned to
the ground. As the fire raged students gathered to sing songs. The damage of the building was estimated
at $100,000 but it was fully covered by insurance and therefore easy to rebuild in a year's time.
oln the 1960s putting things where they didn't
belong was a popular activity For Instance,
someone put a goat in Ballard Hall.
oThe dorm was originally called "The Young Mens Dorm" and was
later changed to Ballard Hall, in honor of Coption Ballard, a trustee
and friend of Whitworth
• In 1914. the building not only served as housing
for men, but was also the Presidents office, the
cashiers office, classrooms, and the biology
laboratory, In the 1930s, women moved into
Ballard Hall and the men moved off-campus,
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Erin Baynes
Jana Beamer
Laura Blum
Sarah Bratton
Mary Brewer
Meghan Brombach
Darcy Brown
Elizabeth Carlson
Christina Clair
Tiffany Corigliano
Chelsea Deardorff
Heidi Dole
Kristen Dormaier
Maria Eta
Melody Fisher
Julie Foran
Lydia Garth
Anna Harbine
Bethany Hargis
Kathryn Harmon
Caitlin Himmel
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Carissa Humrickhouse
Valerie Iverson
Kari Kiser
Allyn Krzymowski
Emilee Langbehn
Luan Ly
Anna McCollough
Kathryn Mcivor
Bethany McNutt
Rachel Mellinger
Kathryn Mesaros
Alexis Mobley
Amanda Moos
Shannon Newth
Jln Joo Park
Chelsea Peterson
Megan Pooler
Klra Raynor
Jessica Rector
Shannon Reeder
Megan Rieger
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Above: Junior Kira Raynor spends a lazy Saturday afternoon doing
homework in her dorm room.
Right: Freshman Meghan Brombach studies for a Music Theory 2
test in the Ballard lounge. Photos by Jenifer Tracy
----------------------------------ballard-----j
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Above: Learning to do your own laundry is a
huge part of the college experience.
Sophomare Kit Roberts shows off his skill in
Bevonds laundry room, Photo by Denice
Randle
Left: Freshman Anna Ferrario continues to
chew on her third piece in the Homecoming
pizza eating contest in the HUB,Homecoming
royalty nominees from each dorm
participated in the contest. Photo by Nathan
Chute
BEYOND FACTS:
•The Beyond building was originally used os an infirmary
during World War Two. It was moved to the Whitworth
campus In 1947
• Beyond was used for storage, classrooms, and guest housing, but was
converted into a residence hall in 1991.
-Bevond can house 19 students and isknown for the
close bond the men and women form together.
• Thisyear was the final year of Beyonds
existence, The building will go offline in the
summer of 2006 but will be remembered by all
who lived there.
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"Amanda Albright
Alexandra Auld
Kelsey Bumgarner
Joseph Carlson
Katrina Clough
Jessica Davis
Margot Edmiston
Gabriele Eichler
Anna Ferrario
Megan French
Rachel Graff
Sarah James
Anna Kirk
Nicollette lawson
Jordan Lister
Lawanda Randle
Kristofer Roberts
Samuel Weber
Jeffrey Wilson
---------------------------------beyond----,.
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BOPPELL FACTS: .---::----c-:---:-:-----c-:---,---,-,---c-:----,
• Boppell houses 84 upperclassman and offers its
residents an increased level of independence as well as
opportunities to be part of a larger community .
• Each suite in Boppell has one bathroom, a storage room, a common
area, a kitchenette with a refrigerator and microwave, and two
bedrooms with bay windows.
• Boppell was opened in October in 2001 and was
the first new residence hall on campus in 34 years.
• The Boppells donated two million dollars to
the construction of the dorm.
Above: Juniors sorer, Baird and Fabna Fanene
represent Boppell during the Homecoming game, Baird
and Fanene were both up for homecoming royalty.
Photo by Nathan Chute
Left: Seniors Sarah Rim and Peter Jo catch up on old
times in one of the Boppell lounges Photo by Jenifer
Tracy
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Sean Blackburn
Jessie Bloom
Adam Bohnert
Charles Bone II
Stacy Boyer
Alayna Brauer
David Briggs
Sarah Brogden-Thome
Rachel Burgess
Cole Casey
Kathleen Chase
Holy Chea
Beau Chevassus
Caitlin Couper
Philip Culbertson
Benjamin Dixon
Chance Dupuis
Andrew Esqueda
Faana Fanene
Hannah Fischer
Curtis Flournoy III
Photo by Chris Woods, '95
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Peter Jo
Ashley Johnson
Nolan Johnson
Alison Jones
Bethany Jose
Jessica King
Penny laitos
Benjamin Leighton
Andrea lewis
Christopher Lozier
Carolina Maldonado
Ashley McFariand
Carissa Miller
Stephen Montgomery
Patricio Morel
Jonathan Pasma
Toree Pturslch
Courtney Powell
Aubrey Prince
Marissa Puntlgam
Jacob Quatier
Junior Sean Blackburn and his friend Justin Bright enjoy a fiercely competitive video game In Blackburn's Boppell dorm room. Photo by
Jenlfer Tracy
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Above: Junior Colin Storm talks to the crowd
during Fieldhouse Fanatics, Storm lives in Boppell
and is the Sports Coordinator for ASWC. Photo by
Caitie Clough
Left: Boppell resident senior Gavin Jamieson
blocks junior Benjamin Parker during a game of
Ultimate Frisbee. Photo by JJ Ekin
Liv Ringo
Jamie Rubitschun
Jordan Sand
Kristin Sande
Alexander Schloss
Michael Schmautz
Erica Schrader
Joshua Siemieniec
Leah Silvie us
Shelby Simmons
Erika Smith
Julie Stahly
Lindsey Stave
Jessica Stiles
Colin Storm
Trevor Strang
Gregory Svanidze
Derek Taylor
Melissa Vanderwel
Megan Vansteenwyk
Crystal Viken
Scott Wagstaff
Brendan Weatherly
Alison Weaver
Stacey Webber
Bryan Williams
Tara Vi
Above: Freshman Isaac Lutz. sophamore Joseph Tobiason.
junior Cory Marshall. sophomore Caleb Knox. and freshman
Matt Monahan dog pile in the hallway of Mac
Photo by Stefan Robinson
Left: Wrestling Prime Times are a Mac favorite. Junior Colin
Robeson and freshman Dan Clark struggle to take each
other down on the mattresses. Photo by Joseph Tobiason
MAC FACTS:
oFirstnamed the Young Ladies Dormitory, McMillan
hali was compieted on September 23,1914.
e"One of the best pranks of all time was when a group of us took over KWRS. We had a coordinated
plan. We called ourselves YAMS (something like Young Americans for McMillan Solidarity). We actually
did broadcast our demands over the air (I can't remember what they were--must have been pretty
insignificant). We tape recorded the whole event." (Sten Carlson, '86).
,,
f
-The young ladies dorm changed its name to
McMillan hall after trustee Hugh H.McMillan in
1924. After Baldwin Jenkins was completed
in 1968, the women moved to the new dorm
and men took over McMillan Hall.
-The annual tradition of Mac Hall in Concert began In 1974. The
tradition of the Mac Hall Haunted House started when Mac
changed to an all males dorm
• Mac Hall originally included the library and
memorial chapel, Mac Hall also housed the
kitchen and the dinning hall until 1943, when a
dining hall was finally built. The basement, no
longer needed as a cafeteria. became the new
biology laboratory.
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Rustam Abdurahmanov
Nathan Backman
Jason Barnes
Tyler Blake
Neil Bowers
Justin Brondler
Bryce Burkholder
Evan Cote
Daniel Clark
Bryan Clarke
Chris Contino
Oliver Crocco
Ryan Curvey
David Doroff II
Andrew Dickson
Eric Dodd
Jonathan Dresback
Justin Dunkelberg
Jermane Easterlin
Jonathan Emory
Collin Fling
Jeff Forsyth
Michael Friedrichs
Stephen Gorka
Greg George
Brandon Goss
Brian Grant
Afton Grossardt
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Glen Guenther
Adam Hancock
Joshua Hart
Brandon Herron
Jacob Hildebrand
Tyler Hochstein
Joshua Husband
Joshua Jacobsen
Derek Kiehn
Benjamin King
Timothy Kirkpatrick
Andrew Knapp
Caleb Knox
Christopher Laplante
Alexander Lockwood
Isaac Lutz
Stephen Lynd
Cory Marshall
Albert Merkel
Jacob MiUlken
John Mitchell
Matthew Monahan
Arron Nelson
Matthew Perry
John Remy IV
Garret Rickman
Kyle Rifenbery
Colin Robeson
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Students enjoy their time dancing to old hits such as NSYNCs "Bye-Bye-Bye" and Hansom 'Mrr-rnsoo' Mac Hall hosted the Volentlnes Day
Middle School Dance to relive the beloved awkwardness of Junior high. Photo by Thomas Robinson
I
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Above: Freshmen Lauren Ruane,
Lacey Offutt Jasmine Linabary, and
Patricia Rizzo sleep peacefully on the
couch while waiting for dinner at a
friend's house.
Left: Freshman Rachel Anderson
blows into a noise maker at a dorm-
mate's birthday party. The Schu-
macher girls assigned birthday bud-
dies to make every girl's day special.
Photos by Alyssa Jones
SCHUMACHER FACTS:
-The dorm was remodeled in
2000 to serve as a residence hall.
-Schumacher was constructed in 1971 and first served as
Whitworth's health center until it moved to the basement of
Jenkins Hall.
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• Schumacher and Ballard are
the only two all girl dorms on
campus. • Schumacher was also the location of
the Publications Office before the build-
ing was remodeled as a dorm.
Above: Sophomore Ashley Neff reclines in her
Stewart bedroom while working on a paper. Most
of Stewarts residents enjoyed a quad-style room
with two double rooms and a joining common room,
Photo by Amanda Smith
Left: Sophomore Josef Bookert heads off to class,
laptop in hand. Stewart is located on the outskirts
of campus, but is still a quick jaunt away from any
destination. Photo by Nathan Chute
STEWART FACTS: -steworr Hall was completed in early 1964 andremained an all male dorm until 1988,
-In protest to the dorm becoming co-ed, the men of Stewart had a "Save our Uri-
nals" campaign and spray painted the front of the building with the Greek letters
Sigma Theta Upsilon (1:8T).
." I remember being initiated and having a tan of things done to
me, We ran, sang ''I'ma Little Teapar; and memorized the Esprit
De Corp. We had to eat onionsand chew on them for five min-
utes, then we headed over to BaliardHailto teli girlsbedtime sto-
riesaswe sat there with horribie breath:' (Dave Fogeistrom, '92)
-Constructing Stewart into 18 four-men suites cost
Whitworth $300,000,
.Stewart Hall is named after Calvin W.
Stewart who was the President of Whit-
worth College for more than 17 years
beginning in 1891.He worked hard to keep
the college alive during financiai trouble,
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Nels Berg
Mackenzie Berke
Josef Bookert
Jeffrey Brown
Jordan Corter
Heather Case
Brigid Castrolang
Jessica Cato
Nathan Chute
Paige Claiborn
Deborah Clark
Timothy Coughlin
Dallas Crockett
Penelope Crowe
Kimberly Dawson
Justin Dealy
David Ellis
Bonnie Glaser
Michele Gregg
Meara Hall
Kendra Hamilton
Miles Hewitson
Adam Hewitt
Melissa Hinman
Ryan Hirsch
Preston Hoffman
Ellen Hollingshead
David Howell
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------stew2rt--~
-------------------------------1981 199r
Stewart women gather for the weekly ritual of watching The o.c. A common bonding event for most dorms Iswatching a popular televl-
sion show together. Photo by Amanda Smith
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Sophomores Tim Coughlin, Kelly Peterson and
Aaron Drake carry their personal items away
from Stewart. Due to a sewage pipe exploding in
October, the residents of Stewart Hall were forced
to evacuate. Most spent the night in friends' darm
rooms across campus while Whitworth's Custodial
Services and Maintenance Crew worked hard to
clean up and fix the problem. Photos by Nathan
Chute
Mary Rupert
Wesley Schooler
Annastasia Sherman
Sarabeth Shofner
Kalen Spees
Greg Spore
Ninita Sporseen
Cheri Torrence
Ryan Tuck
lewis Turner
Marjorie Turner
Brent Unruh
Donlelle Vaughn
David Weaver
SilasWild
Michael Zimmerman
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VILLAGE FACTS:
-Ecch building houses about 20 students and features a
lounge and kitchen,
- The Village was constructed in 1972 and
was intially used as housing for visitors
to the 1974 Worlds Fair held in Spokane,
Hobjob and Charis were scheduled for
demolition in summer 2006,
-Aklll IS Swahilifar "intelligence:
- Hobjob isCantonese
for "cooperation:'
-Charis isGreek for "love:'
-Shalom isHebrew for "peace:' -Tlkl means "love" in Chinook,
Village RA, senior Cory Siebe, awes the audience with his musical talent at the Frost Fair, a Half-Past Nine event to kick
off the Christmas season. Photo by Nathan Chute
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Kristina Adams
Jessica Alexander
Kimberly Allard
Corey Anderson
Ashley Bauman
Lucas Beechinor
Rebecca Bernal
Kalee Bielen
Aaron Bowen
Heather Buley
Chris Caldwell
Spencer Canlzales
Kelli Christianson
Anna Collins-Wakeman
Timothy Cotton
Evon Crow
Jenno Cunningham
Vanessa Dejong
Brandon Delamatter
Sarah Deweese
Krista Dietz
Kalen Eshoff
Adeline Estes
Jessie Fishburn
Amber Glen
Daniel Griffin
Lauren Grimes
Clint Hagen
Larry Haney Jr.
Kathryn Hartung
Shantel Haugen
Jenna Hays
Ashley Herling
Daemin Hickey
Victoria Hiller
Anthony Howard
Jason Hunter
Colin Inamasu
Steven Johnson
Genevieve Jones
Tara Jones
Jessica Kouhi
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Sophomore Vanessa
Dejong and junior
Ashley Bauman
smear peanut butter
on clear paper for
the "Licking Faces"
Prime Time, Then two
students would place
the paper between
them and try ta be
the first to lick off all
the peanut butter
Photo by Amanda
Smith
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Village ladies freshman Sarah Moyer and sophomore Amy Schroeder get together to study at stcrs Coffee Shop.
for a remodeling to integrate a new coffee bar in the summer of 2006. Photo by Amanda Cox
Kristina Kielbon
Tovah Kingman
Jamie Kneese
Duane Kruschke
Nick Kuntz
Elizabeth Kutrieh
Philip Lacey
Shanna Lakey
Mitchell Lazare
Megan Leedy
Tamara Leibrand
Ashley Liua
No Liu
Luis Lopez
Sara Matmsten
James Martin
Megan Me Cork Ie
Matthew McGee
Sophie Merwick
Sarah Morgenthaler
Sarah Moyer
Zachariah Mullen
Bethann Najarian
Benjamin Newman
Jessica Nolen-Morse
Kari Nupen
Michael Parker
Jacqueline Parshall
Villager Obejsanjo
Quarless coaxes
music from his
famous steel
drums during the
"Bringing Down
the Walls" activity
put on by RAs in
Warren. Quar-
less resides in Tiki
where he spends
many hours
practicing his
talent. Photo by
Nathan Chute
Kristin Person
Sarah Plummer
Erika Prins
Charlotte Psick
Obejsanjo Quarless
James Radcliffe
Molly Richardson
Chauntae Roberts
Karla Rose
Amy Schroeder
Neesha Schrom
Jamie Scott
Andra Shaughnessy
Cory Siebe
Christina Simms
Alexander Smith
Margaret Smith
Jill Soibrack
Allison Spencer
Anna snorono-otoncku
Deidra Stands
Krysten Svennungsen
Chelseo Sweetin
Krystal Tate
Valeria Valdez
Joseph Vanhoomlssen
Emily Vansteenwyk
Bennet Vis
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Above: Resident Director for both the Village and Stewart
Hall, Keats McGonigal, chuckles while sharing a meal with
sophomore Vanessa Dejong in Sodexho.
Photo by Nathan Chute
Left: Freshman Anna Callins-Wakeman perches above Junior
Scott Donnell as Donnell reads the Bible to a Village group
in the lounge of Akili. Photo by Amanda Smith
-----------------------------------village---,1,
WARREN FACTS:
oWhitwortrt longest serving president, Frank Warren
is remembered for his devotion to the school and the
strength he recived from his faith in God.
-Frank Waren was an ordained Presbyterian minister who traveled to Japan as a missionary with his wife
and established 10 churches while they were there. He was sought by Whitworth in 1941 to become the
president of the college. Warren had one condition, if he came to the school he wanted Sundays off to
speak in churches around Spokane. He died in 1963, ending his career as the president.
oWarren started out as a residence hall for 124
women. The East and West portions of Warren were
completed in 1953, and in 1963, the South wing was
compeleted, adding an additionai 75 spaces.
• "I remember freshman year when a huge snowstorm
toppled a lamppost outside Warren. Eight of us girls
carried the thing in by the side window and put it in the
hallway by the RDS door. I remember how livid they were,
trying to figure out who did it:' (c. King Lattimer, '93)
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Photos By Chris Woods, '95
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Caleb Barnhill
Molly Becker
Hannah Bellinger
Paul Bennett
Erin Bernard
Michelle Bess
Keith Bisaillon
Kyle Bisch
Lauren Bishop
Andrew Bloch
David Bonnema
Steven Brock
Adam Bratton
Eric Brewer
Jonathan Brewer
Anne Briggs
Kyle Brooksher
Mary Bulega
Ruth Bumgarner
Rebecca Burroughs
Sarah Butler
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Junior Michael Knapstad sprawls across a comfy Warren chair to read. Photos by Caroline Davis
Rachel Carr
Michael Chansavang
Molly Chetwood
Christine Clark
Lynne Cornelius
Alyson Cote
Tori Crain
Lindsay Dalby
Mara Daugs
David Dennis
Mattea Dibble
Elizabeth Dickson
Kendria Dickson
David Dixon
Rachael Dolan
David Dolphay
Alfred Dual
Bethany Dufault
Megan Duff
Anne Dugas
Isaac Dye
James Dykes
Rachael Erickson
Jessica Eriksson
Dana Ferguson
Rachel Ferguson
Katie Fischer
Travis Freeman
Sarah Froman
Anneliese Fruhling
Anna Fukunaga
Catherine Furber
Caitlin Garpestad
Allison Gatewood
Lisa Gilham
Emily Gooch
Brittany Gresset
Douglas Griffith
Robyn Gross
Rachel Grothe
Jonathan Grotz
Stacy Haddon
Kara Hafner
Margaret Hansen
Bethany Harmon
Scott Hormon
Laura Harper
Laura Harrington
John Hauck
Kimberly Henderson
Denise Hewett
Lauro Hibbard
Laura Hickey
Derek Higgins
Nikolas Hoback
Nicole Holland
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Jordan Kamikawa
Alison Kara
Jaime Keller
Ryan Keogh
Heidi Kieling
Julianne Kimball
Madeline King
Michael Knapstad
Kathryn Knodel
Alan Krimmer
Jonathan Lakey
Hvun Lee
Yup Lee
Erika Leeland
Angela Leonardi
Mary Lilleness
Grady Locklear
Michael Madison
Chelsea Mandeville
Jill Marcinkowski
Emily Mathiesen
Junior Michael Vander Giessen focuses to make his shot during an intense game of pool in the Warren lounge, Photos by Caroline Davis
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Emily McEvoy
Timothy McGarry
Karen Mellott
Ann-Nicole Melton
Elisabeth Mendes
Steven Merriman
Lindsey Miller
Margaret Mitsuyosu
Aaron Manheim
Nathan Montgomery
Andrea Naccarato
Kyle Navis
James Nelson
Cam Tu Nguyen
Xuan Nguyen
Jennifer Norwood
rqssor-c Nov
Michael Novasky
William O'Connell
Coley Ochoa
Emilie Olsen
Musically inclined Warrenites, freshman Holly Perry
and junior Russell Spotts practice the musical
instruments of their choice. Frequently, when one
enters Warren Hall. music can be heard,
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A somewhat crumpled sophomore Alan Krimmer gets comfortable for a day of World of Warcraft. This game is popular among the male
residents of Warren. Photos by Caroline Davis
Sarah Pondlonl
Lisa Parcher
Holly Perry
Keith Petersen
Breann Pickett
Steven Pooler
Amaria Price
Jeannette Procunier
Beau Pugh
Jennifer Pullen
Bethany Pyle
Thomas Radtke
Whitney Ramsey
Lindsay Reitsema
Laura Richardson
Jacob Riley
Ryan Rodin
Shannon Root
Kaliene Roth
Aaron Ruff
Jeremiah Sataraka
Cara Sausser
Aneshia Savard
Alexandria Scamehorn
Amy Schlilaty
Michael Schroeder
Megan Schuetze
Stacie Scott
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Above: Freshman Bethany In-
dahl and sophomore Katherine
Shaiman converse during a lively
game of Scattergories in the War-
ren Lounge.
Right: Sophomore Rebeccah Todd
studies by Warren's fantastic fire-
place. The lounge was a fovorite
location for late night studying,
Katherine Shaiman
Katie Show
Darius Shepherd
Shawna Sheppard
Stephen Sibson
Philip Silva
Janelle Simpson
Katherine Skattebo
Amber Slate
Peter Smelser
Amanda Smith
Haley Smith
Ashley Smithers
Jenna Spencer
Russell Spotts
Jennifer Stankovic
Diana Stapp
Brian Stevens
Katie Stewart
Lee Stover
Krystle Stucky
Shanon Stucky
Jacqueiine Swartz
Sharon Tabor
Emily Tadie
Yukimi Tanaka
Andrea Taylor
Lisa Tiemeyer
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Terundu Uganda
Jeffrey Upton
Yazmin Valdes
Donald Vanden Berge
Michael Vander Giessen
Kate Vasquez
Rebecca Verble
Seth Wall
Dominique Wallace
Bobby Walston
Clayton Walters
Daniel Walters
Amber Weg
Rachel Wenzel
Benjamin White
John Williamson
Benjamin Works
Julie Wright
Kate Young
Kerrilyn Youngs
Anna Zedekar
Karli Zimmermann
Below: The girls from the Creative Arts
Theme House celebrate Halloween with a
pumpkin carving activity. They invited the
campus to join, Photo courtesy of Katelyn
Erickson
THEME HOUSE FACTS:
-Students must apply to live in a theme house. They
must have an advisor and a theme that is approved
by administration.
-It is little known that while the theme houseshave names that
change each year, they also have a delgnated name that Is
constant. Each house isnamed otter the tamily that sold the
house to Whitworth College. Some of the families include the
Hendersons,Johnsons.Coopers, and Moxleys.
-Ecch theme house puts on one theme-related
event each month that is open to the entire campus,
-The Theme House program is designed to
give students a unique living environment
close to campus that focuses on an
educational and/or service-oriented
program of the residents' choice.
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Katelyn Erickson Samantha
Kephart
Kalley Nelson Jennifer
Zaremba
Elva Dickey Emily Green Rebecca
Jamieson
Emily Hurd
Jennifer Bacon Katherine Busz Laura Force Yori Okada Mami Yoshifuji
fellowship, serve others in the com-
munity, express themselves artistically,
and ultimately glorify God through
arts and crafts:'
Advisor Andrea Donahoe, Visiting
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Cross Country
Theme House
"Our mission is to provide a place of
respite and gathering for the team
Throughout the year we host various
activities both to serve the team and
to provide the campus at large with
opportunities to share in the joy of
running:'
Advisor Toby Schwarz, Professor of
Kinesiology & Athletics; Head Coach,
Cross-Country and Track-and-Field
Cultures in Harmony
Theme House
"Our house will serve as a gathering
place tor international students to
escape from their dorms for relax-
ation and fellowship while promoting
an understanding and celebration of
diversity in the Whitworth community
as a whole:'
Advisor Maria (Lulu)Gonzalez, Coor-
dinator, International Student Affairs
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Advisor: Alon Jocob, Assistant DireG
tor of Housing
The Escape Theme
House
"Hospitality isour mission. Our home
will be a welcoming, comfortable
piace where any student can get
away and reiax without going foo
far from campus. It wlli provide the
opportunity to have fun. to meet
new friends, and to be in a faith-filled
atmosphere:'
Advisor: ErikBrucker, Assistant Director
of Admissions for Technoiogy/Training
Fellowship of
Christian Athletes
(FCAI Theme House
"We are committed to serving the
athletes, coaches, and students
of Whitworth Coiiege in a Christlike
manner so that they may experience
Him at work in their own lives:'
Advisor Toby Schwarz, Professor of
Kinesiology & Athletics: Head Coach,
Cross-Country and Track-and-Fieid
Mary Eagle
Andrea
Carnahan
Kate Fuller Katherine Reale Stephanie
Thurston
Meghan
Beauchamp
Lora Burge Leah Mclain Brittany Slant Heather
Thomsen
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Mia Graham Rachel Jones Jenna Williams
Andrew Inouye Randall Isomura Preston
Lingaton
Kaleokalina
Segovia
Kathryn
Frederick
Teranne
McComas
Katherine
Moran
Allison Oyster Lara Thompson
French language and culture more
accessible to the Whitworth com-
munity:'
Advisor: Bendi Benson Schrambach,
Assistant Protessor ot Modern
Languages
Hawaiian Heritage
Theme House
"The Hawaiian Heritage House has
been created to incorporate and share
Hawaiian culture, language, traditions,
and values with the students ot Whit-
worth College:'
Advisor: Todd Sandberg, Director, Scot-
ford Fitness Center
Life Skills
Theme House
"In serving the Whitworth community,
we desire to provide students with
the resources and learning opportu-
nities necessary to make a success-
ful transition into the post-graduate
world:'
Advisor: Jim McPherson, Assistant
Professor of Communication Studies
~------------------------------------theme houses----"'
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cal and cultural significances of the
piano and piano music and to serve
the community with our musical gifts:'
Advisor: Brent Edstrom, Associate
Professor of Music
Stewart Hall
Theme House
"The goal of this theme house is to
establish a Stewart family -- one that
can grow, develop relationships,
provide accountability, show love for
each other, enjoy each other's com-
pany, depend on each other, serve
one another and have fun together
Our hope is that this family environ-
ment will permeate the lives of ail
Whitworth students:'
Seth Ahnert Nathanael David Brewster
Ankeny
Advisor: Keats McGonlgai, Resident
Director, Stewart/The Village
Student Leader
Sanctuary
Theme House
"Our purpose is to serve the leader-
ship of Whitworth College by provld-
Ing a place of personal respite and
escape and 'a space for activities
and meetings of the leaders, by
connecting leaders to one another,
by being a resource to leaders to en-
able them to serve their community,
and by providing 'play time' for each
group:'
Advisor: Kathy Storm, Vice President
for Student Life, Dean of Students
Douglas
Blackburn
Phillip Grahlf, Paul Long Cody Moore
Elizabeth Jessica Lehman Ashley Metcalf
Greene
Michelle
Metcalf
Ellyn Powers
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ming for God's glory, ond to hove a
blast doing all three of these fhings in
different, unique ways:'
Scott Adams David Lillard Joshua
McDowell
Nathan
Newberg Advisor Steve Schadt, Director,
Whitworth Aquatics Center
Women In Politics
Theme House
"Our house cultivates general politi-
cal awareness and activism whiie
emphasizing women's politicai par-
ticipation:'
Celeste Brown Rebekah Diana Carissa
Greenberg
Saundra
Richartz
Advisor: Juiia Stronks, Professor of
Politicai Studies
Women's Wellness
Theme House
"As women of today; we realize that hav-
ing various aspects integrated in our
lives will help us to be well-rounded and
balanced individuals of society. Our goal,
not only as women, but as students of
the Whitworth Coliege community, isto
project a positive and soothing environ-
ment to ail -- one that will offer an influ-
ential experience through our monthly
educational and social activities and
gatherings. and, most important, through
ourselves (house residents) as primary
leaders and individuals:'
Advisor: Pamela Parker, Associate Profes-
sor of English; Director, Women's Studies
Program
Sandy Fujitani Kalauipoonal Casee Hoopii ErinNakasone
Herrod
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Seniors Phillip Ryan and Joshua Cotes enjoy a return to their childhood on the swings at a local park,
OFF-CAMPUS FACTS:
• 52% of Whitworth students live off-campus,
either in non-themed campus housin~( houses
around campus or in apartment cornorexes.
-The off-campus students are represented in
ASWCby one senator and three representa-
tives The leadership has put on events includ-
ing a Barbeque at Holmberg Parkand a appe-
tizer night at ApplebeeS.
• Popular off-campus houses around
the area are nick-named "TheWonder-
land House: "The Ivanhoe House: and
"TheWhite House:'
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Left: Kicking up a storm, sophomore Jessica Gawryn, has fun dancing with friends in her
off campus house.
Right: While waiting for the Harry Potter premiere, senior Justin Pettit and other off cam-
pus friends come up with some creative games Photos by Jenifer Tracy
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Christine Dewitt
Philip Dhillon
Victoria Dillon
Thomas Dionne
Tyler Dobler
Alicia Doyl"
Thomas Driver
Kyle Eberth
Jennifer Eckhoff
Kristen Eguchi
Jillion Ellingson
Nicole Elliott
Mark Enkema
Phillip Entel
Jonathan Erlenmeyer
Joel Evans
Anna Everett
Lindsey Fangman
Jordan Farkas
Zachery Farnam
Benjamin Ferderer
Maren Fletcher
Ryan Fletcher
Angela Florence
Anthony Foster
Amber Fowler
Eric Fredrickson
Tucker Freeman
Karina Frydenlund
Priscilla Fuentes
Kirsten Funrue
Jessica Gawryn
Kyle Genther
Halley Georgen
Bethany Giachetti
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Rebecca Gordon
Michael Grandy
Jonathon Gray
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Matthew Gruel
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Brian Haak
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Kyrsten Hafso
Joel Hagerott
Marcus Hagerott
Jared Hall
Tyler Hall
Kristin Hann
Jessica Hanna
Kathleen Hanson
John Harlow
Krystle Harris
Nathan Harrison
Kevin Hasenfus
Kyle Havercroft
Kyle Haverly
Kaley Hawk
Jeri Hedlund
Walter Helmick
Skye Henderson
Emily Hendrickson
Zachary Henningsen
Stephen Hess
Kelli Highland
Brittany Hilker
Christine Hill
Natalie Hill
Whitney Hill
Hannah Himley
Chris Hinson
The residents of a Holland house show off their creative Halloween costumes. Photo courtesy of Jacob Milliron
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Lauralee Howard
Brandon Howell
Sarah Huffman
Renee Huggins
Alyssa Hume
Ryley Hunter
Emily Hurd
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Robert Martin
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Amber Matthai
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Angela Nesse
Amy Newton
Diyan Nikolov
Jessica Normile
Tyler Oliver
Curtis Olson
JoelOmlin
Joseph Onigkeit
Delia Orosco
Kirnbenee Ortiz
Carino Overstreet
Lance Overstreet
Diana Painter
Nicole Parker
Melissa Paul
Clark Pauls
Elizabeth Pempe
David Perry
Christopher Peterson
Doug Pettis
John Phelps
Off-Campus students
host on early Christmas
Dinner celebration and
invite some on-campus
friends to jain
Photo courtesy of
Jessica Gawryn
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Barrie Rainey
Dustin Rasmussen
Paul Rayment
Caleb Reober
Tristan Redal
Mark Redmond
Beth Rettkowski
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Sara Ridings
Melinda Rinne
Daniel Roberts
Denni Roberts
Kathryn Robinson
Marie Robinson
Grant Roesler
John Rudolph
Justin Rundle
Michael Saccomanno
Karissa Sand
Geoffrey Sanders
Katrina Sanderson
laura Schaff nit
Jodi Schock
Joshua Scroggins
Ryan Scrupps
Nichole Sedler
Tiffany Seefeldt
Ali Sevedoll
Suzanne Sherman
Richard Sherman il
Amanda Shuman
Irina Shuvarikov
Jennifer Simons
Cody Simonson
David Sittser
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Janeile Smith
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Oleg Soiodyankin
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Elizabeth Stone
Shone Stonemetz
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Greta Thibodeau
Kristy Thompson
Lauren Thompson
Natlya Thompson
Kara Tisthammer
Rebeccdh Todd
Holly Tomlin
Lindsay Tootell
Paige Townsend
Lindsay Treiber
Carrie Treusch
Christopher Triplett
Katherine Troxell
James Trull
Alyson Tucker
George Tucker
Tyler Tupper
Kathryn Turner
Ashley Uboldi
Kenshiro Uki
Nicole Vander Meulen
Nicholas Varlamos
Ileana Varnam
Leah Vaughn
Suzanne Viducich
Matthew Walsh
Sara Walter
Brianna Warren
Ryne Webb
Chelsea Whitfield
Elisabeth Whitney
Brian Wilkins
Wendy Wilkins
Andrew Williams
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Tara Williams
Ashley Wilson
Corinne Wilson
Jeff Wirth Jr
Victor Wyman
Diane Yarbrough
Jacqullyn Yeend
Jonathan Young
Paul Young
Teresa Zeitler
Brandon Zimmerman
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Now you have the
chance to look back at
memories that have been
gathered together in the
yearbook, Also, get a
chance to consider some
of the seniors. See how
much they have grown.
Get a glimpse of the
journey they took to
arrive at this point,
Remember the memories
you made during this
year of college,
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Aa
Abdurahmanov, Rustam 106,
146,193
Abe, Remiko 146
Abell, Vivian 146
Acevedo, Jalina 225
Adams, Alissa 225
Adams, Kelll 176
Adams, Krista 146
Adams, Kristina 203
Adams, Laura 146
Adams, Peter 210
Adams, Scott 223
Ahnert. Seth 222
Abre. Jennifer 176
Ahsing, Christopher 9, 106,
225
Ainsworth, Bruce 90
Alazar. Eritrea 146
Albright Amanda 187
Alexander, Jessica 203
Alfrey, Joshua 225
Allan, Michael 225
Ailard, Kimberiy 146, 203
Allen, Aaron 146
Allen, Lisa 225
Amble, Matthew 168
Anderson, Alisha 168
Anderson, Amy 210
Anderson, Chelsey 146
Anderson, Christie 90
Anderson, Corey 203
Anderson, Jonathon 225
Anderson, Mark 189
Anderson. Mary 176
Anderson. Rachel 196, 197
Anderson, Tjasha 210
Andrews, Joseph 146
Anegon, Edward 189
Ankeny, Nathanael 222
Annis, Bryce 166, 168
Ansotigue, Danielle 225
Applegate, Jennifer 168, 169
Arbutina, Lara 146
Arman, Alyssa 146
Armentrout, Megan 210
Arner. Laura 210
Arnold. Lindsay 146
Arnold, Thomas 90
Arvin, Jessica 210
Ash, Stephen 189
Atherton, Daniel 225
Attwood, Brian 70, 168
Auer. Gabriella 176
Auld. Alexandra 187
Aurand, Amanda 146, 189
Austen, Julianne 38.210
Austin, Derek 146
Aven. Linh 176
It takes a lot of intellect to have faith
-Madeleine LEngle
Katie Orphan, your family is
proud of you!.....--"""""
Avila. Ana 225
Bb
Babon, Eileen 168
Backman, Nathan 146, 193
Backus. Katrina 146
Bacon, Daniel 146, 189
Bacon, Jennifer 146, 219
Bacon, Joy 176
Bailey. Michael 176
Bailey, Patricia 90
Baird, Casey 168
Baird, Forrest 90
Baird, Soren 188, 189
Bake, Nicoie 146
Baker. Derek 146
Baker, Keliy 110, 176
Baker. Kristin 146
Baker, Loweil 90
Baker, Mark 90, 176, 225
Baker. Matthew 176
Baker, Nicole 146
Baker, Timothy 146
Baldwin, Michelle 146
BaldWin. Philip 90
Baldwin, Tyson 129,176
Bali, Jenelie 52, 146
Barber, Celeb 62, 63, 146
Borelther. Matthew 176
Barkley, Haden 225
Barkley, William 225
Barnes, Jason 193
Barnes, Todd 225
Barnhill, Caleb 210
Barnum. Scott 168
Barr, Whitney 176
Barrick, Benjamin 176
Barry. Amy 146
Barshaw. Julie 225
Barttels. Amy 225
Bostron. Keliy 168,173
Bates. Kristine 225
Bauch. Daniel 225
Bauder, Jennifer 225
Bauermeiste, Brynn 146
Bauermeister, Brynn 146
Baughman. Erica 168
Bauman, Ashley 203. 204
Baumann, Brian 168
Bayens, Joshua 146
Bayens, Katrina 176
Baynes, Erin 183
Beamer, Jana 183
Beans, Stephaine 90; 225
Beard, Ciara 225
Beason, Amanda 189
Beatty, Tiftanie 225
Beauchamp, Meghan 220
Bech. Patrick 168
Coneratulations,
Aaron!
I am glad we had
one great year together,
- Spencer
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Bechtel, Kristi 225
Beck, Lance 225
Becken, Christopher 146
Becker, Molly 210
Bodell, Kyle 225
Beebe, Keith 90. 99
Beechinor, Lucas 203
Begert, Taylor 16, 176
Behan, Brandon 168
Behrends, Anya 147
Belko. Daniel 225
Bellinger, Hannah 210
Bellwood. Cara 168
Bement. Amy 8. 225
Benedetti. Nick De 169
Bennett. Adam 168
Bennett. Melissa 225
Bennett. Paul 210
Bennett, Sandra 90
Benson. Emily 147
Benson, Katherine 90
Bequette, Allison 226
Berg. Doris 90
Berg, Jacob 226
Berg, Nels 147, 199
Bergevin, Brett 147
Bergman. Cory 147
Berke, Mackenzie 199
Bernal, Rebecca 203
Bernard. Amy 168
Bernard. Erin 210
Bess, Michelle 120, 121, 210
Bettis, Bradley 168
Bettis, James 226
Betts. Nichole 226
Biege, Laura 168
Bielec. Doni 147
Bielen. Kalee 8, 203
Blerllnk. Steven 226
Billing. Shannon 197
Binford. Melissa 147, 168
Bingham, Ginger 168
Birky,Rhys 226
Bisaillon, Keith 210
Bisch, Kyle 210
Bishop. Lauren 6.210
Bivin, Brian 226
Black, Edward 226
Black, Kristen 226
Blackburn, Douglas 147,222
Blackburn. Sean 189. 190
Blake, Tyler 193
Blane. Tiffany 147
Blanford, Melinda 226
Blattmann. Anna 197
Bloch. Andrew 210
Block, Andrew 141, 168
Bloom. Jessie 189
Blore. Alexandra 168
Blott. Kristina 197
Blum. Laura 182, 183
Bohnet!, Adam 189
We are so proud of you!
Dod would be proud of you, tool
Love, Mom and Sara
"Iwont to know Christ and the power
of his resurrection and the fellowship of
sharing his sufferings," Phillipians 3:100
"Joy is the result of serving and is
discovered through suffering,"
Bolle. Ashley La 230
Bond, Katie 226
Bone, Charles 189
Bongo. Jamie 226
Bonnema. David 210
Bookert, Josef 70, 198, 199
Booth, Charles 176
Boshear. Therese 29 197
Bosler, Joelle 147
Bostock. Kevin 226
Bosworth, Gary 90
Bourne, Scott 176
Bouten, Theodore 90
Bowen, Aaron 203
Bower, Alida 226
Bower, Brittney 147
Bowers, Amy 138. 147
Bowers, Carrie 168
Bowers, James 147
Bowers, Neil 193
Boyer, Chad 226
Boyer, Jennifer 168
Boyer, Stacy 189
Boyington, Erin 226
Boyles, Aaron 147
Boyles, Spencer 168
Boymook, Nicole 90
Brack, Jeremiah 147, 176
Brack. Steven 210
Brandler, Justin 193
Bratt, Rebecca 147
Bratton, Adam 210
Bratton, Sarah 183
Brauer, Alayno 189
Bray, Carter 226
Breda. Joshua 147
Breno. Kerry 90
Brewer. Eric 210
Brewer. Jonathan 43,147, 210
Brewer. Mary 148,183
Brewster, David 148. 222
Brewster, Janae 168, 169
Bridgeford, Erica 148
Briggs. Anne 210
Briggs, David 148, 189
Brogden-Thome, Sarah 189
Brombach, Meghan 183, 185
Brooks, Craig 148
Brooks, Mvo 90
Brooksher, Kyle 210
Brown, Amanda 13,176
Brown, Celeste 223
Brown, Christopher 226
Brown. Craig 226
Brown. Darcy 183
Brown, Darien 226
Brown, Floyd 148
Brown, Hannah 176
Brown. Jeffrey 199
Brown, Kelsy 148
Brown, Kyle 226
Brown, Martha 90
Brown, Melissa 148
Brown, Nicole 148
ConeratulationstAaron!
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Brown, Ryan 168
Brucker, Erik 90
Bruner,Molly 226
Brunk, Blake 176
Bryan, Crystal 148
Bryant, Michael 176
Budd, Lorynne 148
Bulega, Mary 210
BUley,Heather 203
Bumgarner, Kelsey 187
Bumgarner, Ruth 210
Bunker, Nancy 90
Burden, Kelsey 226
Burge, Lara 148, 220
Burgess, Rachel 189
Burke,Peter 41. 226
Burkholder, Bryce 193
Burningham, Denise 148
Burroughs, Rebecca 210
Bushey.Sean 90
Busz.Katherine 219
Butler, Sarah 210
Butterfield, Shawnda 148
Bynagle, Hans 90
Cc
Colbeck, Robert 148
Calbreath, Donald 90
Caldwell, Chris 203
Caldwell, Timothy 90
Callaghan, Meghan 148
Calloway, Stacey 226
Cameron, Jillian 226
Cornpbell. Donald 90
Cornpbell. Shealyn 168
Canaday, Kimberly 148
Canizales, Spencer 203
Cannard, Zachary 168,169
Cannon, David 169, 171
Carden, Barbara 90
Cardinal, Alison 148
Carlsen. Kimberly 226
Carlson, Elizabeth 183
Carlson, Jonathan 148
Carlson, Joseph 187
Ccrlson. Michael 124, 169
Carnahan, Andrea 220
Carnegie, Kyle 148
Carnevale, Christine 226
Carper, Megan 169
Carr, Allison 71. 148
Carr, Rachel 211
Carrier, Jessica 176
Carter, Jared 226
Carter, Jordan 126, 199
Carver, Mitcheil 176
Case, Heather 199
Casey, Cole 189
Cashion, Cynthia 148
Coster, Gregory 226
Castilleja, Bethany 197
Castrolang, Brigid 199
Cote, Evan 41. 193
co-o. Jessica 199
Cavalier, Nicole 139, 148
Chaffin, Meghen 69, 148
Chamberlain, Kelsie 148
Chamberlin, Stacie 148
Chambers, Brittany 148
Chaney, Lee 90
Chansavang, Michael 211
Chant. Eiizabeth 148
Chapman, Mark 148
Chase, Kathleen 189
Chea, Hoiy 23, 189
Cherry, David 90
Chestnut, Monica 169
Chetwood, Moily 211
Chevassus, Beau 28, 148, 189
Chow, Michael 226
Chrismon, Jewel 149, 176
Christiansen, Dee Anna 90
Christianson, Kelii 203
Chrvsle. Nicole 149
Chrysler, Nicole 149
Churchiil, Diana 91
Churchill, Scott 149
Chute, Nathan 199
Cipolettl, Timothy 226
Clader, Emily 149
Claiborn, Paige 199
Clair, Christina 183
Clor, Deborah 149
Clortzio. Erin 226
Clark, Christine 42, 211
Clark, Daniel 192,193
Clark, Debarah 199
Clark, Jesse 176
Clark, Joel 135, 226
Clark, Katy 197
Clark, Kimberly 149
Clark, Peter 139,226
Clark, Robert 226
Clarke, Bryan 193
Clarke, Jordan 176
Clawson. Alice 177
Cleaveland, Allison 149
Clegern, William 149
Clifton, Casey 226
Clock, Keisha 149
Clough, Katrina 12t 187
Cobb, Shana 226
Cobb, Yasmeen 149
Cochran, Megan 149
Cogswell, Adam 149
Colby, Eric 149
Cole, Katheryn 226
Coleman, Dayna 91
Coleman, Holly 226
Colgan, Jill 226
Collings. Cameron 149
Collins, Jeremiah 149
Collins-Wakeman, Anna 203.
207
Coivin, Jason 149
We thank God for putting you
in our lives, and we pray
Hisblessings upon you
as you begin a new chapter
of your life.
~,Y~,~eZr'
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Proverbs 3:5-6
\VO\t\'t Neal!
College graduation --
what a milestone this is!
We all are so proud of what
you have accomplished, and
the man you have become,
-------------- recreate replay remember --------------
------------------ redirect reorganize ------------------
Combs, Chelsea 149
Comella, Brandon 149
Conrad, Christina 169
Conti, Anthony 149
Contino, Chris 193
Cook, Elias 169
Cooley, Erin 177
Cooley, Ian 149
Cooper, Brooks 149
Cooper, Cory 177
Corder, Andrew 149
Corigliano, Tiffany 110,183
Cornelius, Lynne 211
Cote, Alyson 211
Cotes, Joshua 224
Cotton, Timothy 203
Couch, Courtney 226
Coughlin, Timothy 199, 201
Couper, Caitlin 189
Cowan, Sean 147, 149
Cowen, Rachel 74, 226
Crain, Tori 211
Crandall, Carrie 149
Crandall, Heather 91
Crane, Jennifer 226
Crane, Natalie 149
Crane, Rachel 226
Crawford, Amy 226
Creek, Emily 226
Crisp, Megan 149
Crocco, Oliver 193
Crockett Dallas 199
Crooks, Ryan 169
Crosby, McKenzie 105, 226
Crow, Evan 203
Crowder, Lacy 226
Crowe, Penelope 199
Cudney, Charles 149
Culbertson, Laura 177
Culbertson, Philip 149, 189
Cunningham, Corson 169
Cunningham, Jenna 131. 203
Curry, Michael 226
Curry, Vanessa 169
Curtin, Mandi 169
Curvey, Ryan 193
Cusick, Matthew 149
Cutler, Amy 149
Czlrr. James 150
Dd
DAprile, Regina 226
Dalby, Lindsay 211
Daley, Jennifer 226
Dallago, Carly 150
Danielson, Natalie 100, 150
Darbonne, Lindsay 169
Dcroff David 193
Datin, Rebecca 226
Dauer, Allison 177
Douqs. Ian 150, 169
Douqs. Mara 211
Davis, Abbie 169
Davis, Caroline 226
Davis, Daniel 177
Davis, Jessica 187
Davis, Lindsay 226
Davis, Timothy 226
Dawson, Kimberly 199
Dealy, Justin 199
Deardorff, Chelsea 183
Deaton, Christopher 169
Deberg, Jacob 227
Decamp, Heather 169
Deckenback, Aaron 150
Decker, Sarah 150
Dedas, Virgil 91
Dehaan, Chad 150
Dehle. Judy 91
Dejong, Jared 227
Dejong, Vanessa 203, 204,
207
Delamatter, Brandon 203
Delzell, Alise 150
Demmerly, Arianna 227
Denevan, Andrew 177
Dennis, Christopher 169
Dennis, David 211
DePell, Jacob 227
Desmarais, Michelle 227
Deweese, Sarah 203
Dewn-df Derrick 227
Dewitt. Christine 227
Dhillon, Philip 227
Diana, Rebekah 150, 223
Dibble, Mattea 211
Dickey, Elva 105, 130, 150,
219
Dickson, Andrew 106, 193
Dickson, Elizabeth 211
Dickson, Kendria 211
Dietz, Krista 203
Dietzel, Joshua 150
Dillon, Kyle 150
Dillon, Victoria 227
Dionne, Thomas 29, 227
Distelhorst Elsa 91
Ditzler, Daniel 169, 171
Dixon, Benjamin 189
Dixon, David 211
Dixon, Neal 150
Dobler, Diana 91
Dobler, Tyler 227
Dodd, Eric 193
Dolan, Andrew 8, 150
Dolan, Rachael 211
Dolan, Timothy 91
Dole, Heidi 150, 183
Dolenc, Brooke 91
Dollar, Matthew 38, 150
Dolph, Corey 204
Dolphay, David 210, 211
Donahoe, Andrea 91
Donnell, Scott 70, 204, 207
Dormady, Wiiliam 91
We share fantastic
memories through
our world travels
serving our LORD.
Neal, my prayer for you
is recorded in
Philippians 1:9-11,
~
Coneratulations on
your eraduation.
YOlJRE A \'\'INNER!
•
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Dormaier, Bryan 150
Dormaier. Kristen 183
Dorsey. Carly 169
Dorway, Whitney 177
Doughty. Catherine 150
Douglas. Sarah 177
Douglass, Jeanine 151.177
Dovi. Alicia 68, 227
Drake, Aaron 177. 201
Dresback, Jonathan 193
Dresback. Nathan 151
Driver, Thomas 227
Dual, Alfred 211
Dufault, Bethany 211
Duff, Megan 211,212
Dufford. Hannah 13,29. 151
Dufford. Naomi 204
Duffy, Erin 151
Dugas, Anne 211
Duncan. Kyle 177
Dunkelberg. Justin 193
Dupuis. BreAnna 177
Dupuis. Chance 189
Durham. Breanne 21. 177
Dye. Isaac 211
Dykes, James 211
Ee
Eads. Elizabeth 74.151
Eagle, Mary 151,220
Easterlin, Jermane 31, 193
Eaton. Luke 177
Eberth, Kyle 227
Eckhoff, Jennifer 227
Eddy, Eric 177
Ediger, Michael 91
Edmiston, Margot 187
Edsall, Amy 177
Edstrom. Brent 92
Edwards, Carrie 151
Edwards, James 92
Edwards. Jim 91
Edwards, Mandee 132, 204
Edwards, Nicholas 151
Eguchi. Kristen 25. 227
Ehnes. Amanda 177
Ehnes, Nichole 151
Eichler. Gabriele 187
Ekin, Jaydn 204
Elder. Robert 169
Elllnqs. John 204
Ellingson, Jillion 227
Elliott, Nicole 227
Ellis. Brooke 92
Ellis. David 199
Ellis, Mark 92
Emory. Jonathan 193
Enkemo. Mark 227
Enkemc. Mally 177
Entel. Phillip 227
Erb, Marcia 92
Erickson, Anders 177. 178
Erickson, Clayton 204
Erickson, Katelyn 219
Erickson. Rochael 46. 211
Eriksson. Jessica 211
Erlenmeyer, Jonathan 106,
227
Ernst, Ashley 177
Ervin, Natalie 177
Eshoff, Kalen 204
Esqueda, Andrew 189
Estes, Adeline 204
Estes, Levi 151
Etcheberry, Garin 169
Eta, Maria 183
Etter. Geoffrey 177
Evans. Alex 169
Evans, Enoch 92
Evans. Jamie 151
Evans. Joel 227
Evans, Robert 151
Everett. Anna 227
Evins, Holly 151
Ewing. Gregory 92
"]I3\IUl1tmy §CenViallnllt !CraillcelbJ, Ib)ceCCiallUI§Celhlce had a different
spirtt rauntldlhas Wc())IOICOl\Wcecdlme lliuiJ~ly, II\V\viiJOibring into the
11"nmdl wlhlllrclh\ IhHe celnlltcetne<dl.. .• " f'\JlUUnmlbJcelr§ llLJk2'LJI
Ff
Fah\gren, Nancy 92
Foriene. Fotma 188, 189
Fangman, Lindsey 227
Farkas, Jordan 227
Farnam. Zachery 227
Fouerso. Holly 169
Fausnaugh. Deana 151
Fay, Jaime 151
Fechter, Kathleen 92
Feddes. Danelle 92
Ferderer. Benjamin 141, 227
ceredov Corey 175. 177
Ferguson. Dana 211
Ferguson, Rachel 211
Ferrario, Anna 186. 187
Fielding. Gail 92
Fischer, Hannah 189
Fischer. Katie 211
Fishburn, Aaron 151
Fishburn. Jessie 204
Fisher, Lindsey 151
Fisher. Melody 183
Fisk, Ashley 151
Fletcher, Erin 151
Fletcher. Luke 177
Fletcher, Moren 227
Fletcher, Mot 108, 151
We are so
proud of you
, God bless
you as you
follow Him
fully into the
next stage of
your life!
, recreate replay remember ---------------',
___________________ redirect reorganize-------------------'-
Fletcher. Ryan 227
Fling, Collin 193
Florence, Angelo 227
Flory, Christopher 105, 169-
172
Flournoy III,Curtis 139, 189
Flowers, Garrett 151
Fluetsch, Breo 169
Foote, Trevor 169
Foran, Julie 183
Force, Laura 219
Forney, Angela 169
Forsyth, Jetf 193
Fosse, Porsha 177
Foster, Anthony 227
Foster. Nicholas 151
Fowler, Amber 227
Fox, JoAnn 92
Fox, Lisa 151
Frank, Dustin 151
Frank, Jason 177
I Franklin, Travis 151
Frederick, Kathryn 151, 221
Fredrickson. Eric 227
Fredriksen, Eric 40, 190
Freeborn, Darla 93
Freeman, Travis 211
Freeman, Tucker 227
French, Megan 187
Friedrichs, Michael 193
Friedrichs, Warren 93
~.
'. If
Friesen, Matthew 190
Froman, Nicholas 151
Froman, Sarah 212
Fruhling, Annellese 212
Fry, Daniel 177
Frydenlund. Karina 227
Fuentes, Priscilla 227
Fujimura, Yumi 170
Fujitani, Sandy 151, 223
Fukunaga, Anna 212
Fuller, Kate 220
Fuller. Michelle 151
Funrue, Kirsten 227
Furber, Catherine 212
~l;;q
J
Gaarde, Lars 151
Gagne, Michael 93
Gaines, Christina 152
Ganser, Tahlia 152
Garka, Stephen 193
Garner, Melissa 178
Garner. Roberta 93
Garpestad, Caitlin 212
Garth, Lydia 183, 184
Gartland, Kacie 13,178
Yori. You have come so far",
from your first steps in life to
your first steps out of college,
We are so proud of you and
all you have accomplished,
Congratulafions!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Gaskill, Sean 152
Gatewood, Allison 212
Gawryn. Jessica 225,227
Gearhart, Thomas 152
Geeslin, Allison 178
Oerer. James 178
Genther, Kyle 227
George, Greg 193
Georgen, Halley 227
Gerig, David 178
Gerig, Jonathan 152
Gerl. Tiffany 93
Germer, Tracy 152
GiachettL Bethany 227
Gibbs, Ashley 152
Gilbert, Jill 152
Gilham, Lisa 212
Gillman, Stephanie 170
Gilstrom, Alicia 170
Glaser, Bonnie 199
Glen, Amber 204
Glenn, Eva 227
Gooch, Emily 212
Gordon, Rebecca 227
Ooseun Lisa 152
Goss, Brandon 193
Grace, Stephanie 152
Grady, Jacob 152
Graff, Rachel 187
Gragg, Heather 170
Graham, Mia 152,221
Grahlfs, Phillip 152,222
Grandy, Michael 227
Grant Brian 193
Grassley, Jeff 128, 170
Gray, Anna 178
Gray, Jonathon 227
Gray, Rachel 71, 190
Grayson. Annie 152
Green, Emily 152,219
Green, Michelle 170
Green, Patricia 93
Green, Shannon 170
Greenberg, Carissa 74, 69-
152, 223
Greendyke, Adrianna 152
Greene, Elizabeth 152, 222
Greenup, Heidi 152
Greer, David 152
Gregerson, Rebecca 152,
190
Gregg, Michele 199
Oresset Brittany 212
Gresset Lindsey 178
Orette. Joel 170
Griffin. Daniel 204
Griffith, Chelsea 152, 190
Griffith, Douglas 212
Griggs, Drew 227
Grimes, Lauren 204
Grissom, Adrian 227
Groeneweg, Lisa 227
.-
Elizabeth Greene
2006 Graduate
Congr6tulations!
Go out and help
save the world,
Love, Mom and Dad
'---------------------------------------index-----j
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Gross, Connie 93
Gross, Curtis 227
Gross, Robyn 212
Orossordt. Afton 193
Grothe, Rachel 212
Grotz, Jonathan 212
Grow, Alisha 152, 220
Grow, Marc 227
Grow, Nicholas 167.170
Gruel. Matthew 227
Gruen, Derek 178
Guenther, Glen 194
Guhlke, Carey 152
Guilbert Terence 170
Guillory, Corly 227
Guthridge, John 178
Gwin, Jennifer 152
Hadford, Alexandria 227
Hadley, Nathaniel 178
Hafner, Kara 212
Hotso. Kristofer 178
Horse. Kyrsten 228
Hofso. Marc 81
Hagen, Clint 204
Hagerott Daman 93
Hagerott Joel 228
Hagerott Marcus 228
Hall. Jared 228
Hall, Meara 199
Hall, Tyler 228
Henderson. Matthew 170
Hamilton, Kendra 199
Hcmm. Marisha 93
Hampton, Bonnie 170
Hancock, Adam 194
Hancock, Justin 178
Hanenburg, Arthur 152
Haney, Larry 204
Hann, Kristin 228
Hanna, Jessica 228
Hannon, Tyler 170
Hansen, Candace 152
Hansen, Margaret 212
Hanson, Kathleen 228
Hanson, Kristin 153
Horblne. Anna 183
Harbuz, Jillion 153
Hare, Greggory 153
Hh
Hook, Brian 227
Haakinson, Russell 93
Habbestad, Karen 93
Hackbarth, Hannah 152
Hackbarth, Joshua 152
Hackbarth, Ryan 227
Hackenbracht Ryan 152
Haddon, Stacy 212
Hare, Stephan 153
Hargis, Bethany 153, 183
Harlow, John 228
Harmon, Bethany 212
Harmon, Edralyn 153
Harmon, Kathryn 153, 183
Harmon, Scott 212
Harms,Brian 170
Harper, Laura 212
Harrington, Elizabeth 153, 170
Harrington, Laura 6, 212
Harris,Kirk 153
Harris,Krystle 228
Harrison,Nathan 228
Hart Joshua 194
Harter, Natalie 153
Hartung, Kathryn 204
Harvego, Erin 131. 170
Harwood, Richard 153
Hasenfus, Kevin 108, 228
Hastings, Katharine 153, 190
Hauck, John 17 212
Haugen, Shantel 204
Hovercrott. Kyle 228
Haverly, Kyle 228
Hawk, Kaley 228
Hayden, Holly 153
Haynes, Brian 81, 153
Haynes, James 170
Haynes, Maren 153
Hays, Jenna 204
Hays, Justine 170
Hedlund, Jeri 228
Heinemann, Elaine 153
Helbling, Stephanie 132
Heller,Karin 93
Helmick, Walter 228
Helsel,Kelli 93
Henderson, Kimberly 212
Henderson, Skye 109,228
Hendricks, Brent 104, 153
Hendrickson, Emily 110, 228
Hendrickson, Evan 153
Hennagin, Sarah 197
Henningsen, Zachary 228
Henry;Megan 178
Henson, Debra 93
Herbes. Jessica 153
Herling, Ashley 204
Herrod, Kalauipoonal 24, 153,
223
Herron, Brandon 194
Hershey,Landis 153
Hes.Greg 153
Hess,Stephen 228
Hewett Denise 41. 212
Hewtso-i. Miles 199
Hewitt, Adam 153, 199
Hibbard, Laura 212
Hickey, Daemin 204
Hickey,Laura 212
Higgins, Derek 212
Beau Alixcndrel
We ore so
proud of you
-- you ore
pursuing the
vision God
gave you
long ago,
The Lord has
blessed you
with many
talents and
the creativity
to further His
Kingdom,
You ore a bless-
ing to our family,
as well as all of those whom you've touched,
Shine your light through: mime, comedy,
"Obadiah Bible Boy; wacky videos,
emceeing, reasoning, debate, and love
wherever in the world God should send you,
Your family will aiways be here with prayers,
love, and support
Love,Mom and Dad,
Gen, Ju, and Dane
'-------------- recreate replay remember ---------------;-
------------------- redirect reorganize--------------------:;-
Josh: From teddy bears to manhood;
it happened too fast and you did it
so well! Congratulations on everything
you've done; we're so proud of you!
We love you, Mom and Dad
Higgs, Heien 93, 111
Highiand, Kelli 228
Hll. Whitney 228
Hildebrand. Jacob 194
Hilker, Brittany 228
Hiil,Ashiey 153
Hill, Christine 228
Hiil,Nataiie 228
Hiil,Whitney 228
Hiller, Victoria 204
Himley,Hannah 228
Himmel, Caitlin 183
Hinckley,Philip 93
Hinkle,Roy 93
Hinman, Melissa 153,199
Hinnenkamp, Joshua 153
Hinrichs,Elise 139, 170
Hinson,Chris 228
Hirsch,Ryan 199
Hitchcock, Amanda 153
Hixson, Bradley 153
Hixson,Jeffrey 170
Hoback, Nikolas 212
Hoch, Jessica 153
Hochstein, Tyler 194
Hodges, Corinne 170
Hodgson, Andrew 153
Hoff, Greg 229
Hoffman, Preston 199
Hoffmeister, Robin 229
Holderman, Jonathan 229
\
~
Holland, Nicole 212
Hollingshead, Ellen 199
Hollingsworth, Adam 213
Holloway, Jennifer 178
Holm. Kathleen 229
Holmes, Christopher 154
Holsinger, Jennifer 93
Holsten, Annika 229
Hamad, Kyle 178
Honeyman, Steven 8. 154
Hoopll. Cases 25. 223
Hope, Victoria 229
Hopp, Tucker 229
Horan, Tiara 154
Horlbeck, Brittany 213
Horner, Abigail 178
Hornor, Mark 93
Hornor, Rebekah 101, 154
Hosack, Kara 154
Hough, Jaimalene 154
Howard, Anthony 204
Howard, Lauralee 229
Howard. Nicole 178
Howell, Brandon 128, 229
Howell, David 199
Hubbuch, Robyn 197
Huber. Annemarie 243
Hudak, Alexandra 170, 173
Hudson, Meghan 154
Huffman, Sarah 229
Huggins, Renee 229
Rebecca (Becky) Johnson
Cute as a bug",
Smart as a whip",
All grown up",
We're very proud of you
Love,
Mom & Dad
Hume. Alyssa 229
Humrtckhouse. Carissa 184
Hunnicutt Vernice 93
Hunt, Amanda 154
Hunt, Amanda L. 154
Hunt, James 93
Hunt, linda 154
Hunt, Matthew 178
Hunter, Jason 118, 204, 210
Hunter, Jeffrey 154
Hunter, Ryley 229
Hurd, Emily 219, 229
Hurianek, Emily 154
Husband, Joshua 194
Huskisson. Travis 229
Hutton, Molli 197
Huyck, Sarah 200
Hyatt, Kara 229
Ii
Ide, Amanda 229
Ide, Debbie 93
Iksic,Andrea 154
lnorncsu, Colin 204
Indahl, Bethany 213, 216
Ingersoll, Jennifer 170
Ingram, Michael 93
Inouye, Andrew 221
Roots
first
now
wings!
Fly,
Jenno,
fly!
lronon. Kalan! 178
lrtrnlc. Corina 229
isornurc. Randall 154,221
lvonovo. Volanta 229
Iverson, Valerie 184
Jj
Jackman, Jenese 229
Jackson, Gordon 93
Jacob, Alan 93
Jacobsen, Joshua 194
James, Justin 229
James, Sarah 187
Jamieson, Gavin 190,191
Jamieson, Rebecca 154, 249
Jeffers, Stephany 62, 229
Jeffries, Matthew 170
Jelsing, Jessie 170
Jen, Anna 197
Jennings. Benjamin 229
Jennings, Jenell 229
Jennings, Kathleen 170
Jennings, Kathryn 154
Jewell, Robert 93
Jo. Peter 154, 188, 190
Johansen, Michael 178
Johnson, Amy 178
My beautiful
little girl is now
a wonderful
woman!
Mamama
loves you!
----------------------------------Index----
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Johnson, Angela 154, 178
Johnson, Ashley 190
Johnson, Brandon 154
Johnson, Christopher 108,
154
Johnson, Elizabeth 125, 178,
229
Johnson, Emily 229
Johnson, Erica 170
Johnson, Erika 154
Johnson, Hailey 213
Johnson, Jason 154
Johnson, Jennifer 178
Johnson, Jody 229
Johnson, Joseph 229
Johnson, Mathew 154
Johnson, Megan 213
Johnson, Nolan 190
Johnson, Noree 154, 166, 170
Johnson, Rachel 43, 200
Johnson, Rebecca 154
Johnson, Rita 93
Johnson, Steven 204
Johnson, Thomas 93
Johnston, Elesha 213
Johnston, Jennifer 229
Johnston, Michael 200
Jolley, Joseph 229
Jones, Adam 178
Jones, Alison 190
Jones, Alyssa 197
Jones, Benjamin 154
Jones, Bryan 170
Jones, Genevieve 204
Jones, Jacob 229
Jones, James 229
Jones, Karl 175, 178
Jones, Katy 229
Jones, Morey 200
Jones, Rachel 154,221
Jones, Tara 204
Jones, Zachary 93
Jonson, Nicholas 229
Joo Park, Jin 184
Jordan, Michael 171
Jose, Bethany 190
Judy, Todd 154
Jurgens, Jessica 154
Jurich, Calvin 178
Kk
Kabusreiter, Erin 229
Kagawa, Brett 229
Kaji, Erin 154
Kamada, Matthew 155
Kamikawa, Jordan 213
Kania, Kyle 229
Kara, Alison 213
Karber, Julie 155
Jason, your family isvery proud
of you and your accomplishments
Karnes, Jordan 155
Karst, Layla 155
Karste, Rebecca 155
Kaufman, Deborah 93
Kouhi, Jessica 204
Keathley, Mark 229
Kekuna, Aulani 155
Kelleher, Emily 155
Keller. Jaime 213
Keller, Megan 229
Kelley,Keith 94
Keliy,Edward 94
Kelso, Ryan 229
Kemp, Kory 178
Kensok, Alissa 155
Keagh, Ryan 213
Kephart Samantha 1N 219
Kerns, Joshua 155
Khalil, Mary 229
Kibler, Kevin 229
Kidwell, Jessica 166, 171
Kiehn, Derek 194
Kiehn, Lindsey 155
Kielbon, Kristina 205
Kieling, Heidi 213
Kiely,Ryan 155
Kiligore, Loren 118, 155
Kim, Hyeon-Woo 155
Kimball, Hannah 155
Kimball, Julianne 213
Kimura, Erin 229
King, Benjamin 194
King, Jessica 190
King, Madeline 213
Kingman, Tovah 205
Kirk, Anna 187
Kirk, Heather 197
Kirkpatrick, Timothy 194
Kiser, Kari 155, 184
Klaus, Alana 229
Kleeman, Beverly 94
Kleinschmidt Lauren 229
Klundt Lyette 229
Klundt Stephanie 171
Klune. Lindsey 229
Knapp, Andrew 194
Knapstad, Michael 211. 213
Kneese, Jamie 205
Knight, Brent 171
Knodel, Kathryn 155,213
Knox, Caleb 17,41,192,194
Knox, Gabriel 229
Knox, Mallorie 200
Knuth, Ryan 179
Koch, Meiissa 229
Koehn, Michelle 155
Kolbo, Julie 229
Koller, Nickolas 229
Kooy, Matthew 155
Kramer, Scott 156
Krause, Beth 156
Krenn, Debra 229
Jenna...
The love of our lives
yesterday, today and
always,
'-------------- recreate replay remember ------------ _
------------------ redirect reorganize------------------
Kreuter, Stephanie 229
Krieger, Matthew 156
Krimmer, Alan 213,215
Kristin, Ryan 229
Krogman, Jeffrey 229
Kromer, Allison 156
Krueger, Matthew 156
Krumbholz, Amber 156
Kruschke, Duane 205
Krzymowski, Allyn 184
Kubricht Jenna 156
Kuntz. Nick 106. 156. 205
Kutrich, Elizabeth 205
Kwak. Carly 156
Ky, Frederic 229
Ll
Lacey. Phiiip 141 156. 205
Lack, Joan 94
Lack, Paul 230
Lafferty, Michael 179
Laitos, Penny 156,190
Lakey, Jonathan 213
Lakey, Shanna 205
Lambrecht Sean 230
Lamson, Camas 230
Lanctot Isaac 230
Landrum, Christa 94
Lane, Katherine 171
Lang, Elizabeth 230
Langbehn, Emilee 184
Langley. Anne 156. 158
Langston, Jeanette 94
Langston. Matthew 156
Lanker, Alissa 171
Laplant. Cory 156
Laplante, Christopher 194
Larsen, Aaron 230
Larsen, Janelle 230
Larson. Chelsea 179
Larson, Melinda 94
Lauterbach, Julie 230
rovooo. Winona 230
Lavelle, Andrea 171
Lavelle. Kelsey 179
Laverty, Cecilia 156
Lawson, Nicollette 187
Lozo. Silvia 75, 156
l.ozore. Mitchell 205
Leahy, Chelsea 179
Leatherberry, Lauren 179
Ledbetter, Joshua 230
Lee, Changnam 94
Lee, Hyun 213
Lee, Kejo 156
Lee. Yup 156.213
Leedy. Megan 205
Leetond. Erika 213
Lehman, Jessica 222
Leibrond. Tamara 205
Leighton, Benjamin 190
Lentz, Eric 230
Leo, Jonathan 230
Leo. Rachel 230
Leonard, Charles 156
Leonardi, Angela 213
Lewis, Amy 156
Lewis, Andrea 190
Lewis, Mary 94
Le Roy, Michael 94
Lierman, Donovan 135,230
lila. Ashiey 205
Llllord. David 156. 223
Lilleness. Mary 213
Linabary, Jasmine 196, 197
Lindell, Laura 230
Lindsey, Aunalee 156
Line, Janice 156
Lingaton, Preston 156,221
Linstrom, Andrew 62, 171
Lipscomb, Clinton 230
list. Rebekah 1n 200
Lister, Jordan 187
uo. Na 205
Lobb. Megan 156. 171
Locklear, Grady 213
Lockwood, Alexander 194
Loeffler, Adam 230
Lofgren, Krista 156
Logan, Traci 230
Lomas, Lewis 200
Loncosty, Jessica 230
Long, Margo 94
Long, Paul 222
Loomis, Nancy 94
Lopez, Luis 205
Lorang, Mary 94
Loring, Stephanie 171
Louie, Esther 94
Low, Kraig 230
Lowe. Seth 156
Lowers, Aaron 156
Lozier, Christopher 190
Luol. Anderia 171
Luke, Jonathan 179
Lutz, Isaac 192,194
Ly.Luan 182. 184
Lynd. Stephen 194
Lynde. Rachei 230
Lynn, Christopher 156,200
Mabry, Susan 94
Mackie, Katherine 197
MacPherson, Sara 179
Madison, Michael 213
Makowski, Rachel 156
Maldonado, Carolina 190
Mailery. Todd 94
Malmsten, Sara 205
Congratulations, Elizabeth!
'The Lord will watch over your coming and going
both now and forevermore." Psalm 12l:8
Love,
Mom, Dad, David, Muriel, Ruth, Judy & Greg
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•Maloney, Lindsey 230
Malsom, Blake 230
Mandeville, Chelsea 213
Mandeville, Richard 94
Maquillan, Nicholas 200
Mara, Casey 20, 157
MarchesinL Michael 171
Marcinkowski, Jill 213
Marcy, Justine 230
Marken, Sarah 131, 157
Marlow, Michael 230
Marc Diane 94
Marr, Jacob 179
Marsh, Andrea 230
Marsh, Julie 100, 157
Marshall, Alyssa 230
Marshall, Cory 192, 194
Marshall, Jordan 200
Marshall, Ryan 200
Martelly, Marie 197,233
Martin, James 205
Martin, Rachel 157. 171
Martin, Robert 230
Martinez, Amanda 230
Mason, Molly 230
Masters, Rhiannon 94
Mathiesen, Emily 213
Matsuo, Tetsuji 77, 157 214
Matter, Lynae 214, 217
Matthai, Amber 230
Mottle, Amy 157
Mattingly, Cherise 214
McAnelly, Matthew 230
McClinon, Antonio 230
McColgin, Megan 214
McCollough, Anna 184
McCornos. Caitlin 82, 171
McComas, Teranne 157,221
McCoola, Rochael 230
McCord, Matthew 230
McCorkle, Joshua 140,214
McCrillis, Kelly 230
McCurry, Jessica 230
McDanieL Susan 214
McDaniels, Jessica 157. 214
McDonald, Jamie 200
McDonald, Lauren 179
McDowell, Joshua 223
McEvoy, Emily 151214
McFarland, Ashley 190
McGarry, Timothy 214
McGee, Matthew 205
McGonigaL Keats 207
McGonigal, Terry 94
McGrady-Beach, Ian 157
McGregor, Cameron 230
Mcintosh, Toni 171
Mcintyre, Jamie 230
Mcivor, Kathryn 184
McKeown, Molly 157
McKnight Macle 157
McLain, Leah 157. 220
Mcleod, Cheryl 230
Todd (aka Lips),
Were so thankful you joined our "team"
You've scored a big "hit" with us since your
first on the "field" - Sept 24, 1982, It's been
great being your coach (Dad), manager
(Mom), and teammate (Ryne).
We love you SO rnuchl
McNutt, Bethany 85, 184
McPhee, Emily 157
McPherson. James 94
McQuerry, Brennan 230
McQuirter, Shenov 230
Me Corkle, Megan 205
Meade, Zachary 179
Mellinge, Rachel 184
Mellinger, Rachel 184
Mellott. Karen 214
Mellott William 94
Melrose. Stephanie 82, 171
Melton, Ann-Nicole 214
Menard, Carly 230
Mendes, Elisabeth 43,214
Mensik, Mark 230
Merke, Luz 94
Merkel, Albert 194
Merkel, Luz 94
Merrell, Jonathan 157
Merriman. Kelsey 200
Merriman, Steven 214
Merwick. Sophie 205
Mesaros, Kathryn 184
Metcalf. Ashley 222
Metcalf, Michelle 151 222
Meyer. Gretchen 230
Meyer, Susan 94
Michaelis, Caitlin 157
Mielke, Andrea 171
Mikkelson, Alan 94
Miller, Carissa 157. 190
•
Miller, llano 157
Miller, Isaac 157
Miller, Jackie 94
Miller, Jennifer 157
Miller, Lindsey 214
Miller, Sarah 157
Milliken. Jacob 194
Milliron, Jacob 157
Miner. Courtney 230
Miner, Rebekah 230
Mironuck, Lyndsey 230
Mitchell, Candy 157
Mitchell, Derrick 230
Mitchell, John 194
Mitchell, Kimberly 200
Mitchell, Patrick 230
Mitchell, Terry 94
Mitsuyasu, Margaret 214
Mix, Leslie 200
Mobley, Alexis 184
Moede. Eric 157
Mohrlang, Roger 94
Molinaro, Jeremy 179
Monahan, Matt 192
Monahan, Matthew 194
Manheim, Aaron 214
Monroe. Anna 230
Monroe, Bethany 157
Monteleone, Graham 200
Montgomery, Jordan 230
Montgomery, Nathan 214
Montgomery, Stephen 190
Montgomery, Tristan 230
-------------- recreate replay remember ---------------
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Montoya, Nicole 171 Murakami, Brent 231 Newberg, Nathan 223 00Moon, Michelle 157 Murillo, Dacia 158 Newberry, Nicholas 158Moore, Cassandra 100, 171 Murk, Katherine 200 Newman, Benjamin 205Moore, Cody 222 Murphy, Whitney 158 Newman, Krystal 171
Moore, Daniel 171 Muzotko. Cathy 95 Newth, Shannon 184 O'Brien, Aaron 43, 158
Moore, Julie 230 Myers, Jason 231 Newton, Amy 231 O'Brien, Heather 158
Moore, Kosheno 157 Nga, Duong 158 O'Connell, Erin 172
Moore, Sarah 179 Nguyen, Cam Tu 214 O'Connell. William 214
Moore, Sheburra 157 Nn Nguyen, Xuan 214 O'Connor, Anne 172Moos, Amanda 79, 184 Nicholls, Katherine 158 O'Connor, Carrie 158Moran. Katherine 157. 221 Nichols, Allison 200 Ochoa, Caley 214Morehouse, Sara 230 Nicholson, Janna 95 Offutt. Lacey 196,197
Morel, Patricia 158, 190 Naccarato. Andrea 43. 214 Nicol, Jenna 171 Ogden, Emily 158
Moresco, Benjamin 171 Najarian, Bethann 205 Nicolas, Eric 171 Ogdon, Michael 159
Morgan. Karla 94 Nakamasu, Reyn 158 Nielsen, Sarah 171 Ojennus. Deanna 96
Morgenthaler, Sarah 205 Nakasone, Erin 223 Niemand, Brett 179 Okada, Vori 159, 219
Morris, Jennifer 231 Napelenok, Alexander 158 Niemeyer, Ryan 179 Oliver, Tyler 231
Morris, Joseph 231 Narum. Kevin 171 Nikolov, Diyan 231 Olschner. Alec 167, 172
Morris, Mitchell 200 Naslund, Jeffrey 158 Nilson, Erik 179 Olsen, Emilie 214
Morrison. Sean 231 Nauert. Martin 158 Nissen, Molly 158 Olson. Brian 159
Morrow. Daniel 179 Navis. Kyle 214 Nolen-Morse. Jessica 205 Olson. Curtis 231
Morse, Dustin 158 Neder. Adam 95 Nordman, Rhonda 95 Olson, Heidi 179
Moser, Lee 179 Neff. Ashley 198, 200 Normile. Jessica 231 Oltmann, Nancy 96
Motsenbocker. Tyson 200 Nelson. Alex 179 Norton, Holly 95 Omlin, Joel 231
Motz, Leah 171 Nelson, Arron 194 Norton, Terry 95 Onigkeit Joseph 231
Mowry. Sharon 94 Nelson, Ashley 179 Norwood, Jennifer 214 Opelt. Sara 159
Moyer. Casey 158 Nelson, James 214 Noss. Stephanie 158 Orosco, Delia 37, 231
Moyer, Sarah 205 Nelson, Jennifer 171 Nov, Nissana 37.214 Orphan. Katherine 159
Mpare, Michael 95 Nelson, Kailey 118,219 Novasky, Michael 214 Ortiz, Kimberlee 231
Mullen, Daniel 231 Nelson, Trevor 179 Nowack, Sandra 95 Orwig. Greg 96
Mullen, Zachariah 205 Nesbitt, Erica 179 Nuckolls, James 95 Orwiler. Nathaniel 178, 179
Muller, Anna 231 Nesse. Angela 231 Nupen, Karl 205 Osborne, Trevor 159
Munnich, Keiley 179 Nevdahl, Dan 95 ot.s. Scott 159, 172
I don't know why God put you girls In my life, buf I'm glad He did, You've all been there
for me, and I'll never forget this past year. I love you Crno. Erne. and Jrno.
YourstrUly,
Apod
PS Shout out to Uncle ::1" for believing in me,
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Overstreet, Carino 231
Overstreet, Lance 231
Oyster, Allison 159, 221
Pp
Painter, Diona 231
Pandiani, Sarah 215
Parcher, Lisa 215
Park, Andrew 159
Park. Matthew 172
Park, Travis 200
Parker. Benjamin 179,191
Parker, Joshua 159
Parker, Kelli 159
Parker, Michael 205
Parker, Nicole 231
Parker, Pamela 96
Parmely. Michelle 197
Parrott, Andrew 172
Parshall, Jacqueline 205
Posrno. Jonathan 159, 190
Pastrana, Landa 200
Patterson, Noah 159
Pou. Tyler 96
Paul, Melissa 231
Pauls, Clark 107, 231
Peach, Samuel 172
Pearson, Wendy 159
Pecht, Lance 108, 159
Pecka. Daniel 159
Pecka, Kenneth 96
Pernpe. Elizabeth 231
Perry, David 231
Perry. Holly 214. 215
Perry, Matthew 194
Person, Cody 159
Person, Kristin 206
Petersen, Keith 215
Peterson, Andrew 172
Peterson, Chelsea 184
Peterson, Christopher 231
Peterson, David 159
Peterson, Elise 159
Peterson, Kelly 200, 201
Petkovlch. Stephanie 172
Pettis, Doug 231
Pettit. Justin 159, 225
Pevron. Raymond 96
Ptlug. Kyle 200
Pfursich, Fred 96
Pfursich, Taree 190
Phelps, John 231
Phillips, Drew 232
Phillips, Jessica 159
Phillips, Sara 172
Phillips, Taylor 232
Phillips. Todd 135.159
Pickering, Brandon 159
Pickett, Breann 215
Pierce, Donna 96
Pilcher, Whitney 232
Piturachsatit, Amy 232
Plummer, Sarah 206
Policarpio, Ernestcarl 159
Pooler, Megan 184
Pooler, Steven 215
Poppen, Heather 232
Porter, Jessica 172
Porter, Josh 150
Porter, Joshua 159
Portrev Nicholas 159
Powell. Amanda 172
Powell, Ame 232
Powell, Courtney 190
Powell, Rebecca 179
Powers, Ellyn 159, 222
Prevette, Sean 200
Price, Amaria 36, 215
Price, Matthew 159
Prince, Aubrey 159, 190
Prins, Erika 206
Pritchard, Jonathan 159
Procunier, Jeannette 215
Prosser. Ronald 96
Psick, Charlotte 206
Pugh. Beau 215
Pullen, Jennifer 215
Puntigam, Marissa 190
Purvis, Charity 179
Pyle. Bethany 215
Pyle, Ronald 96
Pyre. Andrew 97
Q'.'q,~, :T '. •'t
Quarless, Obejsanjo 8, 206
Quatier, Jacob 190
Raborn, Erika 232
Radcliffe, James 206
Radtke, Thomas 215
Raible, Daniel 180
Railsback, Emily 180
Rainey, Barrie 232
Ramsey, Whitney 110,215
Randle, Lawanda 187
Rasmussen, Dustin 232
Rou. Nancy 97
Rayment. Paul 232
Raynor, Kira 184, 185
Reober. Caleb 232
Reale, Katherine 160, 220
Rector, Jessica 184
The Lord gives wisdom, and from
hismouth come knowledge
and understanding.
- Proverbs 2:6
-------------- recreate repl3Y remember --------------
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RedaL Tristan 232
Redmond, Mark 232
Reeder, Shannon 184
Reeves, Bonnie 97
Reid, Colette 160
Reid, Tammy 97
Reilly, Patrick 160
Reitsema, Lindsay 215
Remy, John 194
Remy, Nicole 160, 172
Rettkowski, Beth 232
Richard, Austin 160
Richardson, Alicia 180
Richardson, Jeffre 232
Richardson, laura 215
Richardson. Molly 206
Richardson, Russell 97
Richartz, Saundra 160,223
Rickman, Garret 194
Riddle, Garrett 97
Ridgway, Stephanie 160
Ridings, Amy 232
Ridings. Holly 232
Ridings, Sara 232
Pleqer. Megan 184
Riehi, Brooke 180
Rifenbery, Kyle 194
Riiey,Jocob 215
Rim, Sarah 160, 172, 188
Rinaldi, Stacy 160
Ringo, Liv 191
Rinne, Melinda 232
Michelle
Levine dances
during Mardi
Gras celebra-
tions in Hur-
ricane Katrina
battered
New Orleans
Tuesday, Feb
28, 2006, CAP
Photo/Carolyn
Koster)
Debris from
Hurricane
Katrina
burns in the
background
of an area
damaged by
the hurricane
Wednesday,
Aug 31, 2005
in Long Beach.
Miss. CAP
Photo/David J,
Phillip)
Ritter, Kyie 171, 172
Rizzo, Patricia 197
Roberts. Chauntae 206
Roberts, Daniel 232
Roberts, Denni 232
Roberts. Kristofer 186, 187
Robertson, Timothy 97
Robeson, Colin 192, 194
Robin, Leah 185
Robinson, Bonnie 180
Robinson, Emily 160
Robinson, Kathryn 232
Robinson, Marie 232
Robinson, Molly 172
Robinson, Nicole 160
Robinson, Stefan 17, 195
Robinson, Tami 97
Robinson, Thomas 180
Robinson, William 21,53,97
Robison. Christine 185
Robison, Laura 180
Robles-Ortiz, Claudio 97
Rodin, Anthony 160
Rodin. Ryan 215
Rodlond, Jeffrey 175, 180
Roesler, Grant 232
Rogers, Heather 97
Rogers, Tylan 84, 194, 195
Rogstad, Aaron 180
Rohwer, Audrey 185
Rojeski, Carol 97
Roll, Thomas 97
Root, Shannon 215
Rose, Karla 206
Ross, Alicia 185
Ross, Kasandra 185
Rossnagel, Cory 200
Roth, Koliene 63,215
Ruane, Lauren 196, 197
Publtschun. Jamie 191
Rubie, Thomas 30, 160, 200
Rucinski, Jody 160
Rudolph. John 232
Rudy, Rebecca 185
Ruff, Aaron 215
Rundle, Justin 232
Runestrand, Maghan 160
Rupert, Mary 201
Ryan, Philiip 160, 224
Ryan, Thomas 97
Rylaarsdam, Sara 180
55
Sabrowski, Todd 160
Saccoccio, Andrea 97
Saccomanno, Michael 232
Samuels, Trisha 185
Sand, Jordan 160, 191
Sand. Karissa 232
Sandberg, Todd 97
Sande, Kristin 191
Sanders, Barbara 97
Sanders, Daniel 180
Sanders, Geoffrey 232
Sanderson, Katrina 232
Sands, Jordan 155
Sandstrom, Laura 8, 180
Sandvik. Kathryn 160
sor-koro-i. Kameshwaran 97
Sardinia. Michael 97
Sargent. Janna 160
Sataraka, Jeremiah 36, 215
Satre, Keliie 185
Saunders, Autumn 180
Sausser, Cara 215
Savard, Aneshia 215
Sawtell, Joshua 195
Scamehorn, Alexandria 215
Schaffnit, Laura 232
Scholler. Jeffrey 97
Scharf, Merrie 197
Schatz, Richard 97
Schepman, Christopher 160
Schiiiaty, Amy 215
Schloss, Alexander 191
Schmautz, Kadyn 160
Schmautz, Michael 191
Schmidt, Ailyson 180
Schmitt, Chelsea 180
Schnibbe. Eric 160
Schock, Jodi 232
Schooler, Wesley 201
Schrader, Erica 191
Schroeder. Amy 205, 206
Men's soccer made,.a name for Whitworth College while
they traveled to North Carolina to play in the NCAA Divi-
sion IIIFinai Four,
Schroeder. Jennifer 160
Schroeder, Michael 215
Schroeder, Tyler 172
Schrom, Neesha 206
Schuetze, Megan 215
Schuldt Mark 169, 172
Schwartz. Bonnie 160
Schwarz, Toby 97
Scott Amy 185
Scott, Jamie 206
Scott Joanna 97
Scott, Stacie 215
Scroggins, Jeremy 160
Scroggins, Joshua 232
Scraggy, Ashly 185
Scrupps. Ryan 232
Seccornb. Andrew 195
Sedler, Nichole 232
Seefeldt Tiffany 232
Seely, Ronald 160
Segovia, Kaleokalani 160
Segovia, Kaleokalina 221
Sehorn, William 180
Seidel, Christopher 97
Seidel, Walter 97
Sellers, Gwendolyn 185
Sevedoll. Ali 232
SeyedalL Mahyo 82, 180
Shaffer, Alyson 180
Shaiman, Katherine 216
Sharp, Matthew 160
Shaughnessy, Andra 206
Shaw, Katie 216
Sheffels, Trevor 160
Shelton, Joshua n 161
Shepherd, Darius 216
Sheppard, Shawna 216
Sherman, Annastasia 201
Sherman, Richard 232
Sherman, Suzanne 232
Shields, Robert 161
Shofner. Sarabeth 161. 201
Shook, Brian 161
Shuman, Amanda 232
Shure. Kristine 172
Shuvarikov, Irina 232
Sibbett. Jeannie 62, 167 172
Sibson. Stephen 216
Siebe, Cary 21, 161, 202, 206
Siemieniec, Joshua 191
Silva, Philip 216
Silvieus, Leah 191
Simmons, Christina 97
Simmons, Cynthia 161
Simmons, Shelby 191
Simms, Christina 206
Simons, Jennifer 232
Simons, Robert 195
Simonson, Cody 232
Simpson, Janelle 216
Sims, Joseph 180
Sittser, David 232
Skoftebo. Katherine 216
Skinner, Colin 106, 195
Skjelstad, Erin 161
Skog, Joshua 97
Eva Longoria of "Desperate Housewlves'fs
shown on a video iPod at the Apple Com-
puter Inc, unveiling of the new iPod in Colit.
Oct. 12, 2005, CAPPhoto/Paul Sakuma)
Slack, Corliss 97
Slate, Amber 216
Siont Brittany 220
Slvusorevo. Svetlana 161
Slvuscrevo. Tatyana 232
Smallwood, Caitlin 172
Smelser, Peter 216
Smith, Alexander 206
Smith, Amanda 29, 216
Smith, Amy 180
Smith, Brian 161
Smith, Colleen 161
Smith, David 161
Smith, Douglas 195
Smith, Dustin 172
Smith, Erika 191
Smith, Holey 216
Smith, James 232
Smith, Janelle 232
Smith, Jennifer 232
Smith, Laura 185
Smith, Margaret 206
Smith, Matthew 232
Smith, Meg 232
Smith, Stacey 97
Smith, Taryn 172
Smithers, Ashley 216
Smithson, Anne 161
Snape, Rebecca 180
SnelL Kyle 161
Sobotka, Ryan 195
Solbrack, Jill 206
Solodyankin, Oleg 232
Sonnett Jo 133, 161
Sorenson, Caitlin 232
Southard, Angela 172
Spaun, Benjamin 128, 172
Spa un, Jacob 97
Spees, Kalen 201
Spence, Katie 172
Spencer, Allison 206
Spencer. Jenna 216
Spero, Fern 185
Spore, Greg 70, 201
Sporseen Ninita 201
Spotts, Allison 161
Spotts, Russell 161, 214, 216
Spung, Abraham 180
Sripranaratanaku, Anna 206
St Hilaire, Aimee 161
Stadler, April 185
Stahly, Julie 191
Stands, Deidra 206
Stanfield, Brenna 98
Sfonkovic. Jennifer 216
Stapp, Diana 216
Stark, Jason 161
Stark, Tamra 232
Starkey, Nicole 111, 232
Stave, Lindsey 191
Stenberg, Brian 172
Stenberg, Joel 161
Stephens, Katie 161
Stephens, Paul 172, 182
Stevens, Brian 216
Stevens, Heather 173
Board of Trustee members wander through Duvall Hail in April before construction was
complete, Duvall was scheduled to open for residents in August.
-------------- recreate replay remember---------- -+
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Stevens, Mark 161
Stewart, Christopher 161
Stewart, Katie 216
Stiles, Jessica 161, 191
Stocker. Luke 195
Stockton, Stephen 180
Stone, Elizobeth 232
Stone, McLane 173
Stone, Megan 173
Stone, Tamra 98
Stonemetz, Shane 232
Storm, Caitlin 180
Storm, Colin 191
Storm, Kathy 95
Storm, Taylor 10, 180
Storrno. Lesley~Anne 98, 174
Stover, Lee 216
Strand, Nicholas 233
Strang, Trevor 191
Strauch, Elizabeth 98
Stringer, Cheryl 161, 180
Stuart, Jason 161
Stucky Krystle 216
Stucky, Shanon 216
Stump, Christina 233
Stutheit, Andrew 233
Sulgrove, Lindsay 233
Sutherland, Elizabeth 173
Sutherland, Tonetta 98
Svanidze. Gregory 161. 191
Svennungsen, Krysten 206
Swartz, Jacqueline 216
Swayze, Carolina 173
Sweetln, Chelsea 206
Swenson, Nathan 13, 180
Swisher.Kylie 161
Switzer, Kendra 233
Tt
Taber, Patrick 233
Tabor, Sharon 51216
Tddle. Emily 216
Ickechl. Timothy 173
Tampien, Joel 233
Iornplen. Jordan 161
Tamura, Jenna 185
Tanaka, Yukimi 216
tones. Raja 98
Tangen, Jodi 173
Icnzo. Laurel 161
Tapia, Mark 178, 180
Tate, Krystal 206
Tate, Kyle 161
Taylor, Andrea 216
Taylor, Derek 191
Taylor-Laurier. Lisa 98
Tebay, Erin 162
Teberg, Ann 98
Teh, Richard 173
Tellers,Blair 173
Teo, Adrian 91,98
Tewell. Kristin 185
Thibodeau, Greta 110, 233
Thompson, Keith 98
Thompson, Kimberly 8, 181
Thompson, Kristy 233
Thompson, Lacey 162
Thompson, Lara 162,221
Thompson, Lauren 233
Thompson, Natlya 233
Thompson, Sean 195
Thompson, Steven 98
Thomsen, Heather 162, 220
Thomsen, Karissa 173
Thomson, Sarah 173
Thoreson, Skyberg 181
Thrush,Sean 173
Thurman, Kelsey 181
Thurston, Stephanie 131. 220
Tibbitts, Laura 181
Tiemeyer. Lisa 216
Tillery,Justin 162
Tisthammer, Kara 233
Titchenal, Jennifer 98
Tkach, Benjamin 166, 173
Toback. Jason 98
Tobiason, Joseph 192, 195
Toboso. Kathryn 181
Todd, Rebeccah 216,233
Tolley,Shawn 217
Tom, Karolynn 185
Tomlin, Holly 233
Tootell. Lindsay 233
Torrence, Cheri 201
Townley, Clayton 168, 173
The campus said good-bye to Keola and Hoblob of the Village after commence-
ment to make room for Duvall Hall.The remaining four buildings will continue to house
students,
Townsend, Lorin 217
Townsend, Paige 233
Tracy, Jenifer 217
Trang, Victoria 18, 217
Treiber, Lindsay 233
Tremayne, Katherine 181
Trepus, Gregory 162
Treusch, Carrie 233
Triplett Charity 217
Triplett, Christopher 233
Tripp, Marta 181
Troop, Leanne 185
Trott Kaitlin 181
Trotter. Diana 98
Trotter, Mary 217
Trotter, Tiffany 217
Trousdale, Jeffrey 173
Troxel, Ashley 162
Troxell, Katherine 233
Tru",James 141,233
Tsuboto. Tyson 195
Tuck, Ryan 201
Tucker,Alyson 233
Tucker, George 109,233
Tucker, Michael 195
Tully,Deborah 98
Tully,Jay 195
Tully,John 96
Tully,Michelle 173
Junoll. Sarah 173
Tupper, Tyler 233
Turner,Kathryn 233
Turner.Lewis 201
KellyClarkson holds her Grammy's for Best
Pop Vocal Album and BestFemale Pop Vocal
Performance. CAPPhoto/Reed Saxon)
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Turner, Marjorie 127, 201
Uu
Uboldi. Ashley 233
Ueland, Dane 173
Locnoo. Terundu 162,217
Uki, Kenshiro 233
Unruh, Brent 201
Upton. Jeffrey 217
Usrey. Kyle 98
Uyehara, Sean 162
\/v
Valdes, Vazmin 217
Valdez, Valeria 206
Valentine, Kristin 181
Vancil, Katherine 162
Vancil, Kurtis 195
Vanden Berge, Donald 71, 163, 217
Vanderwel. Melissa 14,191
Vander Giessen, Michael 46,213,217
Vander Meulen, Nicole 233
Vandiver, Max 98
Vonhoornfssen. Joseph 206
Vansteenwyk, Emily 206
Vansteenwyk, Megan 191
Van Inwegen, Patrick 98
Van Kleec. Katherine 162
Van Slvke. Erika 162
Vcrtcrnos. Nicholas 109, 233
Varnam, Ileana 233
Vasquez, Kate 217
Vaughan, Lauren 162
Vaughn, Danielle 201
Vaughn, Katherine 162
Vaughn, Lauren 158
Vaughn. leah 125.233
Verble, Rebecca 217
Viducich, Suzanne 233
Viets, Heidi 173
Vigil, Mario 162
Vlken, Crystal 57191
Vincent Keily 181
Vis, Bennet 206
vonk. Erica 162
Wagstaff. Jo 98
Wagstaff. Scott 191
Wahlstedt Robert 195
Wakefield, Bonnie 98
Wakefield, Bradley 181
Walker, Travis 195
Wall. Seth 217
Wallace, Dominique 212,217
Waller, James 98
w
Kenyans line up to vote for referendum in Nairobi, Monday,
Nov. 21. 2005, Thousands of Kenyans lined up Monday to
vote in a referendum on a draft constitution that spells
out how East Africa's largest economy will be run and its
resources shared, CAPPhoto/Khalil Senosi)
Wollette, Risa 162
Wallick. Blake 53.74.162.173
Walsh. Matthew 233
Walsh, Regan 207
Walston. Bobby 217
Walter, Sara 233
Wolters, Clayton 217
Wolters, Daniel 40,217
Wommack. Tebv 174. 181
Warner, Jeffrey 195
Warner. Nicole 185
Warr, Sara 162
Warren, Brianno 233
Watson, Fay 98
Watts, Kristin 127, 207
Weatherly, Brendan 191
Weatherman, Joson 207
Weaver. Alison 85, 191
Weaver, David 81, 201
Webb. Ryne 134. 233
Webber, Stacey 191
Weber, Lance 207
Weber, Samuel 187
Weg, Amber 217
Wegman, Danielle 111, 162
Weinberg, Bonnie 98
Welsh, Jordan 162
Wenzel, Rachel 217
Werner, John 194, 195
West Rondale 207
Western, Shaina 173
Westlund, Andrew 162
Westre, Kirk 98
Weyhrauch, Derek 173
Through many different fund raisers throughout the school year, students
collected thousands of dollars for MUltiple Sclerosis research. The bachelor
auction brought in over $2,000 by offering dates with eligible campus
bachelors.
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Wheeler, Katrina 207
Whisenand, Gary 98
White, Benjamin 68, 217
White, Jennifer 162
Whitehouse, Nancy 98
Whitfield, Chelsea 233
Whitmore, Bryan 181
Whitney, Elisabeth 31,233
Whitney. Erin 173
\ Wiersma, Noelie 98
Wild, Jennifer 162
Wild. Silas 201
Wild, Thomas 162
Wilt. Meghan 162
Wilkins, Brian 233
\ Wilkins.Wendy 233
Williams, Andrew 233
Williams, Bryan 108.191
Williams, Eric 233
Williams, Jackson 46, 162
Williams, Jenna 162,221
Williams. Marissa 162
Williams, Mitchell 16,181
Williams, Nathaniel 163
Williams. Sarah 181
Williams, Tara 233
Williamson, John 217
Willson, Gwendolyn 163
Wilson,Ashley 233
Wilson, Corinne 233
Wilson, Jamie 173
I Wilson, Jeffrey 38.187
Wilson, Jocelyn 207
Wing, Conor 195
United States snowboarder
Hannah Teter. left, bites her
gold medal with silver med-
alist teammate Gretchen
Bleilerduring the medal
ceremony for the Women's
Halfpipe Snowboard event
at the Turin2006 Winter
Olympic Games in Turin, Italy,
Monday. February 13, 2006,
(APPhoto/Christophe Ena)
Pittsburgh Steelers coach Bill
Cowher is doused with water
after the team's 21-10 win
over the Seattle Sea hawks
in the Super Bowl XL football
game Sunday, Feb, 5, 2006,
in Detroit. It was the first Su-
per Bowl appearance for the
Northwest's own Hawks, CAP
Photo/David J, Phillip)
Winskill. Joshua 7, 181
Wirth Jr., Jeff 233
Wisenor, Tad 98
Wold, Emily 181
Wood, Mesha 163
Workman. Loretta 98
Works, Benjamin 125,217
Wray, Charles 173
Wright, Julie 217
Wright Natalie 163
Wyma, Keith 99
Wyman, Victor 233
Yy
Yarbrough, Diane 233
Yeend, Jacquilyn 233
Yi, Tara 191
Yochum, Linda 99
Yoder, John 92
Yoder, Michael 141
voshlfu]i. Mami 75.163,219
Yost Michael 99
Young, Jonathan 233
Young, Kate 217
Young, Kurtis 195
Young, Paul 233
Youngs, Kerrilyn 217
Zz
Zakheim, Sara 121,181
Zaremba, Jennifer 219
Zedekar, Anna 21 7
Zedekor. Rebecca 163
Zeiger, Molly 181
Zeiler, Larissa 173
Zeitler, Teresa 233
Zellman, Andrew 181
Zerkef. Katherine 181
Zhu, Nancy 207
Zimbelman, Kristen 99
Zimmerman, Brandon 233
Zimmerman, Michael 163, 201
Zimmermann, Karli 217
Zolotorovo. Anna 163
Zuck, Tyler 195
Zugner, Andrew 173
Zumini, David 195
Jake Gyllenhaal. nominated for an Oscar
for best actor in a supporting role for his
work in "Brokebock Mountain;' arrives for
the 78th Academy Awards, "Brokebock
Mountain" lost to "Crash" for best picture,
CAPPhoto/Kevork Djansezian)
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I would like to say thank you to
my family tor putting up with
me when I am stressed and
helping me get through every-
thing and not getting too mad
when you didn't hear from me,
To Tad, thanks for everything,
I really couldn't summarize It in
one sentence but thanks for
believing I could do this even
though I am one of the young-
est editors In Whitworth's history,
To Linda Yochum who does
so much for ASWC-I always
enjoyed our great chats, I had
a great staff that helped make
this yearbook look amazing,
To Renee, thanks for giving me
a chance; I am so glad you de-
cided to work with me on this
yearbook, I will always cherish
our memories from Kansas City.
To Kelly, thanks for your hard
work; you always made me
feel that we could get this
done without too much pain,
Jen, thanks for letting me con-
vince you to take this commit-
ment JJ, you really brought a
lot to this yearbook and your
rcr-cornness.kept life interest-
ing, I am thankful for all my
friends who 'attempted to keep
me sane when things were
crazy. Peter and Ben became
the two people I saw the most
especially around the office, I
am so glad we had each other
and I am looking rcrworc to
another great year together,
~
A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
As the past two years have quickly sped by, i have hordly had any time to sit and
refiect on what has happened, My life has changed incredibly since i storted at Whit-
worth. I am stillnot sure how I got here since I never visited before Orientation, Imme-
diately starting Whitworth, I got Involved in lots of stuff, like I always do, I have amazing
opportunities because people believed it me, I may be stretched in many different
directions at times, but I will never regret losing sleep or social time, I may have spent a
lot of time and effort to perfect this book, but I loved every minute spent working on it
Thanks for a great year and I am looking forward to another year with you 0111
redirect reorganize
This marks my 10th book as adviser and I love working on the publication more now than when I was the
student editor in 1989. Thanks to this year's staffers, especially Amanda, and I hope all of you who are
reading this take a moment to remember how much Whitworth means ta you.
Tad Wisenor
Yearbook Adviser and Director of Alumni and Parent Relations
To the editors: we had fun ..
yeah Missouri, too bad it
wasn't New Orleans!
To my friends: thanks for
being there.
To my mom: you are the
coolest
~JI To the Lone Cactus: thanks
,. ~ for every Wednesday Night.
------To my kids: you teach me
patience.
To everyone I forgot: sorry.
Renee Huggins
Thank you!
To Amanda, for your
patience and smiles. To Jen.
for being my yearbook Best
Friend Forever! To Katie, for
the gummy worms, To AIL
for all your efforts to keep us
sane during deadline and for
text twist. And to Lincoln.
because I love you
Until Next Year,
Kelly Bastron
Amanda and Tad, thanks for
putting up with my horrible
attitude. I really do love you
both, I just don't do mushi-
ness. Kelly thanks for listening
to my sordid stories and
doing so much work on our
section, Renee thanks for
mocking me and letting me
mock you back I'll miss
you all
Jen Tracy
JJ wanted to show his favorite photo as a way of
saying thanks
C'i COLLEGE L1BRAI\'(
S; ,e\i\![ WA 99251
Colophon ,
The 2005-2006 Natsihi was printed by Taylor Publishing Company at 1550 W. Mockingbird Lane in Dallas, Texas, The in-piant
representative was Steve Pinder, The local Spokane representative was non-existent. From a printing of 650 copies, all
were sold at a cost of $40, The 8' by 10,75' 256-page book was printed on 80 lb. glossy enamel paper. VanguardT was
used as the base copy at 10 point font and captions were generally in VanguardT at 8 point. Other typefaces included
Cheerstype, Shabby, Sleepwaiker. and X-Files. As a computer-submitted book, the Natsihi made use of five IBMcompat-
ible computers, an HPScanjet 5300C, an Epson Perfection 3200 Photo, and a Gee Exlite XL 20/1200 printer. Software
included Adobe InDesign eSl, Adobe InDesign eS2, Photoshop eS2 and Microsoft Windows 2000. Shipments were made
on compact discs and all photos were digitally scanned and sent on compact discs. Student portraits were taken by
Whitworth Computing Services,

